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M whole passel of you reading The National Locksmith this month are

new readers, formerly subscribers to the Reed Reporter. Again, I want to

welcome you into our family, and if you are a previous subscriber, welcome
back! I think you will find a great number of changes have been made to

this magazine.

And I think you will agree with me that we now offer the best articles

written BY locksmiths FOR locksmiths. In fact, you can read Bill Reed's

column following right after the Letters column. Plus we are very pleased

to welcome locksmith writer Sal Dulcamaroto our technical staff. In the

upcoming months we're planning to help you learn ever more about the

wonderful world of locksmithing!

The insurance industry has released the list of the most popular ten

cars to be stolen in 1994. In order of popularity, they are, drum roll

please...

Honda Accord; Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme; Ford M ustang; Toyota
Camry; Oldsmobile Royale; Honda Civic; Chevrolet Camaro; Cadillac

DeVille; Chevrolet Caprice; and Toyota Corolla.

The good news is that 1.2%fewer cars were stolen in 1994 than in 1993.

And 7.1%fewer cars were stolen in 1994 than in 1991. So the improvements
in security the automakers are conducting are having an effect.

M ost often, a stolen car is misappropriated for parts. Driven to a chop
shop immediately, vehicles are stripped for parts. Hot selling accessories

like airbags, radios and seats are especially in demand. It only takes about

30 minutes to totally strip apart a car.

The National Insurance Crime Bureau gives high marks to GM 's Pass-

Key system for decreasing thefts. But get this. 31%of car owners still do
not lock their doors. And an incredibly optimistic ll%sometimes leave

their keys in the ignition.

Coming up from November 15th to 19th is the popular Yankee
convention to be held this year at the Rhode Island Convention Center.

There will be over 150 booths, classes and a PRP exam. Call 800-209-8266

for more information. This is one show you don't want to miss!

F inally, starting this month you will notice that we have changed the

name of the Newsmakers department to Security Cafe. We invite you to

drop in to the cafe, pull up a chair and take a look at some of the latest

product introductions in the locksmith industry.
J
ust be sure you don't

drink too much!

Marc Goldberg
Editor/Publisher

Have

a computer?

Talk to

The National

Locksmith

O nline!

America Online: NATL LOCK
Use the above address if you are on AOL.

Internet: natllock@aol.com
Use the Internet address if you are not on AOL,

^Ya^^^uw
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Letters

OCTOBER 19 9 5

The National Locksmith is interested in your view. We do reserve the right to edit for clarity and length.

S. Parker Apology

S Parker Hardware would like to

take this opportunity to clarify

a misunderstanding that has arisen

in the industry because of an
advertisement that appeared in the

April and July 1994 issues of The
National Locksmith magazine.

The advertisement purports to

quote the Associated Locksmiths of

America's Keynotes magazine as

making certain statements
comparing an S. Parker Hardware
Grade 2 lock to a Grade 1 lock
manufactured by the Schlage Lock
Company. In particular, the

advertisement purports to quote
Keynotes as stating that the S. Parker

Hardware Grade 2 lock "was
equivalent" to the Schlage Grade 1

lock and that "the only difference is

the price."

These statements were not made
by ALOA or Keynotes magazine.
ALOA did not authorize S. Parker

Hardware's advertisement, nor did it

authorize S. Parker to make reference

to ALOA or to ALOA'S Keynotes

The National
Locksmft" (

Attn: Editor

magazine. S. Parker Hardware
regrets the error. Of course, S. Parker

Hardware would like to assure the

industry that it stands by the quality

of its locks.

Charles I. Silberman, President

S. Parker Hardware

Manufacturing Corp.

Shear Opinion

One of the great things about this

country is the fact that we all

have the right to disagree with each

other. I just read the article that

Managing Editor Tom Seroogy wrote

for NLAA's Automotive Edge
newsletter in Joe's Garage on
Shearhead Bolts. He mentions that

one method for removing shearhead

bolts "though not the recommended"
is to drive a Torx head bit into the

hole and remove it that way. He says

use the proper tool for the proper job.

Why would anyone want to cut a

slot into the head of a screw with a

Dremel or a hacksaw and then re-

install that screw into a customer's

car? I personally think that there are

fewer thieves running around out
there with a set of Torx drivers than

there are with a straight blade screw

driver. I have been using the Torx
method for many years with no
adverse effects and feel that my
customers still have some level of

security on their columns when they

leave our shop.

I can see where some people may
have problems when trying to do this

using low grade tools. When I use
the method, I drill the hole in the bolt

the same size as the inside dimension
of the Torx driver so that all it is

doing is cutting teeth into the bolt,

and not trying to force the driver into

the bolt. Then I make sure that I'm

using a good quality Torx driver that

America Online:
NATL LOCK

Use the above address

if you are on AOL.

Internet:

natllock@aol.com
Use the Internet address

if you are not on AOL

won't break off in the screw. (I use

Snap On Torx drivers.)

In all the years that I've been
doing this I can only remember
breaking one Torx head driver off,

and that was because I drilled the

hole in the bolt too small. Remember,
when you are servicing a customer's

vehicle you want to return it to as

close as possible to the original

condition as it was when they
brought in to you. If you can't

replace the screws with a screw that

is still hard for a thief to remove,
then you should replace the shear

bolts with new ones. Don't make it

easy for someone to walk off with
your customer's car with just a

couple of screw drivers. Bob Harris

E Mail

The Right Lube

An online reader asked what
lubricant is best to use on

combination lock wheels.

Last I knew, LaGard was
recommending no lubrication in their

locks, because of the Teflon coating

applied to bearing parts.

S&G insists on a thin coat of

General Electric G-322L Versilube on
these areas inside the lock case:

6 • The National Locksmith
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• Inside and outside of the wheel
post.

• Surfaces of the case that bear
against the lock bolt.

• Torque adjuster ramps or the feet

of the torque adjuster.

• Bearing surface of the lever screw.

• Underside of the lever bushing
where it contacts the lock bolt.

All of the above areas need to be
wiped clean before lubrication, and
only a thin (virtually invisible) film

of lubricant should be used. As our

lab guys like to say - anything over

two molecules in thickness is a

waste! Excess lube tends to creep into

areas where it does more harm than

good. As Ray Hearn pointed out in

his message, lubrication on the flys

or the wheel centers where they ride

can seriously and adversely affect

lock operation.

Prior to lubrication, most locks

and parts can be cleaned by wiping
them with a clean cloth. For stubborn

deposits, use a spray-type electrical

contact cleaner or a naphtha solution.

Pay attention to the cleaner

manufacturer's warning labels. Only
use cleaning solutions that dry
quickly and leave no residue of their

own.

One additional lubrication spot. It

doesn't hurt to use a dab of any non-

petroleum base grease on the

underside of the dial hub where it

rides in the dial ring bearing. This

isn't a required lubrication area, but
it does tend to quiet the dial

operation.

Group 1 and 1R locks are

supposed to be lubricated with Dow
Corning MolyKote (Gn Metal Paste).

This material was substituted a few
years ago to allow the locks to pass a

tortuous military test procedure.
MolyKote stands up to extreme
temperatures better than Versilube.

As a normal day-in, day-out
lubricant, I think Versilube is

superior. It tends to creep much less

than MolyKote.

This may be more than you
wanted to know about lock

lubrication, but it's good to ask about

anything you are uncertain of. The
National Locksmith provides a great

service to us in providing this forum
for an open exchange of technical

information and opinions.

S&G provides a helpful book on
lock lubrication and troubleshooting

procedures for combination locks.

Free copies are available on request.

Call (606) 885-9411 and ask the

operator to connect you with the

literature request line. This is an
automated voice mail system. Ask
for "Dialing Diagnostics."

Sargent & Greenleaf

E Mail

Resigned On Ethics

We are writing this letter to

explain why we both have
resigned our office and membership
in the PTSLA. Starting at the

beginning, the association was
formed by six or so locksmith's back
in February of 1971. The goals and
ideals were that they assemble for

fellowship and pass information
between each other to inform and
educate themselves. They also

wanted all members to be of sound
character and honest individuals.

This information was passed to me
by my mentor, a Mr. Charlie Pauley.

He was one of the original members
and was a big influence in my life. I

first found out about this

organization from him in 1975, but it

took him three years before he finally

invited me to a meeting. He said that

he believed that I was serious about

the trade and would be a good
member. He was an honest man who
didn't take advantage of anyone and
did not tolerate any "hanky-panky."

But he also was the one who would
say "time for an outside party" after

he heard the treasurer's report.

He would have been very sad to

hear about what transpired at the

June meeting. If you have not read

the editorial in The National
Locksmith, I will explain what
happened. The editorial concerned a

Maine locksmith who copied a book
and sold it to others for profit. This

was according to Mr. Marc Goldberg.

I spoke to the man involved and he
offered no explanation. I found out

that he had resigned from ALOA, so

I asked him if he also would do the

same for the PTSLA. He declined, so

I was left with no alternative but to

bring it before the membership. The
bylaws state that a breach of ethics

shall cause a vote to be taken for

removal from the association. It

should have been cut and dry as the

member had admitted to the deed.

After a main motion and many
amendments, they decided that he
was to be removed for one year and
on probation for the second year. He
also is not allowed to hold office for a

period of five years. This was
because he was a very much liked

person and was a lot of help to the

association. The members set a

precedent by not following the

bylaws. This was not what our
original members had intended. A
person in this field of work has to be

above reproach and this weakens the

integrity of the association.

For this reason both of us resigned

our office and membership the

following day. Having been a

member for a combined 26 of the 24

years that the PTSLA has been
around, this was a very difficult

choice to make, but the only one we
could make considering the

circumstances. We both believe that

you cannot compromise ethics for

friendship, which is what happened
at the meeting. The day after our
resignation, one member who had
been at the meeting called and told

us of another instance where he had
been approached and offered copies

of Ford keys at a better price than in

the catalog. This only serves to

reinforce our decision, as now we are

looking at two infractions of ethics

from the same member.
Richard and Roma Vigue

Maine

45CHWABCOORR

It's not safe

unless it's

Schwab Safe.

Click here for more information
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Reed Report

n
it

Bill Reed

Scattershooting while wondering whatever
happened to... Debra Schrader

• M y hat is off to Ray Swear of M oses Lake, Washington. We recently did a seminar

there, and Ray arranged for a car lot to open cars... the entire lot! Steve Young
thought he had died and gone to heaven. Way to go, Ray!

The hotel lock business is booming and

by llco. Check it out!

hear nothing but good things on the lock

I just received my membership in the Dallas Chamber of Commerce. Each of you

should look into your local chamber and check out the many benefits it has to offer. It

will bring in new business for you, too.

• There are still many shops around that are NOT full service shops. There are

shops that do nothing but open cars, while there are others that do everything BUT
open cars. The best thing you could ever do for you, your pocketbook, and your

company would be to become a full-service lock shop. M any locksmiths have certain

employees that do only certain jobs. Specialists, so to speak. Several of them use

firemen. They're off two or three days in a row, and the shop saves up the jobs for

them. Example would be safe deposit box locks. Then, you can always sub-contract.

Don't be afraid to do this.
J
ust be sure your subcontractor is good at what he does or

it will reflect on you. I put myself through college doing this. There are many ways to

become a full-service shop, and its much better to say "yes" to your customers then

for them to have to go somewhere else. Believe it or not, it is possible to bejack-of-all-

trades, and master of them all.

• I've said it before, and I'll say it again - there is some real garbage legislation

proposals floating around our great country. Come on people, get serious. We're
about to really be socked by the attorneys and politicians, and no one seems to care.

Look at Illinois and what they are proposing. Closest thing to perfect that I can come
up with (As far as legislation goes, anyway).

• While looking at legislation, start looking at education also. If you're letting your

employees file down plugs and other disgusting habits, you're just as guilty as they

are. Teach them -train them -stay on them until they learn.

• TRUST Seminars will be coming your way soon. Watch for us. October - POLA
Convention on the 14th and 15th; Tri-Regional on the 20th; Denver on the 28th.

• M any are asking for my phone number to order books or to just say "Hi." You can

call me at (817) 481-5455. You can also use this number for fax.

Yours for better security,

EH

8 • The National Locksmith
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by Marc Goldberg

R ecently, locksmiths have been

making inquiries about how the recent

outcome of the Best vs. Ilco lawsuit

may affect other patented key
products. While there is no short

answer, we will try to address a few of

the issues at hand.

To review, Ilco began to

manufacture blanks of a patented Best

key. Best sued Ilco for infringing on

their patent. In simplified terms, Ilco

won the lawsuit. This decision benefits

the locksmith because it ensures your

ability to purchase aftermarket key

blanks at a reasonable price.

The Best vs. Ilco case involved two

different kinds of patents, design and

utility. Each is a different animal, but

in this particular case, both protected

the same key copied by Ilco. Thus,

both patents were infringed and Ilco

was brought to court.

The whole idea of a patent is for the

government to promote new ideas and

inventions by granting a temporary
monopoly on the production of the

new idea. This monopoly is granted in

the form of a patent.

If you're having trouble

understanding the difference between

a utility patent and a design patent,

think of a lockset. A design patent

protects a knob or lever design made
by a particular company. (Example:

the Schlage Tulip knob shape.) A
utility patent protects an innovative

mechanism found inside the lock

chassis.

The monopoly of manufacture lasts

14 years for designs (shapes) and 17

years on mechanisms. After that, they

are fair game for anyone to copy and

sell.

10 • The National Locksmith

A Patent Battle
Best vs. Ilco

When do the rights for protecting a keyway
extend their bounds?

The Best vs. Ilco battle over keyways may have set
precedent, defining and establishing the once

unwritten ground rules of restricted key production.

We'll cover the design patent first.

In Best vs. Ilco, the court ruled that

keyways and key sections are "not

proper subject matter" for design

patents because they are purely

functional. This had been conventional

wisdom in our industry for as long as I

remember, although no one in the

industry was ever able to produce any

actual evidence, in the form of a court

ruling (case law) to that effect. You
know how it works. If all your
colleagues tell you the same thing, it

must be true, right?

Best took the industry by storm in

M arch 1992 when the first of what was
to be 68 design patents began to issue

covering 34 key sections and their

corresponding 34 keyways. That was a

signal that one of three things had
happened: 1.) It indicated the idea that

design patents were not allowable for

key sections was simply one of those

myths perpetuated by word of mouth
over the decades. (Remember when
every locksmith "knew" it was
impossible to pick or impression a

GM sidebar cylinder?) OR: 2.) The
U .S. Office of Patents and Trademarks
had changed its official position and

was now allowing them, OR: 3.) The
patent examiner was inexperienced

and was bamboozled by Walter Best's

affidavit stating that the shapes were
purely ornamental and not dictated by

function (one of the tests to qualify for

design patents) when the examiner
originally rejected Best's applications.

Best agreed to allow all 68 design

patents to stand or fall based on the

one key infringed by Ilco. Therefore,

Best lost all 68 design patents in one

fell swoop by this ruling.

For any company who has used

only design patents to protect its

keyways and key sections, this ruling

is a dangerous precedent. Still, until

someone infringes another company's

patent and is taken to court, the

patents remain valid and protect all

"patented" restricted keys.

Now, for the utility patent. The
utility patent 5,136,869 was declared

invalid based on what is legally

termed "prior art." Prior art is

something that either existed in the

market place or had been disclosed to

the public in earlier patents or in some
other form prior to the stated date of

the "new" invention.

Of the several claims in the Best

patent, Best agreed to let the case rest

on one in particular, although Best

changed the focus several times from

one claim to another. In short, based

on physical evidence contributed from

lock collections from various industry

personnel, together with expert
depositions and courtroom testimony,

the judge was able to see that there

was nothing new in Best's utility

patent.

Every feature (shoulder engage-
ment in key slot, clearance gap
between key section and keyway and

the so-called "thin-walled offset

portion" of the key blade) had been

done before or would be "obvious to

anyone of ordinary skill in the art."

Nothing new. Nothing innovative.

Nothing patentable.

How does this affect Assa, M edeco,

Peaks, Primus, Dom and similar

patented key products? Positively,

because it removes what they
consider a sham competitor from their

midst. All these cylinders have special

innovative (more or less) mecha-
nisms. Their primary protection for

these mechanisms is the utility patent,

although some have secondary
protection in the form of design

Click on border to view new company or issue
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patents on the keys (not just the key

section, as in Best's case). The
possible negative effect is that a utility

patent covering keys has actually been

overturned.

Traditionally, when key control

patents have been infringed, the

manufacturer threatens to take the

infringer to court if he doesn't cease

production immediately. Generally,

the infringers have been small time

locksmiths or would-be manufacturers

who just stop making the keys. To my
knowledge, all such litigation has

been settled out of court. The little

guy couldn't afford to go head to head

with the big corporation. In several

cases, the manufacturer reportedly

"paid" the little guy off to quit making
the keys. So, to my knowledge, none
of the other so-called stronger patents

have actually gone through the

system for bootleg keyblanks as Best

vs. Ilco did.

In short, we've seen David and
Goliath stories in the past. However,

in the case of Best vs. Ilco, we have

King Kong vs. Godzilla. Two men and

two companies fighting for principles

they believe in, neither wishing to

back down or be bought off. Aaron

didn't copy Best's key to make money
selling blanks to locksmiths. He did it

because he believed these patents

should never have been granted by

the government and infringement was
the only way to bring the matter
before a judge.

M ost industry experts believe that

utility patents covering Primus, Peaks,

M edeco, Assa and others are strong

and represent true inventions.

However, some experts do feel that

some of those utility patents could be

overturned based on prior art. Some
feel that keys can be made to operate

some of those cylinders in a way that

doesn't infringe on the patent. But
who's willing to spend the bucks to

fight those corporate attorneys when
they start sending their threatening

letters? Rumor has it that llco's

expenses in this case were $1.5

million as of the trial in M arch!

It isn't over yet. We must await

Best's next move. Will they file for an

appeal? Will they go through with the

appeal after the filing? Can they win if

they do appeal, or will it just buy them
another several months of time to

bring a "real" patented product to

market?

And what about the second utility

patent (5,272,895) mentioned in Best's

letter of August 4 to its PKS
customers? That patent is what's

called a "continuation in part" of the

utility patent which was overturned. It

has many claims, but it's still all

smoke and mirrors around the same
prior art core and key! Yet legally,

this patent stands on its own and must
be challenged separately. Technically,

Ilco has not infringed on the second

patent because they stopped making
the keys before it issued. Therefore it

remains unchallenged and in force

protecting Best's keys.

Will Aaron Fish make another Best

PKS key to call Best's bluff and bring

the second patent in front of a judge?

If so, will Best bother to sue? If none
of the claims of the first patent stood

up in court, how can the second patent

stand if it covers the identical core and

key?

We all have to wait and see.

Meanwhile Best is rumored to be
considering renaming PKS (Patented

Key System) to RKS (Restricted Key
System). 121
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SECURITY CAFE
16 New 1200PCH
Punch Machine™
Cards From HPC
DCARD-PX101 New Ford

Eight Cut

DCARD-PF303 Ford Aspire

(Kia) (10 Cut)(B Series)

DCARD-PF302L Hyundai (8

Cut) (T Series)

DCARD-PF302R Hyundai (8

Cut) (S Series)

DCARD-PF301L Kia/Hyundai

(7 Cut)(Yl-2000 Series)

DCARD-PF301R Kia/Hyundai

(7 Cut)(Xl-2000, Y7001-
8200 Series)

DCARD-PF118 Chrysler-

AMC/Renault/Peugeot
(Secondary) (M, N, P, R, S)

DCARD-PF71 Honda
Door/Trunk (thru 76)
(Series 111111-444444)

DCARD-PF70 Honda
Ignition (thru 76) (Series

2001-4949)

DCARD-PMC51AR
Kawasaki Cycles (6 Cut) (A

Series)

QCARD-PMC51AL
Kawasaki Cycles (6 & 7

Cut)(B Series)

DCARD-PMC37R
Honda Cycles '83+ (C,D)

DCARD-PMC37L
Honda Cycles '83+(A,B)

DCARD-PMC50 Kawasaki

Cycles 79+
DCARD-PMC71 Suzuki

Cycles '88+

DCARD-PF102 Chrysler-

AMC/Renault'81+
(Secondary) (n on- letter)

For FREE Information
Circle 381 on Rapid Reply

Major
Manufacturing's
LSA-1

An assortment containing

18 of the most commonly
used and misplaced screws

that are required when

servicing locks. The LSA-1 kit

contains mortise cylinder

cam screws, cylinder set

screws, face plate screws
and others that can be
missing or lost when on the

job. Also included are the

Allen wrenches needed for

the Allen screws used in the

kit. A handy assortment that

necessary installation hard-

ware.

For FREE Information
Circle 383 on Rapid Reply

DROPMMR
TOOU^IKHNOUMT

& EQUIPMENT

will pay for itself the first time

that its used. Refills are

available in packs of 10
Available from your distribu-

tor

For FREE Information
Circle 382 on Rapid Reply

Harrison
Electronics HE-250

Harrison Electronics intro-

duces its newest car alarm -

The Hellfire-250. Added to a

long line of popular and
successful models, the 250
provides safety, security and

satisfaction at a minimal
price. Equipped with cutting

edge features such as Quiet

Control remote chirp delete,

audible warning beep, Versa

Shock and Tamper Memory,

the HE-250 includes all the

Key-Keeper By
Monarch

Monarch Tool and Manu-
facturing introduces the Key-

Keeper to secure keys in a

tamper evident manner.

Tested to over 250
pounds of pull, the nylon-

covered, steel cable will

make any attempt to remove

individual keys apparent. The
seamless aluminum body
holds the lock in a recess,

eliminating any obvious point

of attack short of destroying

the lock, the body, or the

cable.

Key-Keeper is available

with three different levels of

lock, Ace, Duo or Medeco.
Stock length is 12" and 18".

Custom cable lengths are

available for larger lots of

keys or for other special

locking needs which may
require the flexibility of the

cable

For FREE Information
Circle 384 on Rapid Reply

New Redi-Line
Generators

Pacific Scientific's Motor &
Control Division has an-

nounced that all Redi-Line

generators are now equipped

with new demand start

circuitry for use with elec-

tronically controlled variable

speed power tools. Accor-

ding to Pacific Scientific,

Redi-Line can reliably start all

known load conditions

Redi-Line generators
feature the unique battery-

conserving capability to start

on demand, providing instant

power only when the tool's

trigger is engaged A new
printed circuit board has

been designed into both the

1600 watt and 500 watt
Redi-Line models. A retro-fit

kit is also available for

updating older models.

For 25 years, Redi-Line

power conversion products

have operated from vehicle

batteries to reliably run 120

VAC power tools and other

electrical equipment where
commercial power is not

conveniently available. Redi-

Line offers a full line of 350 to

1600 watt generators and a

2200 watt solid state inverter

through a national distribution

network
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SECURITY CAFE
Encased in rugged, steel

enclosures, and constructed

for long life with minimum
maintenance, Redi-Line

products are backed by a

two year warranty. An effec-

tive alternative to gas-oline

engine-driven genera-tors,

Redi-Line products are com-
pact, whisper quiet, and emit

no fumes or exhaust.

For FREE Information
Circle 385 on Rapid Reply

Morse Patrol

Software II

Morse Watchmans Inc.,

announces its new M PS II

software. The M orse M a-

nagement Patrol Software is

an integrated software
package that will take the

information collected from

the Morse Watchman Data

Recorder and convert the

data output into useful

selected reports. All pro-

cessing, inquiries, and sorted

reports are accomplished by

toggling options on a single

screen

With this new package,
you will be able to collect and

compile all of the data

recorder's transactions into a

database residing on your

hard drive. From this data-

base, you can print reports

on a daily, weekly, monthly or

any other basis you choose
You can select your records

from a fixed or variable set of

selection criteria on some or

all of the various types of tour

conditions and then print a

detailed report

For FREE Information
Circle 386 on Rapid Reply

ENTRACOMP®
28SA By Secura
Key
The ENTRACOMP®

28SA, provides the most
features at a very competitive

price compared to any other

stand alone card reader
system in the industry.

The unit is a self-

contained, single passage-
way, card access control unit

that allows up to 65,000
individual users. Up to 15

card time zones and one
door unlock time zone are

20 • The National Locksmith

included. Each of these time

zones is programmable in

1/2 hour increments on a

seven day plus holiday week
schedule. Thirty-two holidays

may be programmed. Each
time zone may be limited with

specific start and/or stop

dates if needed. Up to 5800
date and time stamped
transactions are stored by

the unit in non-volatile

memory for later examination

The system provides for

up to 16,000 limited use
cards. Cards may be pro-

grammed to work for a

specific number of uses or

specific number of days
These restrictions may also

be subject to time zone and

start and stop date require-

ments.

For FREE Information
Circle 387 on Rapid Reply

Knox Padlocks
Constructed of heavy duty

cast brass and featuring

hardened steel shackles,

Knox padlocks provide an

additional benefit-they are

opened using the same
master key as your Knox
rapid access key vaults,

document and key cabinets,

and key switches

Perimeters are often

secured by chain and
padlocks. Emergency ser-

vices or private security

responds and can easily

enter a building by accessing

the key stored in the KNOX-
BOX®; electric gates can be

opened using Knox key
switches; and, using the

same key, padlocks keep
perimeter secure until

emergency access is re-

quired.

Knox standard padlock
features a 1-3/4" length, 3/8"

diameter shackle but other

lengths are also available. A
fully weather sealed version is

protected by an EPDM
elastomeric cover, a brass

keyway cover and features a

stainless steel shackle

For FREE Information
Circle 388 on Rapid Reply

Expandable Key
Ring By ESP

ESP Lock Products' EZ
Key Ring can be attached to

a consumer's existing key

ring, enabling them to add or

remove spare keys and
accessories easily. Made of

tough Delrin plastic, the

patented, multicolored Uni-

Lock system unlocks with a

simple squeeze, thus avoid-

ing broken or chipped
fingernails from attempts to

open traditional split key
rings. A high-volume impulse

purchase item, the EZ Key
Ring is available with unique

point-of-purchase displays

The 144-unit container takes

little counter space, making it

ideal for add-on sales in the

shop

For FREE Information
Circle 390 on Rapid Reply

Federal Lock
Company's
Changeable
Shackles

Federal Lock Company
has improved the shackle

design on all their re-keyable

padlocks, making them more
retailer-friendly. The improved

design makes the shackle

changeable, without having

to remove the cylinder and

integral parts, thereby limiting

the amount of inventory of

locksmith needs to service

added shackle lengths. An
alien-head screw on the lock

body, when removed from an

unlocked padlock, allows a

locksmith to quickly replace a

1" shackle with a 2" or 3"

shackle to suit the custo-

mer's needs. This eliminates

the need to stock padlocks

with multiple shackle lengths.

For FREE Information
Circle 391 on Rapid Reply

Secure Industries'

Extra Long Shackle
Once again Secure

Industries delivers on

demand. Locksmiths saw a

demand for the extra long

shackle to secure those hard

to reach places. Secure
responded quickly by adding

to it's padlock line a 2" solid

brass body Em-D Kay brand

Padlock with a 4" high

shackle and a 1-1/8' wide
clearance. Now nothing is

difficult to lock up with this

latest addition to the already

extensive variety of Solid

brass padlocks from Secure.

Of course you also have the

option of keyed alike or

different. It's that same
quality that you've always

looked for and expected from

Secure Industries

For FREE Information
Circle 392 on Rapid Reply

El

MOVING?
Please notify us six

weeks prior to

your move.

Send your name,
old address and
new address to:

TNL,
Address Change

Dept.

,

1533 Burgundy Pkwy,

Streamwood, IL

60107.

Click on border to view new company or issue
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General Security
TestArticle #100

Surface Door Closers,

Parti- Applications

by Lynn Eisenhauer

Locksmiths are often confronted

with the need to furnish and install

surface closers for individual

openings. Cost, appearance, and even

brand preference will be
considerations in the selection

process, but this article will address

different closer applications from the

perspective of selecting a closer that

meets the exact door control

requirements of the opening. It will

give a general overview of the

different surface closer applications,

providing information on the

strengths and weaknesses of each
one. The article will also talk about

some of the accessories or options

that should be taken into
consideration when choosing the most
appropriate closer for a given opening.

Future articles will detail the actual

step-by-step installation procedures to

be followed for each application.

Choosing the best application

begins with a thorough survey of the

opening. Is it an interior or exterior

door? Will the closer be mounted on

the push side or the pull side? Are
there physical constraints that dictate

a specific closer application? What size

closer is needed for optimal door
control? How will the opening be
used? Is it a fire door? Are the

pedestrians who will use it elderly or

physically challenged? Is the

environment one in which vandalism

is likely? What special features are

required to accommodate the need for

barrier-free accessibility or minimize

the potential for damage? Once these

questions have been answered, the

selection process can begin. Closer

arms are a significant variable to take

into consideration when selecting the

best closer application.

Proper arm selection can further

the goal of vandal resistance, or

provide additional flexibility in door

function. A variety of heavy-duty and

heavy-duty dead stop arms are

available for high use and abuse-prone

applications. The dead stop feature

will help protect surrounding walls

from damage. The heavy-duty
versions typically feature
strengthened, thicker gauge material

for extra resistance to vandalism.

designed specifically for high

abuse/ high security environments.

While these arm options are

designed to offer optimum resistance

1. An important consideration in closer application is the choice of arms.
These can include: (A) Non-hold open, (B) Hold open, (C) Heavy duty with
dead stop, (D) Fusible link, (E) Heavy duty, and (F) Track.

M any manufacturers also offer

high security versions of their closers

which incorporate heavy duty arms,

security fasteners and other features

to vandalism and breakage, it may be

at times advisable to use them in

connection with other means of

snubbing or a separate limiting dead
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stop. For example, circumstances may
dictate use of a heavy-duty arm on an

outswinging exterior door or where an

interior door swings against an

adjacent wall. These applications may
call for furnishing a closer with

hydraulic backcheck. Hydraulic
backcheck is not a limiting dead stop!

It provides a variable cushioning
action that reduces the momentum of

the door in the opening cycle and
therefore reduces the likelihood of

damage from an uncontrolled or

overly forceful opening. The
backcheck feature is variable, and is

typically set at the time of installation

to meet the needs of the particular

opening.

For additional flexibility, hold-open

arms which hold the closer in a

stationary position are available. They
are sometimes offered with a

selectable on/ off option. Hold-open

arms are not self-releasing and cannot

be used on labeled fire doors which

require fire/ life safety products,

including a variety of closer/ holder

release devices. The discussion of

these products is beyond the scope of

this article. It is worth noting, though,

that a variation on this feature, the

fusible-link hold open arm, is

sometimes used in applications where
property preservation rather than life

safety, is an issue. This arm has a

soldered link which will melt and
release in the event of fire. Fusible

link arms are generally considered to

be outdated in comparison to more
advanced life/ safety products and are

not typically recommended. (See
illustration 1.)

Another basic selection issue is

closer size. Briefly, closers are sized

according to their spring strength. A
very basic closer model may have a

non-adjustable spring in a single

size— two, three, four, five or six.

Others will have springs with varying

degrees of adjustability. The actual

range may vary from manufacturer to

manufacturer. Adjustable springs
permit the installer greater flexibility

in adjusting the closer to the actual

field conditions encountered with the

opening.

The manufacturer's size selector

chart should always be referenced to

determine the recommended closer

size. Unusually tall, wide, or heavy
doors, for example, require closers

with greater closing force to assure

proper operation. By following

manufacturers' charts, it is a fairly

simple matter to determine the proper

size closer for the opening. The actual

field application will have a direct

effect on proper closer spring size.

Application types have a direct

correlation to closer efficiency (its

ability to translate opening force into

closing force). To compensate for

applications which result in lower

efficiency, a stronger closer size may
be required.

Closer spring size can also be
affected by accessibility

requirements. With the passage of the

Americans With Disabilities Act,

requirements for barrier-free openings

have become the law of the land.

Closers with adjustable spring power
are available that satisfy these
requirements. These closers minimize

the force required to open the door.

However, it is sometimes difficult to

assure good door closing control

while meeting barrier-free codes, as

reduced opening force also means
reduced closing force. In certain

circumstances, severe wind draft or

heating/ air conditioning pressures

^

HPC, Inc.

Designing Excellence and Manufacturing
Quality since 1956

Click here for more information
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2. 77ie most widely recommended installation is the standard or regular arm
mount. In this application, the closer is attached to the Hush or pull side of the
door and the arm attached to the topjamb.

may dictate an alternate choice like

low-energy operators which can

provide auxiliary opening force on

demand.

Delayed action is another option

which provides increased door control

flexibility. This option delays the

closing cycle to allow additional

time for access through the

opening. The longer closing cycle

time is a particular advantage for

people in wheel chairs, or on
crutches, walkers, etc.

Like the backcheck feature,

delayed action is an adjustable

feature that is normally set at the

time of installation to meet the

needs of the users.

StandardArm Applications

There are four basic applications

to consider when selecting a

surface closer. These include
standard or regular arm, top jamb,

parallel arm, and track

applications/ mounts.

The standard or regular

application is generally regarded as

the most desirable installation type,

as the physical linkages make it the

most efficient. (See illustration 2.)

These linkages ensure that the

closer will return greater closing force

in comparison to the opening force. In

regular arm applications, the closer is

installed on the pull-side face of the

door, and the foot is attached to the

pull-side face of the frame. To permit

the application, the door and frame
must be flush, or at maximum a 1/8"

door inset. Double egress frames,

or other applications having a

greater reveal on the pull side, will

require special arms or the

selection of another closer

application.

Regular arm installations are

generally a good choice for doors

swinging into offices from the

corridor or inswinging exterior

doors. They are a poor choice for

outswinging exterior doors where
the closer would be exposed to the

elements.

One downfall of the regular arm
application is that the arm projects

out from the face of the door. This

can make it a poor choice on
aesthetic grounds in installations

where the arm would project out

into a corridor. Closer projection

may be another constraint in

settings where there is a potential

problem with the closer swinging

open against an adjacent wall.

Regular arm installations may also

be a poor choice in installations

where the projecting arm is an

inviting target for vandalism or

tampering.

TopJ amb Applications

Top jamb mount is very similar to

the regular arm mount, but the closer

is turned upside down on the opposite

side of the door. (See illustration 3.)

m
j ipi

4-1/2" x 4-1/2" BUTT HINGES

i n ii r
—

ie£i

3. On the topjamb mount, the closer is installed on the push side of the door
and attached to the topjamb. The closer arm is attached to the door.
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4. Less vandalism prone than the standard or top mount, the parallel arm mount
places the closer on the push side of the door and the arm attached to a soffit

bracket attached to thejamb.

In this push-side application, the

closer is installed on the face of the

frame and the closer arm is installed

on the face of the door. From the

standpoint of efficiency, this

application is nearly as good as a

regular arm mount, though a

condition known as reveal must be
taken into consideration.

Reveal is the distance from

the face of the door to the face

of the frame. Top jamb
installations may involve

reveal conditions that require

the use of a longer arm to

compensate for this added
distance. This will in turn

slightly alter the efficiency of

the closer, making it slightly

less desirable than regular

arm applications. For a proper

top jamb mount, it is of the

utmost importance to plan for

reveal conditions, and where
required, to order the correct

length arm to compensate for

them.

Top jamb installations are

extremely well suited to

outswinging exterior doors, as

the closer is placed on the

interior side of the opening
and protected from exposure

to the elements. It would be a

24 • The National Locksmith

poor choice for inswinging exterior

doors or in applications where
inswinging doors open into offices

from a corridor. In this situation, the

exposed arms are visible down the

length of the corridor.

The top jamb mount, like the

regular arm mount, is subject to

vandalism, as the closer arm
projects out and makes an

inviting target.

Parallel Arm Installations

Parallel arm applications do

not involve the projecting arm
condition found in regular arm
and top jamb mounts. (See
illustration 4.) As a result, they

are often the application of

choice in vandalism-prone
situations. In this application,

the closer is attached to the

push-side face of the door, and

the arm is attached to the soffit

bracket fastened to the stop of

the frame. This configuration

places the arm of the closer

parallel to the face of door.

Parallel arm applications do
have some drawbacks.
Mechanically, a parallel arm
installation is not as efficient as

regular or top jamb
applications. As a consequence,

it typically requires use of a

closer that is one size larger

than would be required for the

opening if a regular or top jamb mount
were used.

A parallel arm mount also may
require preload of the pinion during

the installation process, due to the

less desirable mechanics of the arm
position. Preloading may be required

to keep tension on the door in the

^^-

t

4-1/2 X 4-1/2 BUTT HINGES

5. The Track or "T" application.
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closed position, and assure

other correct operational

characteristics. Preloading

is often overlooked during

the installation process,

resulting in many parallel

arm installations that do not

operate properly. When
installing a parallel arm
mount closer, it is

important to reference the

specific details for the

product used, as they may
vary from manufacturer to

manufacturer.

Despite their obvious
advantage in eliminating

the projecting arm
condition, parallel arm
applications can be
problematic where closers

are being installed on doors

with glass lites. The top

door rail dimension must be sufficient,

or closer and glass may conflict.

Correcting the problem may require

the use of a parallel arm drop plate.

Track Installations

Track applications feature a single

lever arm with a slide track channel,

6. The "J T" orJ amb Track application.

also eliminating the projecting arm.

These applications are popular in

schools, subways, rest stops and other

public access areas prone to

tampering and vandalism. Slide track

arm applications are also less efficient

as a result of the use of an arm with

one lever versus an arm with two
levers. They typically require that the

closer size be increased two sizes in

comparison to regular or top jamb
applications.

Track arm closers are found in four

different varieties. The most common
track arm installation is the Track (T)

application, in which the closer is

aior
ANUFACTURING, INC.

Installation Tools

The Professionals Choice

Click here for more information
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7. Generally not preferred is the "PV or Parallel Track installation.

mounted on the frame. (See
illustration 5.) The track is mounted
to the door on the pull side of the

opening where the door and frame are

flush, or there is a maximum of 1/8"

inset. The distance between the track

and the adjacent wall is not normally a

concern, due to the narrow projection

of the track.

The Jamb Track (JT) mount is the

reverse of the Track mount. (See
illustration 6.) In this application, the

closer is mounted on the face of door

and the track is

mounted on theframe.
Consideration
should be given to

possible problems
with the projection

of the closer in

conflict with

adjacent walls.

Parallel Track
(PT) installations

are used on the

push side of the

opening, where the

closer is fastened to

the door face and
the track is

attached to the stop

of the frame. This is

typically not the

application of

choice, as it offers

the combined
disadvantages of parallel arm and
track installations described
previously. (See illustration 7.)

Flush Transom Track (FT)
applications are also available for flush

©*?!•

ASP- Your Auto

Service Center

for theW
Click here for more information
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transom conditions.

This application is rarely

used as flush transom
conditions are not
typical, but may
occasionally be
encountered. (See
illustration 8.)

In Summary

Closers are available

with a variety of covers,

and plated or color

finishes, but the
aesthetic beauty will be

long forgotten if the

closer performs poorly.

The functional aspects

should always be given

top priority in the closer

selection process. By
taking the time to

understand and address

the requirements of the

opening— choosing the

correct application, the

correct accessories,

options and sizing— the

locksmith can assure
good closer life/ service and a satisfied

customer.

— 4l
1/2 X 4-1/2 BUTT HINGES

8. The "FT' or Flush Transom application is for rare instances of a Hush transom. This is often
encountered on sets of double wood doors.

The author is M a rketi ng
Communications Manager for the

DORM A Group. If you have questions

regarding door closers, contact an
authorized DORMA distributor. ESQ

TM

It's your reputation

Trust the original .

Click here for more information
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TestArticle #101

1994-1995 Honda Accord, Part

2

by Michael Hyde

1. The glove box is easily serviced
after removing the two Phillips

head screws that hold it in the
door.

Last month we covered the ignition,

door and trunk lock service on the

1994 and '95 Accord. This month we
finish with the accessory lock service.

The glove box lock on this vehicle

is an easy lock to service. The lock is

removed by unscrewing the two
Phillips head screws that hold it in the

door. (See photograph 1.)

The key code is stamped on all the

locks except the ignition. Photograph

two shows the glove box lock with the

code stamped on it. As can be seen,

more than one number is present.

This is typical. Often the code is

incorporated into a longer number. In

any case, the last four numbers is the

correct code. In some instances, the

plastic trim piece may cover the last

digit of the code. M ake sure you see

all the code.

To remove the cylinder plug from

the glove box lock it is necessary to

snap off the colored plastic trim

around the front section of the

cylinder plug. Next remove the "C"

clip on the back of the plug. Next
remove the linkage retainer, these

retainers can be somewhat difficult to

remove. Use a

small flat

b I a d e d

screwdriver to

gently wedge
the retainer

up over the

post. (See
photograph 3.)

The glove
box cylinder

plug contains

five tumblers
in positions 1

through 5,

there are six

depths. (See
photograph 4.)

The rear seatback lock controls

whether or not the rear seats can be

folded forward. The main purpose of

this lock is to not allow access to the

trunk from the passenger
compartment without having to use

the master key. To service this lock,

first remove the trim piece that

encircles the lock. (See photograph 5.)

2. The code number is plainly stamped on the lock's body.
In most cases this is the easiest lock from which to

retrieve a key code.

3. The snap ring and the small clip holding
the pawl on must gently be removed.

October 1995 • 29
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steel frame.

8.)

(See photograph

4. The glove box lock plug.

From inside the trunk
compartment we can see the

underside section of the lock

assembly. Remove the cover, it is

held in place by a Phillips head
screw. Disconnect the linkage rod

attached to the lock. (See
photograph 6.)

Next, lift up on the rear deck
liner and remove the two 10mm
bolts that secure the lock in place.

(See photograph 7.)

Before servicing this lock it

must be removed from the steel

support frame that it is placed in.

To do so, wedge a screw driver

between the pawl and the rear

section of the lock, the lock will

slide out the front section of the

To disassemble the cylinder

gently wedge off the face cap,

it must be re-used. Next
remove the "C" clip on the

back of the cylinder plug. The
cylinder plug will now slide out

the front of the housing. The
lock contains seven tumblers

in positions 1 through 7. There are six

depths. (See photograph 9.)

The last lock of this article is the

lock-out cylinder for the trunk lid and

gas door release. This lock controls

the ability to release the locking

mechanism of the trunk lid and gas

cap cover. To service the lock, it is

necessary to lift up the little trim piece

door on the plastic cover and remove

5. The seatback lock controls the folding

down of the rear seat. To remove, begin
by lifting out the plastic trim ring that
surrounds the lock.

medeco
HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

The market leader

in locking systems for security,

safety, and control.

Click here for more information
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result in damaging the cap. Although

there is no exact replacement cap
available, I use Auto Security

Product's P-30-217 as a replacement

cap. Remember only a small section of

the cap is actually seen through the

plastic trim cover.

Next remove the "C" clip on the

back of the cylinder plug, remember
to mark the tailpiece to index the way
it came off, since it can be re-installed

180 degrees off. The cylinder will now

6. From inside the trunk, remove
the seatback lock cover and
disconnect the linkage.

the single Phillips head screw. The
plastic cover will now slide off with a

little back and forth motion. (See
photograph 10.)

This lock, too, is held in a steel

frame and is removed by gently prying

it out of its plastic seat. Once removed
the lock can be serviced.

To disassemble the lock, the face

cap must be removed, to do this it may
7. Next, lift the rear deck liner and remove the two 10mm
bolts that hold the lock in place.

We have it all

Quality, Value,

& Service,

Click here for more information
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8. To remove the seatback lock
from the steel frame, gently
wedge a screw driver between the
back of the lock and the pawl.

slide out the front of the housing. The
lock contains seven tumblers in

positions 1 through 7. There are six

depths. (See photograph 11.)

Key Generation

M aking a first key to this car is

easy, although it may be helpful to get

a magnifier to read the code as they

stamp it so small.

Method 1) Remove the glove box

lock and read the code stamped on it.

The code will be the bottom or last set

of digits. All code numbers range from

5000 through 8442.

Method 2) Remove trunk lid

release lock near driver's seat and

read code stamped on lock to make
key. The code will be the bottom set

of digits, all numbers in the range of

5000 through 8442. If code is not

stamped correctly then disassemble

this lock or the trunk lock for

SRi and Steve Young are working

togetherto bring you the best in

ocksmith tools and supplies.

Click here for more information
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9. The disassembled seatback lock.

10. Lift the small cover to expose a Phillips head
screw. Remove the screw and the cover can be
removed, giving access to the trunk/gas cap lock.

o

11. The disassembled trunk/gas cap lock.

positions one
through seven.Then

progression the last

remaining cut, in

position eight, in the

ignition lock for a

working master key.

Specifications

Key Blank: ILCO X182,

X193, HD91, HD96,
SILCA HON45R,
H0N51R

Code Series: 5001-8442

HPC 1200CM #CF74

HPC PUNCH PF74

MACS. 5

Center of first cut: .108

Cut to Cut: .0845

Depths: 1=307, 2=294, 3=.282,

4=269, 5=.257, 6=.244

151
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Electronic Security
TestArticle #102

A II The Pieces:

Wireless System Components

byJ oseph Moses, Ph.D.

Wireless security systems are

designed to detect conditions

that indicate intrusion, fire, medical

emergency, or environmental hazards

and report those conditions
electronically— without the use of

wires between sensors and the system

control panel. Sensors detect opened

doors or windows, broken glass,

smoke, or frozen pipes and
communicate those conditions via

battery-powered radio signals

transmitted to the control panel. The

processing unit (CPU). The control

panel receives signals from sensor

transmitters via radio waves and from

users of the system via control panel

buttons. Signals received by the

control panel set the arming level of

the system, indicate alarm conditions,

and report the status of system
components.

The example in photograph one is

a Commander 2000 control panel. The
user sets the arming level of the

system by first entering a private

code. The code allows access to the

1. Controlling mode or function and reporting system status, the
control panel orCPU is the heart ofan alarm system. Some units,

such as this Commander 2000, incorporate the CPU and arming
keypad into one unit. Other systems offer a CPU operated by
separate wireless keypads.

control panel in turn communicates
with a central monitoring station from

which an operator dispatches the

proper authorities to the scene.

Designing and installing a wireless

security system is a matter of

assessing security needs, selecting the

equipment to meet those needs, and

designing a system that suits the

equipment, end users, and the space

to be protected.

The Control Panel

The center of the security system is

the control panel, also called a central

34 • The National Locksmith

system and prevents unauthorized

persons or very young children from

operating the system. Indicator lights

notify the user of system status.

Numbered buttons on the control

panel arm the system for different

situations.

In the "STAY" mode, for example,

people can move about inside the

protected area without setting off

alarms. The perimeter doors and
windows are armed, but interior

sensors that would be activated by
movement or heat do not respond.

When in the "AWAY" mode— meaning

persons normally in the house are

away— all interior and exterior

sensors are on. "NO DELAY" refers to

the readiness of doors to go into alarm

immediately if opened. When "NO
DELAY" is turned off, doors will allow

the user a delay time— during entry

and exit— for disarming the system
before an alarm can sound.

Panic buttons (the double buttons

on the right of the panel) allow quick

and easy activation of an alarm.

Buttons specify police, fire, or

auxiliary (medical) alarms. No matter

what arming level is selected, the

panic buttons notify the central

monitoring station of the need for help

when pressed.

Selecting the chime mode on the

panel lets users know when someone
has entered or left the premises. No
alarm is sounded; the user is simply

notified of a door being used.

Using the command button on the

panel is a quick way of increasing the

arming level of the system. Instead of

entering a four-digit code and then

pressing the button for the desired

arming level, the user can press

Command plus 3, for example. As a

security measure, the command
button cannot be used to turn the

system off or to reduce the level of

protection. The Bypass button allows

selected sensors to be bypassed, so

that an individual window could be

opened on a hot night without setting

off an alarm.

The STATUS button allows users

to check on the operation of the

system. If a sensor has a low battery

or if a sensor cover is off or a window
is open, the system will inform the

user of the situation. An optional

LIGHTS feature provides control of

certain house lights from the control

panel.

ther buttons allow the testing of the

phone lines or of sensors. Testing

phone lines is important because the

security system is connected to the

central monitoring station via the

Click on border to view new company or issue
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phone. Sensor testing allows

checking on the operation of

sensors without the risk of

accidentally sending an alarm

signal to the monitoring
station.

In addition to receiving

signals from sensors,
interactive systems such as

the Commander 2000 can also

be programmed using two-way

communication between the

control panel and the central

station receiver via phone lines.

Interactive systems allow

certain programming and
troubleshooting functions to be

done remotely. The advantages

of interactive technology
include the ability to set access

codes, add or delete sensors

numbers, and perform several

other functions without a

technician having to go to the

site.

Sensors and Transmitters

Sensors consist of devices

for detecting changes in

environmental conditions and a

transmitter for communicating

r

2. Comprised of a small magnet and a larger reed
switch/transmitter, the door/window contact is an
integral part of the alarm system.

those changes to the

control panel. The
electronic design of

wireless communication
employs radio waves as

carriers of messages.
Those digital messages
are generated by the

battery-powered
transmitters and "heard"

by the control panel— the

system's receiver.

he most sophisticated

T system transmitters

generate signals that carry

unique codes, which
indicate the working status

and the location of sensors

on the premises. Codes
also prevent false alarms

caused by signals
transmitted from non-
security system sources.

Since the receiver can only

hear certain codes, false

alarms cannot be caused

by radio signals from
sources such as TV remote

control devices, garage
door openers, or airplanes

passing overhead. Sensor

identification codes are

The Innovation You Expect, with the
Fl exibil ity You Need!

Click here for more information
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8. Keeping an eye on your home when
you and your neighbors can't. Central
station operators are ready to

respond to an emergency.

and sound. Wireless sirens used to

frighten intruders and notify others of

an alarm can be plugged into a wall

outlet. This not only keeps them well

hidden, it also makes for an

extremely easy install. Lamps, too,

are easy to install as the modules
allow the security system to turn

specified lights on and off. (See
photograph 6.)

Wireless Touchpads

For convenience, wireless

touchpads allow the user to control

the system without having to go to

the control panel. Most operations

can be done with a wireless touchpad.

As a security feature, these units can

be carried while working in the yard

or set at the bed side during the

evening. (See photograph 7.)

The Central Monitoring Receiver

Of course, all the noise and lights

in the world won't help if nobody is

around to respond. Monitoring
services are used to monitor your
home's security status 24 hours a

day, 365 days a year. During an

emergency, a central station operator

is prepared to respond, calling the

appropriate parties for a fast response.

A central station is equipped with

receivers that monitor security

systems via telephone lines. A receiver

such as the CS-4000 is interactive,

which allows two-way communication

between the control panel and the

receiver. An interactive receiver is

designed to allow the operator to

program information into a control

panel's memory using keyboard
commands. (See photograph 8.)

For example, commands may
instruct a control panel to dial the

central station and give its account

number along with alarms, trouble, or

test reports. With information

gathered via the interactive receiver, a

technician can learn the nature and

location of a problem before arriving

on the site. The receiver also allows

the operator to make changes in the

control panel's memory so it can be

customized to specific requirements.

The author is Senior Editor at

Interactive Technologies, Inc. (ITI), of

North St. Paul, MN. For more
information contact ITI at (800) 777-

5484, fax (612) 779-4879. EH

Make Sargent & Greenleaf's

C omptronic locks your choice for

electronic safe locking solutions.

Click here for more information
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E ducate The Public

/t was 100
degrees in the

afternoon, and I

was on my knees,

working on the

sunny side of a

metal storage unit,

trying to open a

Buffalo Discus
padlock. The
keyway on these
padlocks is upside

down with no room to turn the lock,

so you either have to stand on your

head or pick upside down.

The woman, who had lost her keys,

was standing in the shade, watching

by
Eugene Gentry

4sCHWABCORR
...» r V ~ - :r ^r .. • ... . - . ^f"{<'

Free
freight!!

No middle
man!!

i Click here for more information

and talking, while I tried to

concentrate and keep the sweat out of

my eyes.

She said, "How did you learn how
to do that?"

"Went to school," I replied.

"I didn't know you had to go to

school to do that."

"Yup."

"Is it hard to open locks?"

"Sometimes."

"I didn't know that."

"Do you do any thing else beside

open locks?"

"Install and repair locks, duplicate

and make new keys." (Plus a dozen

other things.)

"I didn't know you could do all

those things. Could you make
another key for my

J
aguar?"

"Sure, lady, as soon as I get this

(*&!!(§>*) lock open."

This conversation, along with other

comments people have made, lead me
to believe that the general public does

not know what a locksmith does for a

living. They do not know all the

services a locksmith can provide for

them.

Some have an odd perception about

a locksmith. When I first started, I

mentioned to an acquaintance that I

was going to school for locksmithing.

He became visibly upset and said,

"Then you will be able to get in my
house any time you want." I assured

him I was honest and had no interest

in getting in his house.

Since then, I have not used the

term, picking a lock.

If any one says, "Do you pick

locks?" I tell them, "No, I make
emergency openings."

A woman at a medical center had

locked her keys inside her locker. A
maintenance man had beat on the

latch and hinges trying to get the door

open and in the process had damaged
the almost new locker door. She was

about to call her husband at home to

bring a hacksaw. My daughter, who
works there, happened to pass by and

said, "Why don't you call a

locksmith?"

The woman said, "I never thought

of that." I was called, and had the lock

off in a couple minutes.

A store owner told me this story:

A woman locked her keys and a

small child in her car, then ran

through the shopping center looking

for a coat hanger. (A useless gesture.)

Finally, she called the police, and they

called the fire department. Both
arrived shortly, but no one knew how
to open the car, so a fireman took a

hammer and smashed the window
out. After all were gone, someone
asked the woman why she didn't call a

locksmith, there was one a block

away. The woman said, "
I didn't

think of that."

The object of these stories is to

show that the public needs to be
educated about locksmith work. It

does not help us to have the TV news
pick on locksmiths, showing some
that will open a house or car without

customer identification. We need to

put out some positive information,

through the media or by mouth.

M any locksmiths belong to the

Associated Locksmiths Of America or

ALOA and/ or state associations.

Many locksmiths have initials after

their names like CRL, CM L, or CPL.

These associations and initials mean
something for those in the trade.

They mean prestige and knowledge.

But the general public has no idea

what these letters mean. They are

familiar with a diploma and business

license, but it seems that all the

customer wants to know is, are you
able to do the job that he has asked

you to do, at a reasonable price.

If we can all do some public

relations work, maybe someday
people will better understand the type

of work we do.

121
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1. Framon accessories include five

spacing blocks (60 spaces), end
gauge, four cutters, Allen wrench
and brass shim. Also included is a
flat slotter.
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2. Picture ofFramon machine. Shown are both
micrometer knobs, spacing and depth, and the lever.

was asked (ordered) to review some high quality key

machines. There is no rhyme or reason to the types of machines

I'm reviewing. But as locksmiths both duplicate and cut keys by

code, I do cover machines from both classifications. In some
cases I went to other locksmiths who use these key machines

and received their input. I then cut massive amounts of keys,

both duplicating and originating by code to get a feel for these

machines.

What follows is my assessment and other thoughts about the

ease of use and the high points of the merits of these quality

units. Also, I add my own two cents worth about some of the

problems that I had with using these machines and a few

thoughts about possible improvements.

Key machines purchased by any serious locksmith should

not be based on price alone. We all have different needs in the

particular location that our business demands. We have to

decide what we need and then decide what is really essential

and necessary for our business.

My motto has been to "Buy the Best." It pays dividends in the

long run.

Framon #2 Code Machine

The first key machine is the Framon Code Machine, FRA-2.

This is more than a key machine. It is a key origination system.

When you purchase this key machine you are able to originate

90 percent or more of all cylinder, auto, flat steel keys, and high

security keys. Yes, this includes M edeco, Emhart, and other

paracentric keys. Everything you need comes in the box with

the key machine. Let us look, now, at some of the

supplementary items that come with the machine, and then the

machine itself.

The backbone of the Framon System is the Code Machine
book. It contains directions for using the key machine including

all adjustments for depth and space, and has over 2000 code

listings.

3. Close up of the spacing knob and the spacing block.
Red from the left, the arrow is pointing to the fourth
space.

4. Close up ofspace adjusting knob, depth handle and
depth plate.

When it comes to machines,

Dale says, "Buy the bestV
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5. Cutter set to cut Medeco Left (L) cuts. A special
cutter is included to cut Medeco keys.

Q^
1

6. Matrix depth key adjusting lights with center green
arrow. Upper left shows tracing point functions of
direct and spring loaded positions.

7. Dimple keys cut on the Matrix.

A diagram of the key machine and all its parts are

shown with labels to the specific parts. The key cutting

information includes all that is necessary to cut a key by

code: M anufacturer; Series of key that uses these settings;

M odel and Blanks used; The starting position for the first

cut; The spacing, the spacing block to use and the drop

increment; The actual cuts and depths in thousandths of an

inch; and, Reed Code Book Information.
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This information is quite useful even if you do not have

the Framon FRA-2 key machine. This information can be

used on other code machines as well.

Additional accessories can be seen in photograph one.

These include spacing blocks, M edeco cutters, flat steel

cutters, a tip stop clip, an Allen wrench (for adjustment of the

machine) and a machinist dial caliper for reading depth of

cut keys accurately. The caliper is also used in adjusting the

key machine if ever necessary.

One of the great ancillary items not shown is a video tape.

This video shows six different key machines that Framon
manufacturers. It also shows each key machine in detail,

how to originate keys, how to adjust the key machine, and

several optional pieces of equipment that are available.

Watching this tape is a must for anyone who has never used

a Framon Key M achine. It is very well done. (I watched it

twice.)

The FRA-2 is a thinking man's machine. It is a

micrometer machine with standard adjustments for both

spacing and depth. An overview of the base of the machine
can be seen in photograph two. Once you set the depth and

spacing, just pull the lever to bring the whole base of the

machine squarely into the cutter.

Photograph three shows the spacing block and the

spacing knob. Each turn of the space knob is worth .0050".

To the left of the spacing block is the spacing adjuster. This

calibrates the correct spacing for the first cut. This can be

seen in photograph four. Also, in this photograph, the Depth

Base Plate can be seen. This plate lets you quickly see the

depth that you are cutting.

In photograph five we can see the cutter head rotated to

the left side to cut a M edeco key by code. I will not get into

the adjustments and sequences to cut a key. It is technical

and one should be used to reading a micrometer to fully

appreciate the machinist quality of this unit.

Silca Matrix SLX
The next key machine tested is the Silca M atrix SLX, a

Cadillac of High Security Duplicating M achines. This

machine duplicates all dimple type keys, two and four track

M ercedes, laser cut keys, Fichetfour sided keys, and Lexus

type keys.

Locksmiths performing any high security key cutting can

certainly justify purchasing this workhorse of a key

duplicator. There are several features that make this

machine a real winner.

First, and foremost, the machine is designed for ease of

use. It is economically designed to lessen fatigue, and

includes a light in the base that illuminates the keys whilst

being duplicated.

The machine incorporates an electro-mechanical depth

adjustment system that makes setting up a cutter and stylus

fast and accurate. On different machines, one has to gauge
by eye, or with the use of a piece of .003" paper to set the

depth. One has to rotate the cutter by hand to see if it is

touching and marking the blank. This antiquated system is

over with using the M atrix system.

In photograph six we see the on/ off switch, two red

arrows, and one green arrow. The red button to the right is

the cutter lock button. The wheel to the left upper part of the

picture shows the two stylus positions, direct (or non-

movable) for Laser cuts, and a spring operated position for

dimple keys.

Continued on page 44
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8. The Matrix SLX includes a hidden tray and knob
controls for table functions.

9. Getting ready to cut Lexus Valet Key (top). And cutting a Mercedes 4-track with
cutter shield in place (bottom).

o adjust the depth, insert the cutter and the tracing

stylus all the way into their collet and tighten. Push the

depth adjusting button and lower the handle so that the

cutter and the stylus touch a part of the key that is not cut.

If the green arrow lights up, the depths are perfect. If not,

either one or the other of the red arrows lights up. Each

arrow shows a direction to turn the micrometer adjusting

nut for the stylus. A couple of minor adjustments, and the

green arrow lights, and you are ready to duplicate.

With the stylus set in the spring position and the correct

stylus and cutter installed, all dimple keys are easy to cut.

Photograph seven shows two Kaba 14 keys that I cut.

They worked perfect. Photograph eight shows the base plate

control screws, and the cover

plate for holding all the tools

and stylus, and cutters.

Photograph nine shows two

different laser type keys being

cut. One is a valet key for Lexus,

and the other is a M ercedes 4-

track. N ote the excellent cutter

guard on the M atrix. What
makes the M atrix SLX the top

model of this series is the fact

that both vises tip to cut angle

dimple keys.

Even though photograph 10

has M ercedes keys in the vises,

one can see how they easily tip

to cut angle keys or cuts when
needed. Part of the built in light

is also be seen in the back of

this photo.

HPC 3333 Trace-A-Key®

Last, but not least, I field

tested the Trace-A-Key key

machine by H PC. This is seen in

photograph 11. This is a simple,

but diabolical high speed

duplicating key machine that

also duplicates M edeco keys.

The expert I consulted on

this machine was myself. I have

used this machine for many
years. M y machine includes an

optional set up so that it works

on either 12 volts or 110 volts,

letting me operate from my
truck or my office. I did

purchase the optional M edeco

cutter and vise. This is the

machine that I cut all my
M edeco duplicates on. They are

perfect every time.

This is the only key machine
I have that makes me hesitate

before cutting a key. With this

machine, the pattern key goes

into the RIGHT vise, and the

blank key goes in the LEFT vise.

44 • The National Locksmith Continued on page 46
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22. HPC's Trace-A-Key High Speed Duplicator

This is different from all my other key duplicating key

machines. Another difference is that the key is cut from the

Tl P of the key blank towards the shoulder.

M any key blanks of the same or comparable number
may differ a little in the tip configuration. When duplicating

keys when using key blanks made by different

manufacturers, you may start to hear cutting before the

tracer contacts the tracing key. This is OK. The key will

work. The tip cutting has no bearing on the work ability of

the duplicated key, as long as the key is stopped in the jaws

correctly.

Photograph 12 shows me duplicating a Schlage key from

the tip to the shoulder. The stylus is in the center of the key.

To duplicate a M edeco key, one must first decode the

cuts and install the cutter and the special vise. It is real easy

to decode the cuts on a M edeco key. H ere is how I do it. I

hold the key vertically straight up and down in front of me. I

look at the cut base. If the cut goes straight across from 3

o'clock to 9 o'clock, this is a CENTER cut which means the

cutter is in the standard cutting position.

If the cut appears to go between 8 to 2 o'clock, then it is a

LEFT cut. If the cut goes between lOto 4o'clock, then it is a

RIGHT cut. Eyeing the key, I write these directions down. It

might appear asC, C, R, L, R. L. From the shoulder, it reads,

13. Key machine vise and guide turned to cut Left cuts
on Medeco keys.

CENTER, CENTER, RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT LEFT.

Photograph 13 shows the Trace-A-Key cutter and stylus

moved to the right. This is for cutting the LEFT cuts on the

M edeco key. This is shown quite well on the cutter base and

the cutter is locked in position by a spring loaded pin.

The proper procedure for cutting a M edeco key is to first

cut all the CENTER cuts, then all the LEFT cuts, and then

the RIGHT cuts. That way you only move the cutter head

three times at most for any one key. As one can see, the

Trace-A-Key has the same base as the 1200 key cutter. It is

both a very accurate and fast machine.

Conclusion

I will continue to test these machines and put them
through their paces. Later, I will write a follow up article on

each machine separately with more thoughts and comments.

Duplicate, Originate, and PROSPER!!!!!!

For more information on the mentioned products, contact:

An authorized Framon distributor or Framon at (517)

354-5623.

An authorized Si lea distributor or Si lea at (216) 487-5454.

An authorized HPC Distributor or HPC at (708) 671-

6280.

EH
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by
Steve
Gebbia

7tubular locks. There's a ton of them out there!

Although not as popular as they used to be, these

locks are still widely used on vending and other coin-

op machines. Cam locks and showcase locks with

tubular keys are becoming more and more common as well.

What does this mean for you? Lots of keys that need to be

copied! Although many hardware stores, home centers, and

department stores now duplicate keys, few, if any, have the

machinery required to accurately duplicate tubular keys.

This is one of the few areas that locksmiths still dominate.

Do you have the tools to duplicate these keys? No?! Why
not? What's that you say? The machines are awkward and

48 • The National Locksmith

Steve reviews
three favorite machines

for cashing in on
tubular key cutting profits -

including the new
HPC/Scotsman 747XU.

hard to use? You don't have a walk-in showroom? You don't

have power in your service vehicle? It's too big of an

investment for a machine that only cuts one size and type of

key?' Sorry, those excuses don't wash. You've just been

looking at the wrong machines! There are machines that are

easy to operate and cut all the common sizes and styles of

tubular keys. Some of them don't even require electricity.

The HPC/Scotsman 747XU
Recently acquired by HPC, Scotsman Security Products

has a long and proud history of manufacturing high quality

products and machinery. This tradition is sure to continue

Click on border to view new company or issue
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2. Recently acquired by HPC, the new HPC/Scotsman
747XU tubular key machine has been a workhorse
among the specialty key cutting machines.

3. Finally, check the depth of cut wheel.

2. This dial is used to adjust the motor height setting. 4. Insert the key and lightly tighten.

LOCKMASTERS
SECURITY
MANAGEMENT

TM

Prwiding quality tools

parts, and service for the

security professional.

Click here for more information
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5. l/Wt/i the original key on the collet, push until the
blank touches the cutter.
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6. For code cutting a spacing tool is used in place of
an original key.

7. The Herty Gerty byA-l Manufacturing. 9. The Herty Gerty consists of several easy to use
components.

8. As all cutting on the Herty Gerty is done by code, a
decoder is included.

50 • The National Locksmith

10. The handle of the unit determines the depth of the
cut.
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under the new name of H PC/ Scotsman. When it comes to

duplicating tubular keys, the 747XU has long been the

workhorse of the industry. (See photograph 1.) This is an all-

purpose machine designed for daily, high production use. It

will provide many years of trouble-free service.

Some of the features of the 747XU are:

• Accepts standard, small, and large diameter tubular keys
• Cuts double-cut alarm keys (cut-within-a-cut)

• Duplicates or cuts keys by code (all sizes)

•Adjustable tip stop

• Adjustable motor height (for duplicating double-cut keys)

• Large easy-grip knurled ring for securing key blank in

machine
• Safety switch (machine turns off when cover is opened)
• Compact size makes it easy to take with to the jobsite

Before inserting the blank to be cut there are three

adjustments to make:

First, check that the proper size collet is on the machine.

Small keys use collet 1, standard keys use collet 2, and large

diameter keys use collet 3. These are easily changed using

the Allen wrench included with the machine.

Second, check the motor height setting. (See photograph

2.) This controls how deeply the cutter bites into the key

blank. For small diameter keys, use setting number 1.

Standard diameter keys use setting number 2. Setting 3a is

used to make the primary cut of a double cut, large diameter

key. The smaller, secondary cut is made with the motor

height adjusted to setting 3b.

The final item to check before inserting the blank is the

depth of cut wheel located on the end of the machine. (See

11. The assembled machine, ready to cut a key.

photograph 3.) This should be set to 'D' for duplicate. If you

were cutting a key by code, you would dial in the proper

depth for each cut here.

This machine is similar to any duplicating machine in one

respect. I n order to produce an accurate duplicate key, the

original must be placed in the machine in the proper

position. The easiest and most reliable way to ensure proper

positioning is:

Insert the keyblank into the machine (allow about half of

the tubular section of the blank to protrude from the

machine) and tighten the knurled ring until it is just slightly

snug. You want the blank to be able to move slightly at this

point. (See photograph 4.)

HPC has it all :

Key M achines, Software, Books, Car
Openers, Pick Sets, Tool s, D oor Guards,

and Key Cabinets

Click here for more information
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12. Herty Getty in action.

f*"^lace the original key on the collet and slowly push

J^^inward against the spring tension until the blank

M^ touches the cutter. (See photograph 5.) (If the

original touches the key stop first, adjust the blank

so that more of it protrudes from the machine.)

Continue to push inward until the original is touching the

key stop and the blank is just touching the high spot on the

cutter. This just sounds hard to do - once you try it you'll see

how easy it really is. Tighten the knurled ring securely. (Do
not overtighten it or it will be difficult to loosen.)

Check your adjustment by holding the original against

the key stop and slowly rotating the cutter with your finger.

If the cutter just barely scrapes the blank, your adjustment is

correct. If it doesn't, reposition the blank until it is correct.

It's that simple. The first time you try this, it may be

slightly awkward. After you do it once or twice, though, it

becomes second nature. Remember the first time you tried

to follow the plug out of a loaded cylinder? How many pins

did you drop? H ow many do you drop now?

Cutting a key by code is just as easy. Instead of placing an

original key on the collet, a spacing tool is provided. (See

photograph 6.) Use this to position your cuts on the key and

use the depth wheel to dial in the depths.

A-l's Herty Gerty

The Herty-Gerty byA-1 Manufacturing is a high quality

duplicator with a difference. It comes in a compact size -just

big enough to fit in the palm of your hand. This is good

because that is how it is powered -by your hand! It comes
packed in a sturdy carrying case along with the spacing

plates, decoding tool, and palm grip. (See photograph 7.)

All duplication with this machine is done by code.

Photograph eight shows the decoder included with the

machine.

The Herty-Gerty is comprised of several components.

(See photograph 9.) The main body holds the spacing plate

that is used to index the keyblank to the proper positioning

of the cuts. There are three plates -one for each size key

blank (small, standard, and large). A screw on the cutter's

body holds the plate to the body and determines the

alignment of the cuts. This allows easy positioning to

accommodate cuts that are offset to the right or the left.

The crank handle assembly holds the cutter and provides

a comfortable handle to rotate the cutter. Additionally, it is

used to set the depth of cut. A set screw on the handle locks

52 • The National Locksmith

13. The compact HPC Pocket Cut-Up"" tubular key
cutting machine in carrying tube.

into a detent to select the depth of cut you desire. (See

photograph 10.)

Photograph 11 shows the machine assembled and ready

to cut a key. Simply place the blank on the spacing plate and

rotate the handle clockwise to make the cut. (See photograph

12.) Reposition the blank, adjust the depth setting, and make
the next cut. In just a few minutes, you have an accurately

cut key.

The palm grip included with the machine does prevent

the blank from digging into your hand, but it lacks

somewhat in comfort. A metal guard covering the entire

blank may be more comfortable to use. This is the only flaw

in an otherwise excellent product.

HPC's Pocket Cut-Up 7"

H PC also makes a portable tubular key machine. The
Pocket Cut-Up™ is a quality made product that is extremely

compact in size. It comes packaged in a convenient carrying

tube along with a key decoder and Allen wrench. (See

photograph 13.) The wrench is used to change cutters.

This machine cuts standard size tubular keys by code,

including keys that are offset right, left, or center. (See

photograph 14.)

Photograph 15 shows the machine ready to accept a key

blank. At the right end of the machine is the cutter wheel.

This wheel is knurled to allow a sure grip. The rear (non-

24. The Pocket Cut-Up
7" is capable of cutting left,

center and right, standard size tubular keys.

Continued on page 55
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cutting) end of the cutter shaft can be seen protruding

through this wheel.

I he depth is dialed in on the numbered depth wheel,

eolacina the kev blank cover (left end of machine)

M se<

# de

he depth is dialed in on the numbered depth whee

Replacing the key blank cover (left end of machine)

secures this wheel from rotating and changing the

depth.

Simply insert the blank, dial in the depth, replace the key

blank cover, and give the cutting wheel a few spins. (Always

turn the cutter in the clockwise direction.) Repeat for each

subsequent cut.

The key blank cover is a solid piece of metal with a

hollowed-out area for the head of the blank, forming a very

comfortable grip. If there are any shortcomings for this

cutter it is having the shaft of the cutter protruding from the

back of the grip. If the grip is not grasped or turned

properly, the back of the shaft can press into the palm of the

hand and become uncomfortable. A shorter cutter shaft may
make this machine more comfortable to use.

If you rarely cut small or large diameter keys, this

machine makes a great addition to your service vehicle tool

box.

Actually, any of these machines are a nice addition to

your shop or your service vehicle. The low price of the hand

operated machines make them an excellent choice for the

shop that doesn't get much call for duplicating tubular keys.

The 747XU , on the other hand, is competively priced, takes

up very little space and fits nicely into a service truck.

Whether used in-shop or on the road, it is the choice for

cutting large quantities of keys accurately.
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15. The Pocket Cut-Up™ , ready to accept a key for

cutting.

No matter what machine (or machines) you choose, be

assured that you will produce accurately cut keys in a matter

of just a few minutes, and raking in those tubular key profits.

For more information on the above products contact:

An authorized HPC distributor orHPC at (708) 671-6280.

An authorized A-l SecurityMfg. distributor orA-1 at (804)

747-0095. E3

A

or
UFACTURING, INC

Every Instal I ation

Is a Sel f -Portrait

Of the Person Who D id It.

Autograph Your Workwith Excellence

Click here for more information
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Mao-un£ By Pho-Loi
Built as a dedicated punch machine,

the Blue Punch can accurately and quickly cut keys
without the need for power.

Cutter Vs. Punch
Key machines generally fall into two major categories;

key cutters, which use a rotating cutting wheel to grind out a

portion of the key, and punch machines, which use a punch

and die to clip out a section of the key. One of the biggest

advantages of a punch type key machine is that they are

hand operated. You are not limited to using the key machine
near an outlet. This gives you a great deal of freedom. You
can take your key machine right to the job site, carry it in

your truck or move it into the shop. And, instead of walking

back and forth between the key machine and the job site,

you can spend your time doing your actual work. This type

of freedom can make you more productive. When you are

more productive you can make more money.

Dedicated Vs. Universal
The universal type punch machines are designed to cut

keys for many different manufacturers' locks. These types of

machines are very handy in that they can cut a variety of

manufacturers keys on one machine. Like a key cutting

machine, however, it is important that the correct punch and

die be used for a given key. If not, the locksmith may find

himself compromising accuracy for

convenience.

For example; the width of

the bottom of the cut on an

Best/ Falcon interchangeable core

key should be just over .050"; the

width of the bottom of the cut on an

K wikset key should be just over

.080". These two measurements are

.030" different! If you set up your

cutter to cut K wikset then it's too

wide to accurately cut

interchangeable core, if you use a

narrow cutter to cut

interchangeable core, then your

Kwikset key cuts won't be right.

These universal machines are fine for

most applications as long as the correct

punch and die are used.

The other end of the spectrum is the dedicated punch key

machines. These key machines are often sold by a lock

manufacturer to cut just their own brand keys. Because

these machines cut only the keys of one manufacturer, the

accuracy of these machines is excellent. As these machines

cut only one manufacturer's key, a separate machine is

purchased for each manufacturer. In general, locksmiths or

lock shops with large commercial accounts find this type of

machine an advantage.

With those distinctions made, the Blue Punch machine by

Pro-Lok is a punch type, dedicated key machine, set up to

the OEM spacing, depth and width of cut specifications of

specific manufacturers. Following, we take a look at this

machine.

56 • The National Locksmith

Construction And Operation
The Blue Punch is a compact, durable machine. The parts

are a mixture of milled aluminum, cast aluminum and

hardened steel pieces. Sealed bearings, super duty fasteners

and long life springs round out the listing of components
that are used to assemble the unit.

The spacing is spring controlled and automatically

advances to the next space every time the punch handle is

depressed. The depth for each cut is controlled by the code

bar at the front of the machine, and is hand set by the

locksmith as the key advances. I n essence, every time a cut

is made, the locksmith need only enter the depth for the

advancing cut, and punch.

This is especially helpful for locksmiths who are

supporting hotels, schools or multi-tenant facilities, and are

often faced with the need to cut tens or hundreds of keys at a

time.

To cut a key on the "Blue Punch" you:
1. Clamp the key into the Vise

J
aw (just like any key

machine).

2. Push the carriage over to the starting position.

3. Position the code bar (depth control) at

the first cut, push down the handle.

The key is automatically

advanced to the next cut.

4. Position the code bar at the

second cut, push down the

handle.

Continue this operation for all

cuts.

Manufacturers Supported
The Blue Punch is available to

cutCorbin Russwin Sys 70,

M aster (Dexter), Kwikset, Schlage, Weslock,

Weiserand Interchangeable Core from Best, Falcon,

and other manufacturers using Best specifications

For those of you who own either an old "Codemac 101,"

"ASM ," "Keymak" or an Armbruster "Keypunch," you'll be

happy to know that the Blue Punch is still alive and kicking.

At the end of 1993 Pro-Lok bought all of the tooling and

components for the Blue Punch from Armbruster Tool and

Die. Since then Pro-Lok has resumed production on this

popular key machine, available through authorized Pro-Lok

distributors. Pro-Lok is also repairing existing "Codemac
101," "ASM ," "Keymak" and Armbruster "Keypunch" key

machines.

Conclusion
It's a fact. Original keys are better than duplicates. With

the Blue Punch you can create factory original keys on the

job site. The machine allows you to cut keys accurately and

quickly, and frees you from the need for power.

For more information, contacts Pro-Lok distributor or call

Pro-Lok at (714) 633-0681. EJ
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Almost every door in commercial,

industrial and institutional

buildings today is opened by the

person passing through it but closed

by a mechanical door closer. Most
people take for granted that these

ubiquitous devices keep the door
under orderly control at all times.

Their role is more than simply closing

the door, however. Properly applied,

they provide a wide range of door
control functions and help prevent

damage to the door, hinges and
related components. Now, more than

ever, the need for safety and
convenience in public places makes
the door closer an important part of

most openings.

Striving for Perfect Door
Operation

Springs inside the door closer

generate the power to close the door,

and the speed of the door's swing as it

closes is controlled by the closer's

regulated hydraulic circuits. The aim

of the mechanical control provided by

the closer is perfect door operation.

Let's look at what that entails: (See

illustration 1.)

1. On the opening swing, the door

closer lets the door open easily, but

when it gets to the end of the swing, it

provides backcheck.

2. Backcheck is a feature that

cushions the last part of the opening

swing to prevent the door from
slamming into the stop. Some special

closers designed for potentially

58 • The National Locksmith

1. Breaking the swing of a door
down into segmented arcs, we can
better identify perfect door
operation. On opening, the door
moves through its normal swing
(1) until the end when it is

cushioned by the backcheck (2).

The closing speed of a door is

divided into general (3), the
transition (4), and the latching (5)

speeds.

Continued on page 59
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WELCOME TO
THE SHOW

elcome to the 20th Annual
W Convention and Trade Show

of the Door and Hardware Institute.

This special issue of The National

Locksmith is the eighth annual issue

designed to bring the locksmith
specifier important news in the world of

architectural and builders' hardware.

The theme for the convention is "The
Distribution Evolution," and over 20 concentrated

educational sessions will discuss this topic as well as

explore technical issues of the future.

Host for this year's show is San Antonio,

Texas, where yesterday's legendary Alamo
anchors today's progressive city. The
convention center is convenient to Rivercenter M all and the

River Walk with more than 300 restaurants, cafes, shops and

nightclubs, plus their famous tour boats.

This year's convention has been streamlined to take

place over three days, October 14-16, at the Henry B.

Gonzalez Convention Center, North Exhibit Hall, 200 East

M arket in San Antonio. Show hours are 5 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 14; 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 15, and 9

a.m.to 1 p.m. M onday, Oct. 16. The trade show continues to

display every category of product and service related to the

industry and provides the opportunity to see the latest

products and trends.

This issue contains booth
listings for the convention. Also

included on the following pages

is our Product Showcase,
presenting a wide range of

product either being exhibited at

the show or of interest to the

industry.

Readers wanting more information

on the products in this issue can

circle the product's number on the

Rapid Reply card, or send their request

via Internet E-Mail to The National

Locksmith at natlock@aol.com.
America Online subscribers can send

their request to NATL LOCK.

DOOR AND HARDWARE INSTITUTEW
More information about this year's DHI convention is

available from the association at 14170 Newbrook Dr.,

Chantilly, VA 22021-2223, (703) 222-2010,
fax (703) 222-2410. jgg
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EXHIBITOR LISTINGS

A & J Washroom Accessories

Access Control Magazine

Communication Channels Inc.

Access Technology, Inc.

Accurate Lock and Hardware Co.

Adams Rite Manufacturing Co.

ADHACO Hardware

Advanced Hardware Technologies

Air Louvers Inc.

Alarm Lock Systems Inc.

Algoma Hardwoods Inc.

Almet International Inc.

American Device Mfg. Co.

Ampco Products Inc.

Amweld Building Products

Anemostat Products

Architectural Builders Hardware

Manufacturing Inc.

Arrow Lock Manufacturing Co.

Auth-Florence Manufacturing Co.

Baton Lock and Hardware Co., Inc.

Benchmark Commercial Division

General Products Co.

Best Lock Corp.

Bommer Industries Inc.

Boyle and Chase Inc.

Bramlett-Siso Security Stytems

R.R. Brink Locking Systems Inc.

Buell Door Corp.

Cal-Royal Products

Ceco Door Products

Chase-Durus Industries Inc.

Chem-Pruf Door Co.

Corbin Russwin Architectural

Hardware

Corrim Door Systems

K.N. Crowder Inc.

Curries Co.

Custom Hardware Manufacturing

Cutler Manufacturing Corp.

Dayton Industries Inc.

Dansteel Manufacturing Co.

Detex Corp.

Don-Jo Manufacturing Inc.

Door Controls International

Dor-O-Matic

Dorma Door Controls Inc.

DynaLock Corp

Eggers Industries

Entres International Ltd.

ESSEX Industries Inc.

Fenestra Corp.

FIB-R-DOR Sub. Advance

Fiberglass Inc.

S.W. Fleming Ltd.

Gallery Specialty Hardware Ltd.

Graham manufacturing Corp.

Guggenheim Metals Co.

Hardin Manufacturing Inc.

Hager Hinge Co.

Hettich America L.P.

HEWI Inc.

Hiawatha Inc.

High Security 777 Lock Corporation

HPC Inc.

Ideal Architectural Doors and

Plywood

Imperial Decor

Ingersoll-Rand Group Schlage

- Von Duprin

H.B. Ives A Harrow Co.

J.L. Industries

Jackson Corp.

Jensen Industries Inc.

JLM Wholesale

L.E. Johnson Products Inc.

Karpen Steel Custom Doors &

Frames

The Kewanee Corp.

Kickplate Co. Inc.

Killeen Security Products

Krieger Steel Products Co.

Lawrence Brothers Inc.

LCN Closers

Leslie-Locke Inc.

Liberty Hardware Manufacturing

Corp.

Locknetics Security Engineering.

Locksmith Ledger International

Lockwood

Lori Lock Co.

The Louisiana Door Co. Inc.

Lund Equipment Co. Inc.

M.A.G. Engineering and

Manufacturing Co. Inc.

The Maiman Co.

MMF Industries Major Metalfab Co.

Markar Products Inc.

MARKS USA

Marlite

Marshall Vega Corp.

McKinney/Parker

Microwave Sensors Inc.

Mohawk Flush Doors Inc.

Mont-Hard (Canada) Inc.

MSI Door Hardware Group

Namasco Division Sub. Klockner

Namasco Corp.

Nanotechnology

National Custom Hollow Metal

National Guard Products Inc.

The National Locksmith

Newman Tonks Inc.

Norfield Industries

Norton Door Controls

NT Falcon Lock

NT Monarch Hardware and

Manufacturing Co.

NT Quality Hardware and

Manufacturing Co.

Ohio Valley Door Corp.

Optex (USA) Inc.

OSI Security Devices

4-DHI* The National Locksmith Continued on page 7
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Continued from page 4

S. Parker Hardware Manufacturing

Corp.

PBB Inc.

PDQ Industries Inc.

PEMKO

Pioneer Industries

Precision Hardware Inc.

Quick Draw Southwest

Rediframe/Slimfold Products

Reese Enterprises Inc.

Republic Builders Products

Rixson

Rockwood Manufacturing Co.

Rofu International Corp.

Rutherford Controls Inc.

Safety and Fire Technoloty Inc.

(SAFTI)

Sargent and Greenleaf Inc.

Sargent Manufacturing Co.

Schlage Lock Co.

Securitech Group Inc.

Securitron Magnalock Corp.

Security Door Controls

Security Lock Distributors

Signature Brass Manufacturing Co.

Simplex Access Controls

Southern Steel Co. Division of

Phelps-Tointon

Southwood Door Co.

Stanley Hardware

Steelcraft Co. Sub. of Mascotech

Tanner Bolt and Nut Corp.

Taymor Industries

Technical Glass Products

Tempo Import and Export (USA) Inc.

Timely Industries Inc.

Tite-Lok

Trans-Atlantic Co.

Trego Industries Inc.

TRIMCO/BBW

Trine Products Corp.

Underwriters Laboratories

Underwriters' Laboratories of

Canada

V.T. Industries Inc.

Vancouver Door Co. Inc.

Von Duprin Inc.

Wornock Hersey Inchcape Testing

Services

Western Oregon Door Inc.

Weyerhaeuser Co. Architectural

Door Division

Winfield Division of CSS/A Masco Co.

Winfire International

Winner International

Woodfold-Marco Manufacturing Inc.

Woodtech Trading Co., Inc.

Yale Security Inc.

Zero International Inc.

151

TM

The world's largestproducer of

automotive locks and keys.

Click here for more information
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Dorma 640/650 Series
Closers

The Dorma Group has expanded

its size adjustable 640/650 Series to

include sized, non-adjustable closers

in sizes 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The new

products have the same features as

the company's 600/610 Series closer

line, which will be phased out. With

this introduction, Dorma now offers a

common screw hole pattern and

mounting position throughout the

entire 640/650 line, making retrofit

installation much simpler

Dorma also announced that its

complete line of specialty arms are

now available throughout the entire

640 Series line.

Dorma Door Controls Inc., markets

a complete line of hydraulic closers,

door operators closer-holder-release

devices, accessories and related

builders' hardware American Device

Manufacturing Co., markets a

comprehensive line of exit devices and

accessories, security hardware and

postal specialties

For FREE Information
Circle 394 on Rapid Reply

National Cabinet Locks'
Furniture Locks

National Cabinet Lock has a broad

line of locks for use in furniture and

8-DHI • The National Locksmith

case goods,

designed to meet

the needs of

variety of

configurations

or styles

National

Cabinet Lock

also offers

custom lock

design services where

existing designs will not a pply.

The National Cabinet Lock product

line includes pin tumbler, disc tumbler

and lever tumbler locks. Designs

include surface-mounted drawer/door

locks, full mortise drawer/door or lid

iocks, half mortise removable cylinder

drawer locks (dead- orspring-bolt),

surface-mounted lid locks, plunger

bolt sliding door locks and desk

pedestal gang locks. Many of the

most popular locks are included in the

Stock®Locks ready-to-ship inventory

program. Standard finishes include

brass (antique, bright, dull or satin),

chrome (bright or dull), nickel (bright or

dull) and zinc plate

For FREE Information
Circle 395 on Rapid Reply

Kwikset Introduces Titan
Commercial Series

Kwikset Corporation introduces the

Titan Commercial Series Levers

Built to the highest Titan standards,

the Titan Commercial Series exceeds

all Underwriters' Laboratories (UL) and

American National Standard Institute

(ANSI) Grade 2 specifications Further,

the new Titan Commercial Series

Levers meet the highest user and

security requirements, and feature

front removable cylinders for fast and

easy re-keying.

Titan Commercial Series Levers are

available in three different styles to

offer more decorative options in a

category which has traditionally been

very basic in the area of lever design

These new levers are available in three

keyed functions: entry, classroom,

storeroom and three unkeyed

functions: passage, restroom, and

dummy The new levers are available

in polished brass, satin chrome, and

an oil-rubbed finish

For FREE Information
Circle 396 on Rapid Reply

Corbin Russwin's
Economy Exit Device Trim

Corbin Russwin Architectural

Hardware announces the introduction

of a new economy priced lever handle

trim fortheir ED8000 Series Pushbar

Exit Device.

This new trim, which uses major

components from the company's

successful CL3600 Series Grade 1

key-in-lever lockset, meets ANSI

Grade 1 standards and fits 1-3/4" to

2-1/4" doors. It is throughbolted for

strength, yet installation is easier

because the throughbolts mount

Click on border to view new company or issue



within the standard 2-1/2" prep The

new trim matches the Corbin Russwin

lever lockset offering, with the same
cylinder, options, and finishes

For FREE Information
Circle 397 on Rapid Reply

Von Duprin Lever Trim For
948 & 99 Exit Devices

Von Duprin introduces a new

breakaway- type lever trim to

significantly reduce damage from

vandalism and abuse, while also

helping meet ADA-mandated
accessibility standards. The patented

new BreakawayQ lever trim is

available forVon Duprin Series 98 and

99 exit devices and also can be

installed in existing 992L lever door

preps for retrofit.

The new design allows the lever to

break away and drop into a down
position when abused, discouraging

further abuse and protecting its

internal parts However, it can be

easily reset to its operating position by

a simple uplift motion. Furthermore, it

eliminates the unsightly droop

common to lever trims as they wear

and lose adjustment, as well as the

maintenance required to correct this

condition

When unlocked, the new unit

operates as a normal lever trim and

will also break away. When locked, it

feels locked but "breaks" when more

than 35 lb. ft. of torque are applied to

the lever, which travels to a 90-degree

position. The lever is easily reset,

however. To prevent further damage,

an easily replaced shear pin breaks at

65 to 75 lb. ft. torque

For FREE Information
Circle 398 on Rapid Reply

Council Series Sliding

Door Hardware From P.C.

Henderson

The Council series of sliding door

hardware from P.C. Henderson, Inc.,

will reliably hold oversized center-

folding or end-folding doors and

partitions of up to 15' high and 3'

wide, with weights of up to 180

pounds per leaf. The hardware will

accommodate an unlimited number of

medeco
HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

Integrity. Ingenuity....

security solutions.

Click here for more information
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folding units All hardware is

concealed. Typical applications for

Council series hardware include room

dividers in hotels and office buildings,

mall store fronts, theaters, sports halls

and restaurants.

For FREE Information
Circle 399 on Rapid Reply

J ado Diamond Finish

Simply brilliant 1 Diamond Finish: a

revolutionary and exclusive process,

which creates a metal finish used to

plate our brass It provides an

extremely hard, yet brilliant coat to the

product. In fact, Diamond Finish now

carries a full lifetime finish warranty.

The Finish protects against tarnishing

caused by mother nature's harshest

elements— humid salt air and ultra-

violet rays

Diamond Finish requires no

scrubbing or heavy polishing.
J
ust a

simple light polishing with a soft cloth

will remove dust, finger prints and

restore the high luster to the product

Diamond Finish is available on
J
ado's

fine door hardware products

For FREE Information
Circle 400 on Rapid Reply

Dontpanid

We have Security

E xit D atices*

Click here for more information

Stand Alone Access
Control System From
Litton

Litton's UL approved PointGuardQ

card access control system provides

coverage for one to 16 doors and

accommodates up to 2,100 users per

door.

PointGuard is designed to provide

card access control and alarm input

capabilities by combining only the

modules required to meet a facility's

specific needs. The system's modular

design incorporates LonWorksQ

technology from Echelon which utilizes

a Neuron® chip. The Neuron chip is

included in the doorcontrol modules,

as well as the keypad and card

readers, providing intelligence at each

door.

Two versions of PointGuard are

available - the single door system for

one door, and the multi-door system

for up to 16 doors. To add an

additional doorwith PointGuard,

simply purchase a DoorPak. DoorPak

is the group of modules necessary to

provide access control and alarm

input functions at one door.

The system's Command Center

includes a 32-character, back-lit, high-

resolution Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)

The 10-digit numeric keypad and

system function keys combine to

provide a simple to use control point

for the PointGuard system. The

system accommodates Wiegand

cards as well as any Mag Stripe Track

II card, including a personal credit

card, which minimizes start-

up/installation costs

For FREE Information
Circle 401 on Rapid Reply

10-DHI • The National Locksmith
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Vandal Proof Mfg. 's EK1
Closer

The EK1 Closer has a rugged,

stainless steel one piece arm

assembly. Every component of the

arm and bracket is permanently heli

Arc welded and will notcome apart.

The sealed bearing eliminates all

stress from the hydraulic unit enabling

it to last longer. No othercloser has

this feature.

The EK1 series closer utilizes an

LCN hydraulic unit (one of the

industry's most respected) with its

multi faceted configurations allowing

the purchaserto change the opening

speed, back check, and latch speed

to their own installation

This door closer is applicable to

installations in schools, residential and

commercial buildings, hospitals, roof

doors; on reinforced hollow metal

doors, marine applications, and

juvenile facilities. TheEKlcanbe
installed on stainless steel and

aluminum stile door and frames.

For FREE Information
Circle 402 on Rapid Reply

Nanotec hnology's
NanoLox

Incorporating a Schlage Series D

Model Rhodes lockset, the NanoLox
pushbutton Electronic Access Control

4|

'm I

system now has a weather-proof

version for outdoor use. It features

125, 253, 509 or 1,021 user-

programmable, variable-length codes

It is maintenance free: no need for

battery nor external wiring. Other

features include a lock-out mode after

four unsuccessful trials and key

override

For FREE Information
Circle 403 on Rapid Reply

Zero High Performance
Door Hinges

Designed for smooth, effortless

door swing, the UNIGEAR Hinge

System integrates two extruded

aluminum "geared" segments in a

coverchannel, with support bearings

of long-wearing, self-lubricating

DelrinQ which absorb shock and

distribute weight evenly. The hinge

rotates a full 180 degrees to enable

doors to open easily to maximum
width. Well suited for both new and

retrofit construction, the UNIGEAR
system is tamper and weatherproof

and performs effectively on doors up

to 9'. New options for mortised and

RESOURCES IfSJG

SRi and Tech Train Productions are
the automotive special ists - your best

source for automotive tool s,

manual s, and videos.

Click here for more information
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ha If- mortised mountings are now
available to increase specifiers' design

latitude. Constructed form heavy-

gauge aluminum, all models are

offered in a choice of three finishes

Zero's U N IP IN Hinge incorporates

traditional "knuckle hinge" design in a

heavy-duty continuous hinge

constructed of either cold rolled prime

painted steel or polished stainless

steel. The U N IP IN is appropriate for

use with metal and wood doors

For the heavy doors required for

many commercial and industrial

applications, Zero offers a cam lift

hinge designed for doors up to 500

pounds, with each pair rated at 300

pounds. Manufactured from high

precision "investment' stainless steel

casting, the hinge provides a 1/2"

drop over a rotation of 180 degrees.

For FREE Information
Circle 404 on Rapid Reply

Marks USA Grade 2 Key-
In-Lever

Marks USA introduces its 70 Series

locksets, the first ANSI Grade 2

cylindrical key-in-lever lock with the

clutch The clutch feature substantially

reduces the abuse seen by

conventional lever sets. In addition, its

spring loaded roses provide a no-

droop life of over 1,000,000 cycles

It is available with five or six pin

conventional cylinders as well as six or

seven pin best size IC cores. The

locks are available in 12 functions and

three finishes. Most other

manufacturer's cylinders can be used

with these locks by using the Marks

adapter tailpieces The lock is UL

listed for three hour fire rating

For FREE Information
Circle 405 on Rapid Reply

Dor-O-Matic

Now in our 45th year, Dor-O-Matic

continues to be the leading supplier of

panic exit devices to the major door

manufacturers across the nation

Fromtraditional crossbar concealed

vertical rod devices and rim devices to

"school quality" touchbars, Dor-O-

Matic manufactures a quality exit

device for a multitude of applications

For FREE Information
Circle 406 on Rapid Reply EJ

N A T 1 N A L
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

Nati
ra

Auto

progra
service

onal Auto Lock Service, Inc. offers a
inge of equipment and services for t

motive Locksmith. From tools and h
find key blanks to transponder

mming, we can take the mystery ou
. We accept credit card orders, and c

COD. Contact us for the latest in

automotive technology.

www.laserkey.com

wide
he
ard to

t of car
:an ship
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IC Core Products By KSP
\/

Allowing for easy servicing of Best, Arrow
and Falcon style IC systems, KSP offers a

variety of supplies and equipment.

K known
as a maker of

quality lock

hardware. For

more than ten

years, they have

been making
replacement
interchangeable

by
Sal Dulcamaro

cores for Best type locks and

compatibles. KSP manufactures cores,

housings and related servicing tools at

their factory in Worcester,

M assachusetts.

Company History

KSP's parent company, Killeen

Machine Tool Co. Inc., was started in

the 1930's. To this day, it is still one of

the largest metal stamping companies

in New England.

Norman Doucet took over as

president of Killeen M achine Tool Co.

in 1980, and remains as the company's

CEO and owner. It was not until 1983

that M r. Doucet would even begin to

contemplate manufacturing locks.

In 1983, Norman Doucet got

together with Doug M aston (who he

had known for many years). At the

suggestion of Doug M aston, he

considered a venture into lock

manufacturing. Specifically, they

decided they would manufacture high

quality Best compatible cores and

housings.

In 1985, Killeen Security Products

(KSP) was launched with Doug
M aston running the operation as vice

president. After all, Doug was the one

with experience in the security

hardware industry. Mr. Maston's

previous background in the security

field included nineteen years with llco

and three years with ESP.

Today, KSP makes and sells a full

line of interchangeable core products

designed to be compatible with Best,

Arrow and Falcon brand IC products.

October 1995 • 13-DHI
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1. Manufacturing Best compatible locks, KSP makes
a variety of IC tools and products.

The Product Line

Photograph one shows a

representative sampling of the types of

IC products made by KSP. Besides

the variety of cores and housings, they

make and sell most of the servicing

tools you would need to work with IC

cylinders.

frame aluminum

doors). The
#316 housing

(second from

the right) works

with 6 pin cores.

Furthest to the

right, the #317

housing is

useable with

both 6 and 7 pin

cores.

2. A variety of mortise cylinder housings.

The selection of mortise cylinder

housings made by KSP are shown in

photograph two. From left to right,

they include the #306 housing which

is a 1-1/4" mortise cylinder. It can be

used with 6 pin cores. Next is the #307

housing which is 1-3/8" in length and

is used with 6 or 7 pin cores. The two

housings to the right have tapered

heads to resist wrenching and for use

where a shorter cylinder is required

(such as Adams Rite locks on narrow

Rim cylinders are shown in

photograph three. The #308-6 housing

(to the left) accepts only a 6 pin core,

while the #308 housing (to the right)

will accept either a 6 or 7 pin core.

Photograph four shows
interchangeable cores made by KSP.

They are

available in two

lengths. The
#206 is a 6 pin

core and the

#207 is a 7 pin

core. They are

available in any

of the following

Best keyways:

A, B, C, D, E, F,

G, H,J, K, L, M
and Q. They even come in the Arrow

IC and ID keyways. KSP also makes

cores in their own unique keyway
which is identified as: KM T300.

The housings can be purchased in

any of the following finishes: 3, 4, 10,

10B, 26 and 26D. The cores are only

available in two of those finishes: 4

and 26D. For mortise cylinders, the

available cams are: #600 Standard,

#501 Adams Rite, #502 Clover, #502-S

Sargent, and #502-L Schlage-L.

Servicing Tools

Photograph five shows a key

decoder gauge (part #511). It can be

used to decode keys in A2, A3 or A4
systems. It is made from stamped

sheet metal, and it can be used to

quickly decode Best or compatible

keys.

A housing wrench (part #509) is

shown in photograph six. It is used to

install mortise cylinder type IC

housings into mortise locksets before

the cores are installed. There are two

drilled holes in the end of the tool to

accept the drive pins inside the

housing opening. Photograph seven

shows the housing wrench inserted

into the housing. The drive pins

caught in the holes of the wrench
prevent the cam from flopping around

as the mortise cylinder is threaded in

place.

A capping block and punch (part

#606) can be seen in photograph

eight. They can be used for

assembling both 6 or 7 pin cores. After

each pin chamber is filled with

tumblers and a spring, a cap tops the

stack. Then the punch is inserted into

the hole in the capping block, and

tapped to seat the cap in the cylinder.

(See photograph 9.)

The ejector punch (part #610)

enters the small diameter access holes

at the bottom end of the core and is

pushed through the full length of a pin

chamber to drive out the pin stack in

order to disassemble the core for

rekeying or decodi ng. (See photograph

10.)

3. Rim cylinders are also
part of KSP's line.

14-DHI • The National Locksmith

4. KSP offers both 6 and 7 pin cores in a variety of Best keyways.
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5. Gauge used for measuring Best A2, A3 and
A4 system keys.

The cam staking tool (part #608) is

used for attaching the appropriate

cams to mortise cylinder housings.

(See photograph 11.) To use, the drive

pins are first loaded into the cam
staking tool. After a small spacer is set

on top of the pins, the housing is

placed over the top of the loaded tool

and the large spacer and the proper

cam are attached. Then the only thing

If the cam has

to be changed to

work with

another brand

mortise lockset,

the staked end of

the drive pins

can be ground or

drilled away to

disassemble the

left to do is to

stake the cam
onto the drive

pins for a

permanent
assembly. (See

photograph 12.)

housing. KSP also supplies spare drive

pins and cams to reassemble the

housing for different applications.

For additional information about

KSP interchangeable core products,

contact your locksmith wholesaler.

6. This odd looking tool is a housing wrench,

used for fast, easy installation of the cylinder
housings.

To be a World Leader You Need Quality Products*

Innovative Technology and Strong Partners.

Click here for more information

October 1995 • 15-DHI
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7. Place the tool into the cylinder housing and you're ready for

installation.

Choose S&G
Comptronic electronic safe

locks for.. .security...

technology.. .tradition.

Click here for more information

8. For easy pinning, this

capping block and punch are
used.

9. After placing the pins and
springs into the cylinder, it is

placed in the block and capped
using the punch.

16-DHI • The National Locksmith

10. The ejector punch is inserted

in through the bottom of the
cylinder and used to drive out or

eject the pins for rekeying the

lock.

Click on border to view new company or issue



On The Cover...

For the door, our cover includes the new and improved, plus an exciting mixture of electronic

hardware and key control. Starting left in clockwise rotation we have electric transfer hinges by
Architectural Control Systems, Inc., The Patriot key control system by Medeco, Schlages new Grade 2
AL lever, and NT Monarch Hardware's DE 18 delay egress system.

11. The cam staking tool and cam
components ready for assembly.

12. The drive pins are loaded into the cam staking tool and loaded into

the cylinder housing. The cam is then staked onto the drive pins.

SCHWAB CORR
Fire protection for yourvttaf records.

It's not safe unless

it's Schwab Safe.

Click here for more information
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J1SSA introduced its next

^4generation high security lock

cylinder at the 1995 ALOA convention.

The new patent pending design is

called the Twin V-10, and it both

maintains and builds on the principles

used in the current Twin 6000 series

locks.

For those unfamiliar, the ASSA
high security lock cylinder is

essentially two locking devices in one.

It is both a pin tumbler and a sidebar

lock. There are truly two separate

locking components within the lock

cylinder, and likewise there are two
separate keys within the operating key

that unlock an ASSA cylinder.

Operating Principles

Photograph one shows a cutaway

ASSA Twin V-10 lock cylinder. At first

glance, it might look very much like

an ordinary pin tumbler lock. There

separate tumblers for the sidebar and

there are separate key cuts that

operate the sidebar tumblers.

The plug was partially rotated in

photograph two to give just the

slightest glimpse of the tumblers that

operate the sidebar. There are five

such tumblers (called side pins) in

each ASSA lock cylinder that interact

with the sidebar. The side pins can be

seen in each of the five half moon
openings along side the length of the

key. They can be seen slightly more
clearly with the plug out of the lock

body in photograph three.

The Side Pins

Photograph four shows all five side

pins removed from the lock plug. The
side pins for a V-10 cylinder have a "V"

or angle shaped bottom surface.

There are only two types of side pins:

left hand or right hand. All but one of

€jolng Turbo

With
TheASSA
Twin V-10

are six pin chambers with top pins (or

drivers) topped by tumbler springs in

each chamber. While it is partly a pin

tumbler lock, it is hardly ordinary.

Just in the pin tumbler component
alone, there are features that make it

more pick resistant than a standard

pin tumbler lock.

First, there are six pins as opposed

to the standard of five pins found in

most commercial locks. Second, the

top pins (or drivers) are spool type

pins which are designed for greater

pick resistance. Countermillings, in

five of the six chambers of the lock

plug, interact with the spool pins to

greatly increase pick resistance.

Looking back at photograph one,

there is a sidebar that runs along the

left side of the plug. The sidebar

component (as mentioned earlier) is

completely independent of the pin

tumbler portion of the lock. There are

Sal reviews ASSA's

new Twin V-10

keying system.

by Sal Dulcamaro

the pins is left handed. The second
side pin (counting from the left) is

right handed. The hand of the pin is

determined by which direction the

angled tip of the pin points. The left

handed pins have their tips pointing to

the left or the back of the plug. The tip

of the right handed pin points to the

right or face of the plug.

The five empty pin chambers
(where the side pins move up and
down) can be seen along the bottom

of the lock plug. The ASSA sidebar,

just to the right of the lock plug, is

unique compared to side bars of other

locks that use a sidebar locking

mechanism. Most sidebar locks use

tumblers of varying lengths or key
depth positions to interact with a

standard one-for-all sidebar. The
varied depth tumblers match specific

varied depth key cuts.

Photograph five illustrates the

1. A cutaway view of the new
ASSA Twin V-10 lock cylinder.

2. Six pin tumblers and five side
pins comprise the locking system
on this lock.

3. The side pins are slightly more
visible along side of the key.

' till
4. Side pin, seen here, have aVor
angled bottom, and are either left

hand or right hand.

ASSA difference. Because the side

pins have no depth variation, the

varied depths of the key cuts are

coordinated to varied depths (in each

tumbler position) on the sidebar itself.

The five protrusions at various heights

on the sidebar are called the sidebar

legs, and they fit into the slots or

"gates" in the side pins.

There are literally thousands of

different sidebar configurations

assigned to specific ASSA lock dealers

18-DHI • The National Locksmith
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5. Unlike most sidebar locks, the
side pins do not vary in length.
Instead, the sidebar configuration
must fit the "gates" of the side
pins.

6. On the left, a side pin for the
Twin 6000 series lock; the right, is

the new Twin V-10 side pin.

7. The difference in the key
contact area of the Twin 6000 and
Twin V-10 is apparent in this

photograph.

for their exclusive use.

With five different height positions

and five separate side pins, their are

3,125 theoretical sidebar codes. In the

older Twin 6000 series locks, only

2,800 side codes were considered
useable. Because the sidebar is

reversible, inverting the sidebar

allows an ASSA dealer a second side

code. That effectively made 1,400

pairs of side codes with the Twin 6000.

( 1,400 times 2 equals 2,800)

V-10 Capabilities

Although the Twin V-10 is based on

the same sidebar design as the Twin
6000, the new design side pins have
dramatically enhanced the side code

capabilities. Photograph six shows an

old and a new style side pin for

comparison. At the left is a standard

side pin for the Twin 6000 series

locks. On the right side is a left

handed side pin for a Twin V-10 lock

cylinder.

Lockmasters has a

44 year history of

training security

professionals.

Click here

for more
information
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8. The V-10 side pin seated on the
key.

9. A top view of the V-10 key
shows the two-keys-in-one
concept.

The original design pin is

somewhat spool-shaped. There is a

deep groove in the center and two sets

of shallow grooves above and below

the center groove. The deep groove is

where one of the sidebar legs fits

when a proper key is used on the

ASSA lock. The shallow grooves are

essentially false "gates" designed for

increased pick resistance.

The V-10 side pin also has a deep

groove in the center with shallow

grooves above and below to increase

pick resistance. Although the

functional features of the old and new
side pins are very similar, the physical

shapes of the two are quite different.

Photograph seven shows the

bottom surfaces of the pins that

actually make physical contact with

the key. The old pin has a broad and

10. The unique design of the V-10 allows master keying through the use of
the side pins.

flat bottom surface while the newer
pin has a somewhat "V" shaped
bottom surface. The tip of that pin is

seated in one of the side cuts of the

key in photograph eight.

Masterkeying On The Sidebar

Photograph nine shows a top view

of a cut Twin V-10 key. If you look

carefully, you can see what was earlier

referred to as two keys in one. There
are two complete and independent
sets of key cuts on the ASSA key. It

almost looks like two separate keys

were sandwiched together.

The pin tumbler cuts are along the

top surface of the key blade and are

cut onto the key just as any other pin

tumbler key is cut. The sidebar

tumbler cuts are milled into the key

along the side and are called the side

cuts. The particular pattern of cuts on

a particular key is referred to as the

side code.

Part of the patent protection that

gives ASSA its high level of key
control is the legal restriction on
cutting the side cuts into the key. A
locksmith dealer can only make pin

tumbler cuts into the key. The side

cuts can only be cut at the factory.

Specific side codes are contractually

assigned to individual locksmith
dealers, preventing any but the selling

dealer from making duplicate keys for

their customers.

/n the original Twin 6000 design,

masterkeying was limited to the pin

tumbler component of the lock. Even

so, that was not much of a limitation.

With bottom pin sizes from 1 to 9 and

six pin chambers, ASSA's ability to

single step master key provided a

theoretical maximum of change keys

totaling 262,144 (eight to the sixth

power) under a single top master key.

Larger than virtually any other

commercial brand lock.

Illustration 10 helps to illustrate

how the angled side pins of the new
Twin V-10 design knock all previous

masterkeying standards out of the

ballpark. The sidebar and sidebar legs

are represented by dotted lines. The
slots in the side pins line up behind

the sidebar legs, so the sidebar is

unlocked.

With a similarly configured sidebar

in a Twin 6000 cylinder, the wide flat

bottom surface of the side pins would

require equally wide flats milled into

the key to seat the pins properly. That

HPC, Inc.

Designing Excellence and

Manufacturing Quality since 1956

Click here for more information
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11. Replacing even one incorrect side pin makes it impossible for the
sidebar to operate.

would (and does) limit a Twin 6000

cylinder to two possible side codes per

reversible sidebar configuration. This

Twin V-10 setting has all left handed
side pins (angled tip points to the left

or back of the plug) with matching
side cuts for left handed pins. If one of

the side pins is replaced with a right

handed pin, as in illustration 11, the

side cut for that position (the second

pin from the left) will no longer raise

the pin to the correct position to

unlock the sidebar. If the cut in that

position was on the right side instead

of the left, it would be correctly mated

to that side pin pattern.

Keyways And Sectional Keyways

The Twin 6000 series locks allow

exclusive keyways to locksmiths,

which means that other ASSA lock

dealers cannot duplicate their keys

because they have their own exclusive

keyways. Strictly speaking, these
exclusive side codes are not actually

keyways. One Twin 6000 key would

physically enter the keyway of a lock

with a non-matching side code.

Because two separate patents

protect both the completely blank

ASSA key and the key blank with side

millings, it has nearly the same effect

as a physical keyway. A locksmith

can't legally cut the side millings into

a key, and a lock will not operate
without the side millings. For all

practical purposes, it is as good not

being able to insert the key into the

keyway. The patents to protect against

key duplication on the V-10 will have a

similar effect, only much more so.

The basic V-10 dealer setup (in

most cases) will be nearly identical to

that of a Twin 6000 dealer. An
exclusive reversible sidebar will give

the dealer two possible sidebar

configurations. A stock cylinder (with

the pin tumbler component uncoded)

will probably come with five left

handed side pins. The older Twin 6000

cylinders come with five standard non-

handed side pins.

M ost V-10 key blanks would then

be coded for left handed side pins. If

right handed side pins would be
intentionally or accidentally installed

in place of the left handed pins, the

side code milled into the key would be

or
UFACTURING, INC.

Installation Tools

The Professionals Choice

Click here for more information
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unable to operate the lock. The
combination of left and right handed
side pins will be used for specially

designed master key systems.

MM Jhen an ordinary pin tumbler
If If lock is unable to sustain a large

enough number of change keys, a

master key system can sometimes be

greatly expanded by using sectional

keyways. For example, a ten pin

increment lock with six pin chambers
could sustain 4,096 theoretical change

keys using a two step standard
progression. If there were four

separate sectional keyways and a

master key blank that entered all of

them, a factor of four would create a

master key system capable of 16,384

change keys.

The Twin V-10 locks with left and

right handed side pins will simulate

sectional keyways to effectively allow

additional master keying capabilities

on the sidebar component of the lock.

The magnitude and size of master key

systems that can be generated with

the V-10 have been unheard of until

now. There are five side pin positions

with two possible settings (left or

right) per position. Computing all the

mathematical possibilities of left and

right side pin arrangements, you get

32 possible "sectional keyways" (two

to the fifth power). By multiplying 32

times the master keying theoretical

limit of the pin tumbler component of

the ASSA lock (262,144), you get the

staggering number of eight million,

three hundred eighty-eight thousand,

six hundred and eight theoretical

change keys under one top master

key.

It is unlikely that any one job would

require anywhere near eight million

change keys. On very complicated
master key systems with peculiar or

multiple access levels for many
different doors, however, sometimes
large numbers of change keys cannot

be used within the system.

In an extremely large master key

system, assigning mid-level master

keys to large numbers of employees to

give them single key access to many
unrelated doors can wipe out huge
blocks of change keys in the system.

With the enormous capabilities of a V-

10 system, you could arrange some of

the most convoluted of access
arrangements having multiple single

key access to different sets of door

locks. Of course you would also lose

large blocks of key changes in the V-

10 system. Since you start out with so

many more possible change keys,

however, losing the use of fairly large

groups of change keys has a less

significant impact.

CYLECT 2000 Locksmith
Program

The introduction of the Twin V-10

will give ASSA V-10 dealers the

newest patent for a restricted key high

security lock. The 17 year utility

patents will cover both the key blanks

and the interaction of the key and
cylinder. Although the Twin 6000 still

has a few years left on its patents, V-10

provides a marketing edge to an ASSA
dealer. The V-10 dealer can offer

almost two decades of patent

protection on key duplication. To
become a Twin V-10 dealer, there are

certain purchasing requirements.
They are as follows:

PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS
Level Description New Existing

Beta/Gamma

$1500 $500C2L Local (e.g. citywide)

exclusivity

C2R Regional (e.g. statewide) 3500 1500

exclusivity

C2N National exclusivity 10,000 5000

Existing Beta and Gamma dealers

have the option of staying with the

Twin 6000 hardware that they
currently sell. They will still retain

their current sidebars. Because of

their status as existing Beta/ Gamma
dealers, they will be able to upgrade to

C2 dealers with discounted initial

purchases. Depending on the level,

they will save between 50 to 67

percent over what a new dealer for the

ASSA Twin V-10 hardware will invest.

Existing dealers that upgrade will

have the identical territory and same
sidebar that they use for the Twin
6000. They will only need new key
blanks, side pins and cylinder plugs.

Backwards Compatibility

The design of the Twin V-10 was
very deliberate. When a company
seeks a new patent to upgrade a

current product, it is often the case

that the dealers that sell and service

that product will be required to learn a

completely new and different

technology. Usually an entirely new
service kit is required because the

new product line isn't compatible with

any of the old parts and accessories.

ASSA's V-10 technology bucks that

trend.

There is an exceptionally high level

of backward compatibility. The ASSA
Twin 6000 dealer should have very

little trouble adjusting to the new V-10

technology. With the minor exception

of the new design side pins, servicing

procedures of the older Twin 6000 and

the new Twin V-10 are virtually

identical. The only servicing parts that

you will have to add to your existing

tumbler kit are left and right handed
side pins.

It seems rare to see engineers
resort to simplicity of design and ease

of use. The ASSA engineers did just

that with the Twin V-10, and that's

always a welcome change of pace. For

additional information on the ASSA
Twin V-10, contact: ASSA High
Security Locks, 103-00 Foster Avenue,

Brooklyn, NY 11236. Phone: (718)

927-2772. El

ASP
Click here for more information

ASP - Your Auto
Service Center
for the World
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Profits That
LayAt Your
Feet
by ThomasJ . Russel

Often overlooked by the locksmith, floor

closer replacement and adjustment is

an untapped potential for income.

Floor closers may be one of the

more complex products to install

in the hardware industry, but they're

also one of the sturdiest and most
dependable. They are not specified

nearly as often as they should be
because of lack of knowledge about

them or an understanding of the

proper use and advantages of floor

closers.

Because it is a big, rugged
mechanism - with parts machined for

maximum durability and dependability

- the concealed floor closer is a "long

life performer." It is fly anchored in

the floor, making it virtually vandal-

proof, as well as impervious to

weather, cleaning chemicals and hard

daily use. It's important, too, that the

securing screws for a floor closer are

in shear, rather than in constant
horizontal tension, so there is far less

likelihood that these screws will

loosen - even in hard or abusive use.

Contrast that with the stresses and

strains on screws securing butt

hinges. In addition to being a less

stressful application, the concealed

floor closer is out of harm's way; it's

also largely out of sight - a notable

advantage in contemporary
architecture and interior design.

The sheer strength of the

concealed floor closer can't be over-

emphasized. It is strong enough to

provide a positive dead stop capability.

That is, it ensures that a door can

open only so far - and no further. The
closer mechanism itself prevents the

door from striking walls, and prevents

"racking" of the door and its valuable

hardware.

One of the primary advantages of a

floor closer is that it not only controls
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the door, it hangs it as well. The closer

itself bears all of the weight of the

door, relieving the side pivots and
hinges of undue stress and strain.

And, for absolute control of a door,

concealed floor closers can be
augmented with intermediate pivots

and/ or an overhead stop.

Doors are most commonly hung on

mortise hinges and controlled by
surface closers. When hinges fail - as

they may over an extended period of

time, or with heavy use or abuse - they

are frequently replaced with

continuous hinges covering the entire

height of the door. In this case, the

frame must be absolutely plumb;
continuous hinges are not adjustable.

Over the past several years, there

has been considerable use of

continuous hinges for retrofit

applications. They are also specified

for new installations as well. A floor

closer installation with pivots is a

better choice. Shims supplied with the

floor closer may be used to adjust to

uneven floor conditions, and pivots are

also adjustable.

Floor closers also offer a big

advantage in meeting the
requirements of the Americans with

Disabilities Act (ADA). A floor closer

at 90 degrees of opening is 100
percent more efficient than a surface

closer in having enough force to close

and latch. Under the ADA, an interior

door can have no more than five

pounds of opening resistance. The
opening force for exterior doors is

"reserved" for designation by local

authorities; however, in many
locations 8-1/2 pounds has been
established as the resistance level. An
exterior door surface closer might

offer 12 pounds opening resistance,

unless it's designed to meet the ADA
requirements, in which the closing

power can be reduced. A floor closer

provides more power to close the door

with the 8-1/2 pounds of opening
resistance. Since the door is hung
directly on the spindle of the floor

closer, the ratio of closing force to

opening force offers greater efficiency

than other types of closers.

Because the floor closer
mechanism is designed to be
anchored in a concrete floor, its

internal workings can be - and are -

made as strong as necessary. There is

no need to compromise strength or

durability in the interest of aesthetics,

since the only visible part of the closer

is an attractive floor plate. The floor

closer provides better control for a

wide range of door designs and sizes.

The floor closer is clearly the most
effective method of door control, but it

costs considerably more than a

surface closer and installation is more
complex. The floor and the door have

to be prepared to receive the closer

and pivots, and are generally designed

into and completed as part of new
construction. However, as a

locksmith, you may be called upon to

deal with them, and shouldn't

overlook them as a source of revenue.

Include them in a regular
maintenance program. You are very

likely to find them in Class A office

buildings and other structures where
aesthetics are important and high

quality products are used.

Floor closers generally have a very

long life span. However, they too

need adjustment from time to time.

They are similar to surface closers in
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that adjustments can be made to the

sweep and latch speeds through
valves located in the top of the closer.

In fact, it's even easier than adjusting

surface closers, since you don't need a

ladder.

Ybu should also make certain the

closer is level and the arm is tight

on the spindle. Shims are available

which snap on the spindle between
the arm bearing washer and arm
knuckle to raise the door if it drags on

the floor or threshold.

The closer generally needs to be

replaced if the door does not close.

Manufacturers do not recommend
attempting to repair floor closers,

since special tools are needed for

safety. There are repair specialists and

the manufacturer can provide the

name of one in your area.

Removing the closer is not difficult.

The pin is removed from most pivots

by unscrewing the knuckle caps and

pushing the pin out. Loosen the closer

arm screw and lift the door off the

closer spindle. (Keep in mind that one

of the major uses of floor closers is to

handle very heavy doors.) The floor

plate can then be removed, providing

access to the closer.'

When the new or repaired closer is

replaced, it's important to align the

center line of the top pivot pin with the

center line of the closer spindle. Use a

plumb line to ensure correct

alignment.

M ost floor closers are installed in

the offset position, allowing for a snug

weather fit tightly around the door.

Essentially, the door is closing in a

"pocket." When offset, the closer is

single-acting; it can only swing on one

direction.

The principle advantages of center-

hung applications are the full

concealment of the arm and pivot and

doors can be double acting.

Offset Hung Floor Closers

A 3/4" offset is the most common
application. In this case, the pivot

point is 3/4" off the face of the door,

and 3/ 4" from the edge of the door.

A 1-1/ 2" offset is also available. It is

used most often with doors which
require a wide throw to clear

projecting trim, or for doors with

decorative panels which add
thickness. It also offers a solution for

doors with exit devices, which may
require the wider throw to meet ADA
opening clear width specifications.

It's your
reputation

Trust the
original.

(( Click here for more information D
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The pivot point is placed 1-1/ 2" off the

face of the door. The offset at both top

and bottom must match so that the

door will operate properly. Offset

hung doors are always single acting.

Center Hung Floor Closers

The pivot point for center hung
floor closers is on the center line of

the bottom of the door's thickness. It

is usually located at a point 2-3/4"

from the door jamb. This dimension

may vary, depending on special

situations or because of the model of

the floor closer. Center hung doors

may be either single or double acting.

Double acting doors must be center

hung.

IndependentlyHung Floor
Closers

Independently hung floor closers

control a door which is hung on
hinges or pivots rather than directly

on the floor closer. This type of

installation is used only on single

acting doors such as pocket doors.

Independently hung floor closers

have the added advantage of being

able to be removed completely by one

person, while still

leaving the door
able to function.

The door continues

to swing easily and

will latch securely

shut when closed.

This closer model
greatly simplifies

routine
maintenance, as it

allows timely

servicing of door
control mechanisms
without
inconveniencing
personnel working
in the building.

General Characteristics

Characteristics that apply to

concealed floor closers for exterior

doors also apply to interior doors;

however, a shallow depth closer is

often used, particularly in multi-story

buildings, since the slab is not as deep

in upper floors.

The interior floor closer is not

generally subject to the air pressure

1. A typical cement case and stabilizer.

HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

The market leader
in locking systems
for security, safety,

and control.

Click here for more information

conditions affecting the exterior

closer. However, the building's

interior stack pressures can

occasionally create a condition of

negative pressure. The supplier

should have anticipated such pressure

conditions and selected a model which

facilitates on-site spring adjustments.

The floor closer will function far better

than a surface closer in a building

subject to changing air pressure
conditions and be less likely to allow

doors to swing open on their own, but

you should be alert to the condition

when servicing or adjusting a closer.

When swinging open or shut, the

interior floor closer should perform

with a minimum of force from the

user. If not, an adjustment is needed.

The same smooth action you expect

in a heavier model used for exterior

applications should be present in the

interior model. While some people

may tolerate a measure of balkiness

in a lower quality exterior closer on a

building entrance they use
infrequently, they will be less

tolerant on a door used repeatedly

during the day.

When fully open, interior floor

closers should stop exactly where
positioned. The positive-stop and
backcheck features available on some
models assure full-time protection of

doors and door hardware, and less

risk of racking a door.

Both offset and center hung door

closers offer basically the same
features.

Backcheck adds resistance during

the opening cycle. This feature slows

the movement of the door at about 70

degrees of opening to prevent damage
to walls and hardware trim should the

door be thrown open violently.

Backcheck is either mechanical -

26-DHI • The National Locksmith
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2. The floor door closer comes in

offset or center hung styles, and
includes a variety of functions.

which is nonadjustable - or hydraulic.

Adjustable hydraulic backcheck
permits a range of intensity which
may be adjusted according to

installation requirements.

Heavy duty floor closers also have

a built-in dead stop feature which

dictates the maximum opening degree

of the door. Thin slab (shallow depth)

closers may open to a full 180 degrees;

however, an auxiliary door stop is

required.

Closing and latch speeds are

controlled by different adjusting

valves located in the body of the
closer. Closing speed begins at the

maximum open position of the door

and continues to approximately 10

degrees of the closed position. The
latch speed range begins at this point.

The closing speed may be adjusted to

move slowly to 10 degrees, and the

latch speed increased to ensure
positive latching. If preferred, the

closing speed might be adjusted to

move quickly, then slow abruptly in

the latch range in order to close the

door quietly.

Hold-open is an optional feature

which is available by mechanical or

hydraulic means. Mechanical hold-

open holds the door at a specific point;

hydraulic hold-open holds the door at

any point past approximately 75

degrees.

Delayed action causes the door to

start to close very slowly from the fully

open position to about 80 degrees.

Then, the normal closing cycle begins.

It's a simple means of allowing

someone a little extra time to move
through the opening.

Floor Closer Components

A typical floor closer installation

consists of a cement case, closer body,

cover plates bottom arm and top

pivot.

The cement case is the hollow

box imbedded into the concrete

floor. The closer body is inserted

into the case. The depth of the case

is from 2" to about 4-1/2",

depending on the model of the

floor closer. When installed in the

floor, the case is inserted into a

cavity and then "grouted" into place

below the finished floor. (See
photograph 1.)

The closer body is made of large

and durable components. It

includes a cast iron or steel case
which houses the spring, plunger,

hydraulic fluid and the spindle which

projects vertically above the floor.

When the spindle turns, the spring is

compressed. When released, the

plunger forces hydraulic fluid through

the valves, thus controlling the closing

speed of the door. (See photograph 2.)

^^r\e cover plate is a finished flat

m plate which covers the top of the

closer body and has holes in it for the

spindle to protrude and access to the

control valves. Floor closers used with

thresholds do not use cover plates.

Instead, the threshold is prepared

We have it all

Quality, Value,

& Service,

Click here for more information
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3. The top offset pivot (top) is attached
the door and the topjamb. In an offset
an intermediate pivot hinge (bottom) is

included.

spindle contributes to

the high efficiency of

the floor closer.

The top pivot does

not carry any vertical

weight load. Its

function is to carry

the horizontal thrust

load when the door is

opened and to keep
the door aligned.

This piece is attached

to the top of the door

and the top jamb.
Offset hung doors
may use an additional

intermediate pivot

which performs the

same function, but is

located along the

vertical door jamb. (See photograph 3.)

The size, weight,

function and
location of the door

are determining
factors in deciding

which floor closer

to use. Entrance
doors are usually

considered high

since

out,

also

wind

to the top of
application
often

doors. (See photograph 4.)

Floor closers installed in fire door

locations must be offset hung and
single acting. They must be non-hold-

open and the pivots and bottom arms
must be made of ferrous material. A
fire door may be held open by an

electromagnetic holder-release device

that is controlled by a smoke detector

or fire alarm system.

Cold weather fluid (CWF) is a

special hydraulic oil designed to

maintain viscosity at low
temperatures. Sealed units containing

cold weather fluid are advisable to

prevent materials such as water, snow
and ice from entering the cement case

and, thus, affecting proper operation.

A properly installed floor closer will

last a long time, but the opportunity is

still there to maintain and/ or replace

with the appropriate holes.

The bottom arm is mortised into

the bottom of the door and attaches to

the closer spindle. When the door is

opened, the spindle is rotated, setting

the control mechanism in motion. The
direct connection of the arm and

traffic and,

they open
typically

experience
and dampness.
Interior doors are

usually considered medium or low

traffic doors and are protected from
the elements. A range of floor closers

is available for door weights up to

1,500 pounds. Other models are

designed for smaller, much lighter

4. A shallow depth floor closer, typically used on the
upper, thin cement slabs of a building.

them. Remember to look down as well

as up when you're passing through a

doorway. The chance for some extra

income may be at your feet.

The author is M arketing M anager of

Yale Security, inc. EH

SRi and Steve Young are working together
to bring you the best in locksmith tools

and supplies.

Click here for more information
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Measuring For

There *s more to

door closer

service than
waiting for the

phone to ting -

there's

marketing.

by Tom Serflogy

Ever a prniyninvnl «l cashing in on
o]jpvn unity, I'd lilte Ep share wilh

you a simple practice for creatine

more income - door fhscr installation,

replacement and luUii-stimikL Actually

it s rmt *vo much the working with Ihc

dcKrr closer that I wiiut to talk afcumt Id

much as it is llie lechnitnju' f"r laudifiK

mm1 doocclwer work.

For mosl locksmiths, door closer

work is pretty m Lindane. And. for

those thai wait for the phone to rinjj to

do this work, you're rurht. As I take a

more proactive role in landinj? my
work, however. I tend to j?rab Lt al

every opportunity.

Tin- teebnimie is simple. Before

leaving L';Lfli jub site, d<i a she survey

it the doors and hnnlwiuv. Aside from

chd'kJnj! the operation -of the Locking

and latching hardware, also cheek the

door closer and its operation.

Now, | can *et" many of yog
s-hakioj! ynjLir heads,, spying, "I already

do lliat!" AjfaiiL, evi'll Tlntr: seems ])iell_i

senseless; [ItiLl is,, imleSrx y«LiVe artUed

wilh lwn: simtuiI and i[ies.|jertsive [iicn|s

a chmr gauge and a Utile hit «f

inluntNiliiiti Aiul. jik lhe chmr jjaugi- is

fairly Kiuwk to describe, let'* lirsd lake

alunkaLlhe informal km.

Ttt* JitfomtAttori

What locksmiths lend to forget,

and cuB-toiners never realize, is I hat

with every commercial door thai is

installed. I here are laws that govern

30-DEf] * The National Ijh ksniilh

I he inMa Hal ion. operation and
maintenance of I hat d«"r. fSre

phvtvgrapk U N<"*\ I'm n«l talking

ab-oul lhe laws of nature, here. I'm

talking aUmt national, *tale hIinj h>ral

standards and codes dealing w ilh

ej^irss jind ViKres-s, standard* hLmJuij;

wilh (ire dimo. fire I'JCOX direelinn) «f

n pert i UK, clear wldlh of ooenini?.

means* iA huehiiig, Mpeninj; jlocI

clo*irtK ftirHV, e|e.

At the heart of

mosl of lliese

standards lie two
juxtaposed standards:

NKI'A 101 Life Safety

Code :mri the ADA.
Si ill, while both are

written to enhance
and preserve lhe
lives of people. Llie

results oheu eonflkl

.

The NKI'A, for

example, requ i res

1h.it egress (exiling}

shall nol exceed IT?

Ibf (puunds uf fnreel

1u release lhe Intel),

St Ibf lo set the dour

in motion, and IS Ibf

to open the door lo

lhe minimum
required widlh.

These standards, of

course, are ilesigrii-d

tor personal safety in

the event of a fire.

The Artlerka.il* wilh PteabtlLtirti

Act, wrtfiirtvitiaiely. \* much hw«
viwue \iHien fir*1 implemented. A-N^l

slaitdard All7.].|HHK v** ihr

nccs'jifd AHA Ktandiird. TndtT ihis

^Liiicijinl, c^lrrtLii' hiik^E'd duui*H. WflV

:ilkni'eil a iibjiximom «h|>L-niri^£ force <it

H.fa Ibf il^.i N). Interior dnsftrs arf

,'dliiwed only Li Ibf for opening, later

amendments, lo ADA have removed
any ivetummeiidatinii tor the opening

force rm ejtleriiH' dmirs,

and have left lhal

m-eision in ihe bunds of

the Au[hr»rity H;iunx

JurisdkMi«n 1AHJ),

;lL[Iiiiii^Ii S ."i Ibf is si ill

widely at'C'epfed . As such

llie dixeri'iiaOey lleLwLTii

NFPA HH and ADA is

a|jpar4^ltt.

NFPA wliindiirnS^ lire

applied ic» any dcH»r. wtili

a closer, lltat ser*".^ as a

iiieani* wt ejjress, A[>A,

(Mn the mlier hiind, \*

applied 1" uny janhhc

doorway, and makes a

ctear dislinelion between

interior and exterior
.-Iiiii-x

1. AN door instatlations in

1 frj'i; country am gowrrriid
by vunauz corfeii drUf f;im
tft&t tacksmitftz tart take
;rdviinl.i?i: Of.

Kl
so apparent is Lhe

difference in required

maximum opening
force*. Designed L&

]?rwlect lhe public from

lire. M'TA has adopted a

Continued an p.rgv 32-DH!
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Cvntinwd from p#ew 30-DH*

rnntrh hither opening force than the

At >A Nl'i 'A also further breaks down
tlir door ijHninj; into three distinct

motions ur operations: Hek-asinjj; tlii-

latch, setling the door in mention. :iiieI

ij^H-ninp Ihc door to it* required full

open widih.

filll its uiie.iiis in

r e in i] v j i) H
barriers fW the

disabled, ADA is

ha*t-d ii n a much
different criterion,

prod u c i

n

k mm Ii

differcnl rcsuHs.
Notice that their is an.'

distinction bdween
setting a door in

motion and opening
the door la its

minimum required
widlh. Mo^t notewurthy |s thai (he

j|H'-nJILkT force far i>xli-rii»r dcHi^s hiis

been reserwd fur 1rn- AIIJ. As imKl-e! .

while tin- ANSI ;*..!> Ibf is generally
aeeepO'd, ilkir' i> sijll pi.mi 1"i ir much
varialinu fr"in one Fleming district

to (lit* nexl. In fact. ni"---l commercial

doors I haw insiH-cted exceed ANSI
117.1 recommendations, but ire
usually well within Kl-'l'A slandard*.

For the building inhabitant, as w|]
as the locksmith, lnutti AHA ;mil SI I- 1 -"A

standards should piny ;l viu\] wt*U.- in

Ihc way we approach » il«ur ftiri "f

our rule as luck smith i* ihe concern
for tin- security «f tin.- client with
res])ed lo d««r hard war: anrl it?

operation, While mo^l locksmiths

accept lhe responsibility for

recommendinc and applying physical

security, many
toncet or refuse-

to net involved

with in ale i n (i

sure Ihc client's

d oo rs are
niccling local.

state and
federal law. In
my [h)»in|[»n.

aefinM in such a

nanner is. not
«nly throwing
money oul the
door, it bunders
.T| |-||p;|i-.^,iii |,l.|

negligence.

Now, back m
E5rt au-r-c uf i In- l-i

AC A and SV\*\

three options: One. durfl get Involved.

Two, apply 1hi> mure stringent "f tile

two shmdjuds. Or. ihiw, r"n1acl (he

Alt.) far lhnr ivadhur and application

i if hIiickt standards, Obviously, knowing
and understanding the local standards

lis ;i[i|i|iVd l.j>- ihi' AIU is ideal. "Iliis is

the information

witli which a

locksmith must
be armed.
Granted, it may
lake snath- t ii in-

to mi : .. : and
speak with the

I
m' :il AHJ, hm
this; should be

Considered a

benefit ki|]i an

e x p e c 1 e d

Mam •

The Tool

2. HJHC5 DPG-20 flop} sad DPG
cart ACcuratnttf ijauga ihn opn-rrmg
pj-diJujT-5 at your cuatckm^r's
doari.

Armed with Ihc rinlu infonnatiuiL.

kTs ihjw h)i.ik M the 1ouLs wt-'ri' i["in^

tu ms4 L In check our »|H'ninfj turei-M- -

tlh- K!">K
r
' "^- N«w, ii isn'l m^r-Muiry t«

run uui and (hireh*!^ 1 an rstifiisivc s*i

uf jjjaufjex.

tJu the other hand, don't run uul

and purchase a sparlsnian's fish, scale

in hi i K-Mart iiad Lhiak vou'vl- c.ut Ihi-

probti'in licked. InsLcud. lln-rr :ir»-

s*"viTal conipaaii^ thai make variuits-

2. P/jice r>re gauge on the door ana
pu^fi ir open1

. The rubber marker
rfng wrt mo^care r/ie openhtp
pressure at Us fnortas-f point.

types and slyh-s, h?1'

^autjesi i hiit arc

ilk-Xpftlsivr iuhl kiirly

au-curri|f. V^f I his

juliele I ;uik usipiK I he
HG hLimI Hie DO-JCt
I

"

II oward
M a n u I a c I u r i n j?

Company (KMO.oul
«f I .ink-Kill, Colorado.

i he issue al hand
mflicl? in applying

sliindards to any
jjlvn-n siiiiiiiiuiL, ; hK-ksmith ha-s nulj-

32-DEU • Hie National Ufcksnutli

Hulll K
raU|^eS. are

spring Unadenl villi

the [>]'(] uirasuriiij; Npro-s nif P i> M.>

pounds and the [JE'Ci-^P lUi'AKui'iriK

forces, of tt Im 2P puiinds. Iviilier nnil

'A-ill v, i.nk Sin' iiiusi dnin riNiuirements.

and tvirtl $Lrh e;H'h. f-Sfir pht>t(^r»ph 2J

'I'm u Kf (he KauEcs-. move I he

rubber marking rin^r to the zero

position, ['lace the rublier Tool of w.

paujje in line with tin- handle m
lalchine device, approximately M\"

from the hinge edge uf the denxr (chl

:;<r doors). <ll .-IumiLI he tluled lb;U

NKFA makes fhr meastuemi'nt at ihi-

latch l-I ile. For consistency and
accuracy, ask the AHJ at what piiim

tliei :.ike i V.i- in: ,i r- .1 ii --i i in.; iii-uth

pusli tin- dour tifh'ii, making sure ihai

iIil- Ihrunt is square Ui die swiny uf Uie

dnjuf. He ean-hil iuii in ;ni|^le i»r pilch

i In- Ka»Ke while applying pressure.

Take yninr reading, ('ier t>h»t»sraph
.,' >

The Technique

Armed with 1 lie |iftipfi ijllnirnialiun,

we- can iiuw a]i[hly a n-elmiqur- ili.r.

wllL'11 pr:ICliLM-4l, Will ;idd :i few nlnlkirs

ith any bchltuin !»-. The |e<.hiii<]U'' is

ihis: He fare leaving any c^niuwrcial
eustoitn-r, iiifWni yriur c"ii(acl liiat

vliil wniu^tl lilw" I" survey tin* hardware'

uqi eacfi rliMir fcir proper operalicni. ajid

lo lubricate and lighten as needed.

Tell llieni thai you are alsii gauging

each door to make sun- Ihey meet I he

iniiivss/egn-s-r, shLiiclarch of tin- Al I.I.

*niH,"l!„ ILkOiIi^ i'5H"h :lH:iir,, Wfitt' ilnwn

Vuur fimliitjis lin i-jieli. JciL-|iirle
,;i

dn-si-ripijun uf (he lijLptlw;ire cmiriili'm.

ehhihr a ml frame condition, and
c»penLiig and closing problems.
Measure and include ihc opening
force of each do4ir and how tlu-y

cuinpiire m 1he standards "f llu- AIIJ.

When complete,, share I he survey

wilh l he custcinii-r. [Niinling mit arty

srrbns deficii-ncw's and/nr violalimis-

in duchi- fiirn.(inn nr "piTalinn. I'ri.'piire

a *rtlaM handout on whal the AHJ
sdartdard* are fur your nirea. Include a

siMiun far penalties ii On.- ctisiomer is

found in yiolaEion. 1'inaily, ask the

cusUnner if Lliey would like you 1o

rectify I he cxistuifr problems. In fact,

suggest a long term maintenance
agreement, if your business is su

inclined.

Making (Ill's technimie a habit for

e«.-ry customer you touch is sum-

to capture much, oi the overlooked
income i ippnrHiiiilii-^.

/ ur a copy &f the 1904 tfFPA Jtf I

Life Sqjety Code col! i'&OOt 344-3555.

t"«r j's S39.5Q.

irTH
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Quick
Tins For
Staying
On top
by Ashley Roile.

Recently. *i- :Ls"k.i.-tt Ashk-y Kihlfr,

I i roup Via- ItcsmVul Sales and
VtiirkelinK f'T NYivm.in Tonks. [iii\,

far i\ \vf sujjKoslimis <ni keeping tlhL-

kn-k'smilli compel ilivc in llir coming
years, litre are four quick llpt f«if

slayiiilT "U l"iJof lh<- iiiduslA

.

TaAn ,icfvantage of avai^abile

"lackstnUhi hav<- much pre-iiier

and ^ukker acei"** m information
than they y*ed in, I think you'll see
tit*' industry Ijepm t« lake Jircater

nclviimaKf «f tin- wi.iLl1li i if

Ashley fleffe. Group Vte* pj-esjdcrri

?' S^res and Warfcefjnt? har

Hew/nan Tonkin Inc.

lUnu faelwrcr mformalion and
prtHjrtmw* aviu'lukte to 11iem through :i

variety of *tmrces. For example, they

can uw inanulaclurcrs' Whi numl>i.-rs

in i l.i I ;i n i :i

i

:l -y; s . |:.-.i r '.isir-,

installation sin eels, and older
informational opportunilie a.

"A IdI of information in tn^ioinK
available on computei". (mi. l-'or

example, locksmiths can order
faljtlttjfsuti ClJ'RtJM,"

Program pArticip*ti&nr„
u
1."cksmil1is increasinKly wilt see

llie importance of continuing
education, llicy'll attend I he AI.OA
whow in preater numbers and
parikipale in H'ducatinii programs
manufacturers and others make
;iv;u;ihk

"

Partnering,,,

"Many loeksmilhs will fiml ir

arivanlae.enns In iradt- oil their

CKperlis*-. By inar-litrriim u|> wilh
«lln-r*, tln-y <;in i-xplnii wrvkes I hey
may not |o be able lo offer
ihc-msL'bvrii"

/Watering.,,

"In urdrf i<h s.utv i vc lone in

liiisiiLt'SK,. lo<'kwnilh& iniisl become
mure marketing savvy, They musl
leant more nbtnit marketing, and how
Iim-mmiu- h, Traditionally, locksmiths

llave promoted themselves wilh lillle

more than a phone number in I he
yeltow pape*. Iliey musl k;nrni 1o take

iltlv^nlilKt' (»f till- UIlIiIIIiIl-lI itiJii kHi nj;

opportunities awiilahk in diem. El

N A T 1 ON A L
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

Nati
ra

Auto

progra
service

onal Auto Lock Service, Inc. offers a
inge of equipment and services for t

motive Locksmith. From tools and h
find key blanks to transponder

mming, we can take the mystery ou
. We accept credit card orders, and c

COD. Contact us for the latest in

automotive technology.

www.laserkey.com

wide
he
ard to

t of car
:an ship
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HOSPITAL
SECURITY
wm
Securitron

byjakejakubuwski

With a hospital in

need of reliable

traffic control, Jake
installs and tests

Securitron's new
DK-11 touchpad.

/don't know about you, but I just

love it when new products come
along that are destined to make my
job as a locksmith easier and, at the

same time, put shekels in my pocket.

It's even better when the company
that makes the new product calls me
up and says, in effect: "Jake, I'm going

to send you one of our new touchpads.

I want you to kick the tires, slam the

doors, look under the hood and drive

it around the block a couple of times.

Then, I want you to give me an

evaluation of what you found out

about the thing!"

When Mark Henderson, of

Securitron, called me to discuss field-

testing the DK-11 Digital Keypad
System, he didn't quite put it that way,

but he did give me carte blanche to

put the DK-11 through it's paces from

installation, to programming, to

extreme use conditions. (See
photograph 1.) And, as luck would
have it, I just happened to have a place

to put the DK-11 that would meet all

the criteria for a good solid, field-test

and evaluation.

I n the N ovember, 1994 issue of The
National Locksmith (Page 50), I wrote

an article on installing two Securitron

TSB-3 Touch Sense Bars on the

emergency room entrance to a

hospital that I service. The idea of that

34-DHI • The National Locksmith

1. The DK-11 touchpad by
Securitron.

2. Suffering from the effects of
abuse, this lever and electric

strike were now being replaced.

installation, along with two Securitron

62 Magnalocks and a DK-25P Touch
Pad was to secure the entrance
against unauthorized entry by
hangers-on that had caused the

emergency room staff to start calling

the area "The Knife and Gun Club!"

As fate, or luck, would have it, there is

another entrance to the emergency
area from the admitting office that is

not 50' away from the double doors

that I secured with the Touch Sense

Bars and M agnalocks

Unlike the paramedics entrance,

the entrance from the admitting office

area did not need to have as high a

degree of security built in. The
purpose being traffic control rather

than security against unauthorized

access. This door had previously been

secured with a storeroom function

lever set and an electric strike. (See

photograph 2.) That arrangement
allowed patients and staff to be
"buzzed" through from the admitting

office and the lever set allowed free

egress from the emergency room
corridor side. The problem was that

so much stress was being put on the

lever set by folks impatient to get in,

that several replacements a year were
necessary.

The hospital wanted to know if

something could be done similar

Continued on page 36-DHI
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Continued' from page 34-DHt

lo what had been done to I he
paramedic;* entrance, I recommended
a Touch Sense Bar, a 32 Magualuck
and .1 I >K U"E' ivilh ,i |

. 1 1 ':.::
1 1 1 ;<n

the admitting si tic- of Ihe dour. And,

although il would be a redundancy, [

though! thru aSeourilron I'IKtKR Push
Hutlull Heleaso would be a backup
release in ease anything happened i<>

the TSH-S, which, in view of Ihe

3. Thtr PB3ER emcMTjicnty push
button rctnrnm hc-fvemj1 .-is a J^icAcp

J. J pjj.ii1 taand'e j's instead j'n

pMc« o^ ffio tmver sol".

5. Cuffing fro/e An rnte concrete
Woe* was necessary /or ^nsraMriro

Wie keypad.

36-DHL The Niilkmal locksmith

performance of the TKB-EL's on ihe

paramedics, entrance, wasn't Ilk i-ly

.

("ft* photograph :i. ) A1 wiy rile, the

hospital was affrt^-jilili,' |c» die clmnne
;ini1 hi- dirt- I c/hmiIcI place illy order.

Mark Heudettiin called me about ihe
I1K.-1L.

rhe DK-11 Diejlal linLrv Keypad is

a multi-user, self-contained,

indoor entry
- keypad. Il is a one pii^e

d Lcha I keypad thai is designed In

control any hIll 1

1

il or ell-drunk' link

up in !i ani|K.

[L has. multiple cadi- cipabiliiiL-sand

all codes and keypad functions are

programniabh- slrietly from Ihe
keypad. Wind thai iixmiik ix, there is

no separate- tTU board ax ilit-ri- is

wiih tin DK-iir*

Ill addlttOlL, [ 1 1 L

UK] I has iwu
— i i. ; 1 1

:

l 1 1 r i v ; hi I I'-

ll), il visually

inda-aiedio entry

mji[u* of ihe door

mid also act as

ptitKrainmin;
prompts when
I tie keypad, is

being stt up i if

changed.

6. Ttt& ttrmplato far marking thtt

hoiua tar tha miiqrtrlic >a rk.

contained, functional and carries a

siiKKrsU'd list price - arc you ready for

tlii* - of only $N(i: Now. ihatS
economical. 1 should mention thai 1he

Dkl 1 is designed for medium to Light

security and should be used on
interior doors only: unless you utilize

I he optional spring loaded weather
cover which will make the DK-11
weather rcsislant but not

weatherproof.

OKI I've gotten all ihe propaganda

lhh of I In.
1

wj.lt,' Sj. Ihiw i-asily dues the

DK-11 install? Aud r even mare
importantly, how does il perform?
Well. Ihis cile hoy's jc>' j«o11a tell you

that [ give the DK-11 high marks, in

both arias. Now, in all hum- sty, I

haven'1 fuihjwed it's Long-iefmi

performance, y<-i

.

And [ only infilled

1li is li ill' ill July ill

this, year. Bui, tmsed

nnn ihi- performance
of other FH-curiiroii

pruducts ihai. I ha^r

in si a I led over the

vaults. I truly do not

expect to encounter

any major problems
wiih this. one.

7. Li.ii.-fc mourttftd to door frame

The DK-11
handles up to

four entry codes
«i si n p an y
combination of

elicits from to 'J.

With a fixed

programming
mode. one
etLailjJeahle code
employs. ;l ilhht

L'liLriL'il m;islH L r

L-nde in piTH>|^niui up Ihi four different

Liiii'tticiciij; ci ales for ihe electric lock

chosen. Trie l>K-l I uses a nonvolatile

lt-.l
: lMJ\t nu n:nr>- In ^tnrv codes ^h il

doesn't "fornet" the codes in [Irv event

r^ a power failure. Tor security against

random access by trying to figure out

Ihe code, the I3K-1 L shuts down for 1*0

seconds if 16 wrong diglls. are en1i-rc-d

inlo the keypad.

In addition, you can sel the

operation of the lock from I lo M
seconds. And, for cleclric strike or

rt-mote door ojy-ninti, the IlK-L f has ;i

KHX (Hequest-ti.>l-Kil> fund ion wtueh
i.ijH-iali-s tin- Luck as if an e|)ii*y code
had bLi-n used.

J'he DK-1L is eompscl. self-

l'hnlrijt;raph four

shows the lever set

removed and a pull

bandit installed on
the "outside" of the

door. l1us (fives the

patieiils. and staff, a

means of pulling the

door Hjp^'ii when Hie

eodi- has been
eiiten-d Hir ihe lm-k

fi;jn been remotely
1 1 i ;i c I

. i v a r, e d .

!'li.:..iniji.i|hb fue xltuws ihe hole Ijeiuj!

enl in the concrete block wall to

;ivlt|il ihe l)K Jl'sniimjniinKboK (ihit!

ftl)K-LL W;ill McniinUtuN),

^•holograph six shows Ihe
terii|jhile fret (he rriouul.illK lioles

of th< Magnalock lM32/24 and
|ihu([iKniph 5H*v^'n shows the M33/1N
mounted on the door header. In

photograph eight you can see how I

have used wire mold lo channel the

wiring from the various components
of Ihe system I inslalled into Ihe

ceiling and lo the power source and
remote unluckine. slid ion Ijl'IiIikI the

reception area (not seen Lit ihis

photograph). 1'hoto.graph iLtor is uf

Sceuri tron's 2.1VT>C inhwi-r su|j];ly

which ini-H3r|jtirates ;io hicegrtl battery

Click on border to view new company or issue



8. Wire mold was used to connect
the various components of this

system.

charging
system,
assuring
constant power
to the system in

the event of a

power failure.

[NOTE: Even
though this

system was
installed with a

battery backup
and the hospital

has it's own
emergency power station, I still wired

the system in a Fail-Safe configuration.

In the highly unlikely event of a total

power failure, the door would be
unlocked, allowing unimpeded egress.

This complies with NFPA 101 and
most Life Safety jurisdictions that I am
familiar with.]

The TSB-3 Touch Sense Bar has no

moving parts and works by "sensing"

the human touch - even through
clothing When you touch the bar

anywhere along its metal surface, it

automatically releases the M agnalock,

electric strike or other device it is

coupled with. And, it's tough! One of

the prototype models
was put down in the

parking lot at

Securitron and run

over with a car! The
metal bar bent, but

the mounting blocks

held and the "victim"

still functioned after

this accident.

9. The power supplyjust before
installation.

I
n photograph 10

you can notice, at

the lower left hand
side of the TSB-3, an

armored loop leading from the bottom

edge of the TSB-3 to a wire mold
junction box on the door jamb. That

10. An armored cable was used to
make the connection between the
door frame and the TBS-3 Touch
Sense Bar.

loop is supplied with the TSB-3 and

carries the wiring from the door to the

jamb for connection with the rest of

the system. Photograph 11 shows the

completed installation from the inside

of the door and photograph 12 shows
the completed installation from the

outside of the door. The remote
"buzzer" and the power supply are not

shown in those photographs.

The Innovation You Expect, with the
Fl exibil ity You Need!

Click here for more information
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This
entire
installation

took me
about five

hours to

complete -

mainly
because
this is one
busy door!

TheTSB-3,
t h e

M agnalock
and the

various
bells,
whistles,
lights and
switches
went in without any problems and, for

the most part, I have covered their

installation step-by-step in other

articles. So, I'm not going to dwell on

that aspect of it here.

However, I would like you to know
that even if you're a novice in the

access control business, the

installation instructions supplied by

Securitron make your job easier than

you might expect. I mean, the

11. The complete installed system
from inside the door.

directions are clear,

concise and readable.

And, just in case you
get yourself in a jam -

like I have on occasion

-Securitron has a toll-

free hotline, manned
by a knowledgeable
staff who can talk you

through your
difficulty.

Anyway,
theDK-11.

back to

How hard is it to

install? In my opinion,

not very! Of course,

installing any type of a

box or switch in a

solid, concrete-filled

block wall is never much fun, but

that's not the fault of theDK-11. I give

the DK-11 high marks on ease of

installation and simplicity of wiring. I

did not find the DK-11 any more
difficult to "program" than the DK-
20's, DK-20+'s or the DK-25P's that I

have installed in the past. And, from
the acceptance of the keypad by the

hospital personnel, I would have to

say it is "user friendly." All-in-all, I

t
12. The complete installed system
from outside the door.

believe that the DK-11 represents

another solid hit for the folks at

Securitron.

As far as the long-term "staying

power" of the DK-11 under actual

conditions? That's something that

remains to be evaluated.

For more information on theDK-11
or other Securitron products contact

your favorite distributor or call

Securitron at (800) MAG -LOCK. EJ

Make Sargent & Greenleaf's

C omptronic locks your choice for

electronic safe locking solutions

Click here for more information
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2. This example of an overhead concealed closer,

uses an arm applying leverage to the door along the
track.

abusive applications begin this

backcheck function much earlier in

the swing.

3. Through the long closing arc,

the closer should maintain a uniform,

reasonable (main) speed. Normal time

to latch the door from 90° should be

about 5 to 7 seconds, evenly divided

between general and latch speed, with

a smooth transition.

4. During closing, a gradual

transition prevents an abrupt change
from the main speed control to the

final latching arc.

5. The latching arc allows the door

to close quietly and firmly.

How Does a Closer Work?

As a controlled door is opened, the

spring of the door closer is

compressed, which builds up the

power to close the door. Normally,

more opening force would be required

as the spring compression increased.

However, some closers are designed

so their arm position changes as the

door is opened. On one design, a track

roller applies the closer power to the

door along a path as the door moves,

increasing the door's leverage. This

offsets the growing spring
compression and makes the door
easier to open. To close the door,

spring power is applied through the

arm system. Because the spring has

been compressed, its power at first is

very high. As the door closest the

spring expands and gradually loses its

power. (See illustration 2.) On a

closer that has variable arm geometry,

the track roller moves farther out on

the door to give the closer increased

leverage that compensates for the lost

power. When the door finally must be

closed against the latch, the leverage

is the greatest.

The speed of the door in either

direction is controlled by regulated

hydraulic circuits in the closer body.

Selecting the Right Closer

There are several considerations

that help in selecting the right closer

for a specific
application. When
specifying a closer,

look at the following

areas:

Concealed or
Surface-Mounted? -

Door closers are

available in styles

designed for
concealed or surface

mounting. In
choosing a closer style for a particular

application, consider the type of door

being controlled, frame conditions,

aesthetic requirements, and control

features needed.

Closers may be concealed in the

head frame over the door where
they are out of sight and entirely out

of people's way. They cannot be
harmed by scrub water, cleaning

chemicals or floor dirt, and they are

protected from airborne contaminants

like dust. While their concealed
location protects them from vandalism

and tampering, they are easy to reach

for regulation without removing any

parts. Closers are available to fit frame

sections as narrow as 1-3/4". Another

SCHWABCORR
Fire protection for your vita! records.

Free freight

No middle man!!
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3. Closers can be concealed in the
topjamb or within the door,
keeping them out of sight and safe
from external elements.

place to conceal a closer is within the

door itself, where it also will be hidden

and protected. U nits are available to fit

interior doors of common sizes and

cost little more than surface-applied

closers. (See illustration 3.)

Surface-mounted closers are often

used for accessibility or where
aesthetic considerations do not

require concealed mounting. (See
illustration 4.) For best appearance,

closers on doors along a corridor are

usually located on the room side of the

doors, so they are out of the line of

sight from the corridor. On exterior

doors, closers should be placed on the

inside for appearance and to shelter

them from the elements.

Heavy-duty closers may be
required where hard usage or special

service conditions exist. They should

always be used on schools or public

buildings that may be subject to hard

usage; on exterior doors; on doors

subject to draft, winds, or air pressure

differentials; and on high-frequency

doors, such as those on department
stores, malls or mixed-use tenancies.

Which Arm System? -Closers are

available with double or single lever

arm systems, and there are several

versions of each type to suit many
different applications.

Double lever arm closers can

provide control for interior or exterior

doors under difficult conditions. A
parallel-arm system is a type of double

lever arm that has the main arm
parallel to the face of the closed door.

Some functions available in double
lever arm systems include regular,

hold-open, fusible link, extra-duty, and

combination closer/ stop/ holder.

4. A familiar sight to all locksmith
is the surface mounted closer.

Single lever arm (track) closers can

be used on interior or sheltered

exterior doors. The hold-open function

in a single lever arm system is

Click here

for more
information

Lockmasters

has a 44

year history of

training security

professionals.

provided by either the track or, in the

case of life safety closer/ holders, a

cylinder assembly. In addition to

standard configuration, single lever

arm closers are available in double
egress and swing-free designs.

High Security Applications - For

any door to be an effective barrier, it

must be fully closed and locked. High

security closers are designed and
constructed to meet these needs for

applications such as correctional

facilities, public use buildings,

schools, financial institutions,

government installations, corporate

high security areas or wherever there

is a need to minimize opportunities for

damage or abuse of the door
hardware.

They can be surface-mounted if all

components and fasteners are

constructed to minimize the
possibility of unauthorized removal or

tampering. A concealed mounting,
with the closer inside the head frame

and the track and arm in the top of the

door virtually eliminates tampering
and vandalism opportunities.

M aterials that are used in high

security closers have withstood the

test of time, including cast iron

cylinders, forged steel pistons,

temperature-stable fluid, double heat-

treated pinions, and forged steel arms.

Tamper-resistant fasteners are also a

necessity.

Accommodating Special Needs -

To comply with life safety codes
requiring that doors close
automatically to protect individuals

from fire and smoke without
sacrificing the convenience of a door

that opens and remains open without

spring pressure, a swing-free arm may
be used, in conjunction with a closer

that incorporates a smoke detector.

Under normal conditions, the swing-

free arm is disengaged from the

closer control, allowing the doors to

be opened and closed from 0° to 180°

with no spring pressure. If the fire

detection system goes into alarm, the

swing-free arm is reengaged by the

closer and automatically closes the

door. The swing-free function is reset

by simply pushing the door open.

Because it makes it easier for patients,

staff or those with disabilities to pass

through the doorway, and also lets the

door stand open at any desired

position, this type of arrangement is

ideal for applications such as patient

room doors.

Continued on page 62
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Continued from page 60

Tb accommodate the needs of those

with disabilities, the 1990
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
and ANSI Standard A117.1 describe

maximum opening force limitations

for certain non-fire rated doors. Be
aware that any manual closer,

including those certified by BH MA to

conform to ANSI Standard A156.4,

that is selected , installed and adjusted

based on ADA or other reduced
opening force requirements may not

provide sufficient power to reliably

close and latch a door.

Many manufacturers now offer

closers designed with reduced
opening force to meet these
requirements without affecting closing

power. Double lever arm systems
require significantly lower average

opening forces than single lever arm
(track type) while also providing

superior latching power. Check with

the manufacturer to be sure you are

getting the right closer to meet this

special combination of needs.

Also helpful in meeting ADA
requirements is using a wider door.

This not only provides easier access

but also offers the user more leverage,

reducing the opening force required.

Powered closer systems are

another way to provide easy access for

people with disabilities and resolve the

problem of reducing the opening force

while maintaining adequate closing

force. A typical powered system is

pneumatically assisted to

automatically open a door
slowly when actuated, usually

by an adjacent pushbutton.

Fire Door Concerns -The
Life Safety Code (NFPA 101)

requires fire and smoke barrier

doors to be closed and latched

securely in the event of a fire.

However, many such doors
must remain open for
convenience during general

use. Special door closer/ holder

units are available with single-

point hold open and the ability

to automatically close a fire or

smoke barrier door on a signal

from either a built-in or

companion detector. Many of

these units release whenever an

electrical current is interrupted, either

from a detection signal or other cause,

allowing the door to close. When the

hold-open function is not engaged,
they generally function as a standard

closer.

Special Cylinder Functions -

Several types of special cylinder

functions can be ordered from closer

manufacturers to accommodate
specific requirements. One such
function is delayed action, a special

hydraulic circuit that provides

additional time to pass through the

door. Generally available on double
lever arm closers, these typically

include a regulating screw that

controls the closing speed from
maximum opening through an arc of

approximately 75°. After that point,

the normal main speed resumes
control to close the door.

Advanced variable backcheck is a

useful option with some high-security

closers for potentially abusive
applications. It begins cushioning the

opening swing at about 45° instead of

the usual 75°.

Another special cylinder function is

hold-open bypass, sometimes known
as multi-point. This feature does not

allow hold-open to take effect within a

selected range of door swing. (See
illustration 5.)

The hydraulic fluid inside a closer

may be affected by temperature
changes, changing its viscosity and

affecting the operation of the closer.

As the temperature rises, the fluid

thins out, causing the door to close

more rapidly. As the temperature
decreases, the fluid thickens and
causes the door to close very slowly.

To combat this and eliminate the need

160°

80'

-

*\

\

\

\

SLj,_o -

5. Varying degrees of function and versatility can
be achieved by the type of arm and/or cylinder
used. Sometimes known as the multi-point
cylinder, the hold-open bypass cylinder is just one
ofmany variations in cylinder design and function.

for seasonal adjustments, some closer

manufacturers use a special fluid that

has a constant viscosity within a wide

temperature range, typically +120° F

to -30° F. In climates where wide
temperature range are expected, it

pays to check the specifications of the

hydraulic fluid used in a closer.

Door Considerations

When specifying a closer, the door

details that should be considered to

assure a successful installation

How Far Should the Door
Open? - It is best to let the door swing

as far as it can swing freely. Some
closers may be mounted in different

locations for different degrees of

opening.

Use a mechanical stop when a door

cannot swing 180 degrees, or at the

selected hold open point of a double

lever arm system. The mechanical
stop can be mounted on the floor, wall,

overhead, or built into the closer arm.

The closer should be positioned to

where backcheck takes place well in

advance of the stop position, to

cushion the opening swing and
prevent door and frame damage from

an abrupt stop.

What Size is the Door? - The
width of the door is the main
consideration in determining correct

closer size; that is its minimum spring

power, hence the closing force it

generates. Refer to the closer

manufacturer's catalog for the proper

closer use for a specific door size. If a

door is of exceptional height, weight,

or special construction, or if drafts and

air pressure differentials exist,

consider using a closer with more
power.

Door thickness may also be

a factor. A concealed-in-the-door

closer should not be used in a

hollow metal door less than 1-

1/ 2" thick or a wood door under

1-3/ 4" thick. Exceptionally thick

doors can affect hinge and pivot

centers enough to also affect

closer functions and geometry.

Also important to nearly

every closer installation is the

depth of the door's top rail.

Narrow top rails may require

plates to successfully mount the

closer. An insufficient top rail in

a flush, hollow, or composition-

filled door may make a

concealed-in-the-door
installation impractical.

Other Mechanical
Considerations

Some door closer designs are

handed and must be ordered in the

proper hand for the door. The hand of

the closer is the same as that of the

62 • The National Locksmith
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door except for corner bracket
installations, which require a closer

handed opposite the hand of the door.

Remember, when approaching a door

from the push side, if hinged on the

left, it is a left-hand door; if hinged on

the right, it is a right-hand door. For

purposes of handing closers, right-

hand reverse bevel and left hand are

identical. Also, left-hand reverse bevel

and right hand are identical.

Occasionally, the physical limitations

of the selected closer may not

provide the desired functions or

degree of opening. Standard templates

may interfere with other hardware. In

these situations, contact the closer

manufacturer for application
engineering assistance. Custom
installation templates or products may
be available to fit your application.

M any types of plates, brackets,

adapters, and parallel arm shoes are

available from closer manufacturers to

simplify installation under a variety of

frame and door conditions. Corner
brackets, once the only satisfactory

way to install a closer on the push side

of a door, still meet some special

requirements not satisfied by other

mountings. A plate is now commonly

used to lower the mounting height of

a closer to meet special conditions or

adapt a closer to a door or frame
surface that is not adequate for normal

mounting patterns. If in doubt, consult

the manufacturer for assistance with

special mounting needs.

M ost closers come with a fastener

pack, but there are a few points to

consider. When attaching closers to

hollow core doors, through bolts are

recommended to minimize crushing

or squeezing the door. Through
bolting can also provide a very strong

mechanical connection for potentially

abusive applications. The knurled and

rounded head of a through bolt grips

the door firmly and resists tampering.

Door thickness must be specified

when through bolts are used, because

their barrel extends completely
through the door. For high security

applications, special machine screws

that cannot be removed with ordinary

tools may also be available from the

closer manufacturer.

A WordAbout Finishes

Closers are generally available in

finishes to match or complement
standard architectural finishes, as well

as custom painted finishes to match

most decor. Powder coating is an

environmentally friendly process that

provides a high-quality, chip-resistant

finish that protects against the effects

of weathering and corrosion. Painted

finishes may be applied after powder
coating to provide a custom
appearance without compromising
corrosion resistance. Typically, most
visible components such as covers,

arms, fasteners, and finish plates are

available in plated finishes. For
installations that require an even
higher level of protection against

weathering, some manufacturers offer

additional rust-inhibiting finishes.

Manufacturers' catalogs generally

provide suggested architectural

specifications that can be a useful

guide or checklist when writing closer

specifications. Carefully considering

the door parameters and the closer's

role in protecting the opening while

serving the needs of door users will

assure a long, trouble-free closer life.

The author is National Accounts
Manager for LCN Closers, Part of

Worldwide I ngersoll-Rand. EH
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HPC, Inc.

Designing Excellence and Manufacturing
Quality since 1956

Click here for more information
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HPC is proud to announce the 7th

winner in their monthly
Codemax™ drawing. HPC has
awarded a Codemax™ computerized

key machine to Richard Zanoth of

Dick's Lock & Key in Silver Lake,
Minnesota on September 1st. It

was purchased through Kenco
Supply Company in Omaha,
Nebraska. HPC will be awarding a

Codemax™ to a lucky locksmith every

month through February 1996. To
qualify, locksmiths simply need to

purchase any 1200 Series Key
M achine and send in their registration

card along with a copy of their

distributor invoice to HPC. Once this

is done, they will automatically be
entered in the contest. Entries will

remain eligible until the conclusion of

the contest. A total of over $47,000

will be awarded. There are still five

more chances to win.

Lockmasters® is now offering a

new advanced three day GSA Red

label course. This course, designed

for the experienced technician, uses

the latest information on
specifications, locks and entry

techniques from our standard five day

GSA Training course.

For details contact Lockmasters'

Education Department at (800) 654-

0637 or write to: Lockmasters® Inc.,

5085 Danville Rd., Nicholasville, KY
40356-9531.

DORM A Door Controls, Inc. was
certified to ISO 9001 in May,

1995. The company had earned its

initial ISO 9002 certification in April,

1992, in the process becoming the

first U.S. builders' hardware

66 • The National Locksmith

manufacturer to become certified to

the international quality assurance
standard.

Carla Beyer
has joined

ASI • Alarm
Suppliers as its

newest Sales

and Customer
Service
Specialist. Carla

previously spent

four years as the

Outside
Northwest Sales

M anager for

Intellisense.

Sentex Systems, Inc. is pleased to

announce that Doug Crawford
has joined Sentex as Sales manager
for the Southwestern U.S., which
includes Texas, Oklahoma, New
Mexico, Colorado, Louisiana,

Arkansas,
M i s s o u r i

,

Kansas, Iowa,

and Nebraska.
Doug will be
working out of

an office
located near
Oklahoma City

and may be
reached at 405-

878-8932.

Jl merican Lock & Supply, Inc. has

r\ announced the promotion of

Marsha Stewart to Business
Development M anager, and the hiring

of Ken Kuck for the newly created

position of Marketing Programs
Manager.

As Business Development M anger,

M arsha Stewart is responsible for

researching new business
opportunities.

In the new position of M arketing

Programs Manager, Ken Kuck will

oversee the development and
implementation of customer
programs.

W,
I I i a m

M cG inty

has joined
Security Door
Controls (SDC)
as National
Sales M anager.

M cGinty will be

responsible for

coordinating the

sales efforts

between SDC's business partners and

their customers and for developing

new channels of distribution.

Locksoft, Incorporated, supplier of

computer solutions for the lock

industry, is pleased to announce the

Locksoft home page on the World
Wide Web. Web browsers may now
visit http:/ / webmall.com/ locksoft/

locksoft.htm to check an on-line

catalog and price list and even
download demo versions of the

popular programs.

Combining the best in fail-safe

performance with the most
advanced features in design, the SDC
1560 Series EM -lock, M icro/ Shear
and Hi/ Shear electromagnetic locks,

containing a patented locking design

with field adjustment capabilities, is

now offered byJLM Wholesale. For

more information, contact
J
LM at

(800) 522-2940 or (810) 628-6440 or

fax us at (800) 782-1160 or (810) 628-

6733.

A ccredited Lock Supply announces

r\ their setting up of an E M ail

address on the Internet. The address

is: acclock@village.ios.com The
Internet is accessible from all major

services, such as America On Line,

CompuServe, Prodigy, etc., as well as

the Internet itself. Customers can use

this mail address for messages, orders

or other communications to the

company.
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Helpful hints
from
fellow locksmiths

America Online: NATL LOCK
Use the above address if you are on AOL.

Internet: natllock@aol.com
Use the Internet address if you are not on AOL.

by
J akej akubuwski

Send in your
tips and win.

HOWTO ENTER
Simply send in

your tip about

how to do any

aspect of

loc ksmithing.

Certainly, you

have a favorite

way of doing things that you'd like to

share with other locksmiths. Write

yourtip down and send it to
:

y a/ce

J akubuwski, Technitips Editor, The
National Locksmith, 1533

Burgundy Parkway, Streamwood, IL

60107 or send your tips via E-mail to

the E-mail address posted in the

upper right hand corner of this page.

Remember, tips submitted to other

industry publications will not be

eligible. So get busy and send in

yourtips today. You may win cash

or merchandise. At the end of the

year, we choose winners for many
major prizes. Wouldn't you like to be

a prizewinner in 1995? Enter today 1

It's easier than you think.

BEST TIP OF THE MONTH
If yourtip is chosen as the best tip

of the month, not only do you win

the All-Lock Foreign Auto Service

Kits, but you also automatically

qualify to win one of the many
excellent year end prizes!

EVERY TIP PUBLISHED WINS
Yes, every tip published wins a

prize. If yourtip is printed, you'll win

$25 in Locksmith Bucks. You can

use these bucks to purchase any

books or merchandise from The

National Locksmith. Plus, every tip

published will win a copy of the

Technitip Handbook. (Please

rememberto include your complete

mailing address - we cannot mail

prizes to P.O. Boxes.)

These Prizes Awarded Each Month!
All-Lock Foreign Auto Service Kits -Worth Over $225!

1 Strattec Pinning Kit and Jacket
1 American Lock & Supply $50 M erchandise Certificate

1 H PC Pistolpick S&G 4440 Safe Deposit Box Lock
1 Silca Rubberhead Keyblanks (100 Blanks)
1 Pro-Lok PK15 Professional Lock Pick Set
1 Sieveking Products EZ-Pull GM Wheel Puller

1 A-l Security M fg. Quickpull

1 M ajor M fg. CAK Cylinder Access Kit

Submit your tip and win!

/want to thank every tipster that

has taken the time to send me a

tip this year, even if I may not have

been able to use it. I appreciate the

time they took to put their ideas on

paper or fire up their computers and

E M ail me a tip. And, if I didn't use

one of your tips - send me another.

That might be the one that wins you

a really great prize. I mean to tell ya'

- y'all got nothin' to lose an' a whole

lot to gain.

Unless you totally ignore this ole

boy's column every month, you'll

know that over the last year and a

half, the prize structure has
changed dramatically. The folks at

All-Lock, Strattec, American Lock
and Supply, HPC, Silca, Pro-Lok,

Sieveking Products, A-l Security

and Major Manufacturing have all

either up-graded the monthly prizes

they contribute, continued to

support the column with prizes or

have just "jined up" this past year.

With - are you ready for this? -

Sargent & Greenleaf joining us this

month! S&G will be giving away one

4440 safety deposit lock each
month.

Then, there's the folks from Auto

Security Products, Curtis, Belsaw,

DeWalt , Framon, Hayman Safe Co.,

and RBL Publications, have joined

our regular year-end prize

contributors to make 1995 one great

year for Technitip winners!

To every one of those folks, I

want to say: "THANKS!"

Back in M arch, of this year -just

to keep you from gettin' bored -
I

instituted the GRAB-BAG prizes.

Those are products that have been

given to me by manufacturers or

distributors for various reasons -

and which I, in turn, pass on to

tipsters on a random basis.

Beginning this month, the grab-bag

prizes will become a regular feature

of the Technitips column! Which
means, in addition to the regular

monthly prizes (the ones listed in

the header of the column) several

grab-bag prizes will be awarded
each month.

The only Rules about the

grab-bag prizes are: There's just no

telling what a grab-bag prize winner

might receive. It could be anything

from a pack of face caps, to a

padlock, to a panic bar or a lockset.

Whatever comes out of the

grab-bag. And, grab-bag prizes are

only awarded to tipsters who do not

win one of the regular monthly
prizes.

Now, if you actually need a

further reason for sending me your

tip, try this on for size: One tipster

sent me a tip for a "new" tool. That

tool is being picked up and being

developed by a manufacturer of

locksmith tools; which means the
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tipster stands to make some
money, in the form of royalties on

the future sales of that tool. (No! I

can't tell you the who, what, when
or where of it until later. But! As
soon as I can, I will!)

So. Why ain't y'all sittin' down
and writin' a tip down to send in?

Who knows? M aybe your next tip

will win you a Silca Matrix Key
M achine, or the tip y'all send in

about a new tool could be the next

one to get picked up by a

manufacturer and you could be
collecting royalties! At the very

least: If I print your tip, I'll send you

$25 in Locksmith Bucks and a nifty

(Also, beginning this month!) pair

of folding pliers with knives and

screwdrivers and other neat stuff in

the handles.

What y'all waitin fer? Git that tip

sent in now! Y'all heah?

Editor's Note: The folding pliers

will take the place of the Technitip

Handbook which will no longer be

awarded as a prize. One more
thing! Whether you send me your

tip by E Mail or regular mail you

must include your full name and

street address! If I don't have a

street address, I can't mail the

prizes if you're a winner. It's as

simple as that. Y'all heah?

All-Lock Foreign Auto Service Kit

Winner
Mazda Ignition Repair

A call came in regarding a key that

was apparently jammed in the ignition

of a 1990 M azda 929. The caller had

tried to remove her key from the

ignition after turning the car off and

she could not get the key out. Before

calling me, she had called a "friend of

a friend" that happened to be a

locksmith and who, as it turned out,

was unable to get the key out of the

ignition.

After I arrived and looked the
situation over, I found that the key
would turn to the START position, and

ACCESSORY position without any
trouble. In fact, except for trying to

remove the key from the ignition, the

ignition seemed to function properly.

Looking closely at the cylinder, I

noticed that although you could shut

the car off and turn the key toward the

OFF/ LOCK position, the key would
not quite turn to the OFF index on the

face cap. I felt certain that if I could

get the key to align with the index, the

key would come out of the ignition as

it should.

Finally, I disassembled the column

shroud to see what I could find out

what might be causing the problem.

There is a cable that comes out of the

top of the lock that moves forward and

backward when the shift lever is

placed in DRIVE or REVERSE, etc.

The cable seemed to be functioning

properly.

M y next thought was that there

was a bent or crushed wafer that was
preventing the key from being
removed from the ignition. So, I

removed the ignition and then
removed the plug itself. Everything

seemed to be fine with the ignition.

Except when I reassemble it, the key

would not come out of the keyway. I

even went so far as to remove the shift

lever. Again, everything appeared
normal. However, when I reassembled

the entire mechanism - the key would

be trapped.

Disassembling the shift lever again,

I noticed that there is a plunger type

arrangement that was not moving far

enough to let the lock plug return to

the OFF/ LOCK index. It came very

close, but did not move in quite far

enough. Closer examination of the

plunger showed an impression mark
where it was binding in the lock. I

lightly filed this mark on the plunger

and reassemble the whole thing and

tried the key one more time.

This time the key worked like a

charm. It turned to all positions easily

and came back to the full OFF/ LOCK
position which allowed the key to be

easily removed. My customer and I

both went home happy!

Bill Wessel

California

Strattec Pinning Kit And J acket Winner
Narrow Stile Lock Opening

Before I became a locksmith, I

spent 25 years as a glazier and
installed a whole lot of narrow-stile

aluminum doors on store fronts. I'm

sure that because of my previous

experience, I make look at some
things with just a little different

perspective than many locksmiths

might.

Long before I became a locksmith

or knew anything about picking,

impressioning or drilling lock

cylinders, I successfully used the

following method to gain entry to

customers businesses. One of the

benefits of this method is: it will

bypass cylinder guards and
"undrillable" high-security mortise

cylinders. And, it will do it without

damaging the cylinder or the lock!

The first step is to remove the

Holding Stop (One of four pieces that

holds the glass in the frame) from the

rail (or door stile) that is positioned

immediately behind the lock. The
holding stop is about a 1/4" thick and

about 1/2" wide. This is easily

accomplished with a thin putty knife

and small hammer.
J
ust lightly tap the

putty knife between the holding stop

and door stile, working it downward
until the holding stop unsnaps from

the stile. (See illustration 1.)

TOP VIEW
Point of
attack

Awl

Lock Z
Bolt 1

Cylinder

SIDE VIEW

^ Putty knife

to remove
stop

Illustration 1

Now, drill a small hole through the

edge of the stile behind the lock. You
want to make sure that your hole is

just above the bottom of the cylinder

and safely away from the edge of the

glass! At this point all you have to do

is take any small, stiff tool and push

forward and down on the roller on the

MS lock.
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Voila! The lock is open. No ruined

locks, distorted or broken set screws,

no ruined mortise cylinders and best

of all - no repairs are required on the

door.
J
ust snap the glass holding stop

back in place and you're ready to

rekey, replace or make a key for the

cylinder.

Billy
J
ackson

Texas

Editor's note: Over the years, I have

been shown a number of ways to

"by-pass" MS style lock cylinders. Billy's

method is one that I didn't know about

and would like to add it to my arsenal

of entry methods. Especially since there

is no apparent damage to the lock, the

lock cylinder or the door itself. However,

I want to caution anyone who tries this

method to be extremely careful of the

glass and the proximity to the glass

where you are drilling. Mark Bates of

Mark Bates Associates, (606)
858-0811, sells a tool called a "Snake

Pick" which manipulates the roller

through the keyway. The Snake Pick

will open an M S style lock without

damage to the lock or cylinder. I

suppose it all comes down to a matter of

what works best for you. At any rate,

Thanks, Billy.

American Lock & Supply Winner
Homemade Nose Puller

I just had my first call to open a

safe deposit box. And, I did not have a

nose puller to do the job with. Since

my customer needed the job done
"today," I knew I didn't have time to

order a nose puller from one of my
suppliers. Since this was my first call

for this type of work, I was anxious to

take on the job and a little

apprehensive at the same time.

Especially since I did not have the

"proper" tools to do the job with. You
know what they say about necessity

being the mother of invention. I

decided to make my own nose puller!

On the way to the bank, I stopped

by the hardware store and bought a

10-24 bolt, 3" long, a 10-24 wing-nut, a

fender washer, a 10-24 tap and a 1"

plastic plumbing coupling.

Once inside the vault, I drilled a

#25 hole in the nose of the lock and

tapped that hole with the 10-24 tap.

(See illustration 2.) Then I assembled

my custom-made nose puller as also

shown in illustration two, by first

placing the plastic (to keep from
marring the door) coupling over the

nose. Then I placed the fender washer
over the nut, inserted my 3" bolt with

Plastic

Coupling

T

Drill #25
hole here

Fender
Washer

T

Wing Nut
T,

i
3" Long

10/24 Bolt

Illustration 2

the wing-nut on it and tightened it

down just enough to hold everything

in place. Next, I inserted and turned

the guard key and began tightening

down on the wing-nut of my puller.

The nose came right out of the horn.

After that, it was just a matter of

manipulating everything to retract the

bolt. The customer even commented
on how quickly I did the job and was
impressed that I had "all the right

tools!" My home-made nose puller

cost me less than $4!

JoeStofferhan

M innesota

Continued on page 74

aior
ANUFACTURING, INC.
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Continued from page 71

HPC Pistol Pick Winner
Shearhead Bolt Extractor

Articles and tips on removing
foreign car ignitions such as Nissan

and so on with those troublesome
break-a-way screws have all been
interesting and informative. However,

I think I have found the perfect way to

remove those headless bolts quickly

and easily.

In addition to being a locksmith, I

like to do woodworking whenever I

have some spare time and it was while

looking over "THE
WOODWORKERS' STORE" catalog

(800) 2794441 that I found an unlikely

source for a tool to back these bolts

out of the collar that holds the ignition

cylinder to the column. It's a

reverse-tooth cutter or screw extractor

(Part #92338. Retail $12.95) that will

make quick work or backing those

screw out.

You do have to use a punch or

other tool to "break" the headless

bolts loose, but once that is done,

simply chuck the extractor (I've found

that the 3/8" works best for me) into

your cordless drill and back those

suckers right out - right now!

I've found these to be so effective

that I ordered several of them to keep

in my tool box.

N orris Morvant

Louisiana

S&G 4440 Safe Deposit Box
LockWinner
Broken Key Extractor

This tip expands on a tip that I read

years ago on removing broken keys

from ignitions with a spiral extractor.

The tip was to remove the bow from

the broken key, slide the modified key

into the lock until it contacts the other

part of the key and then slide your
extractor down the milling and then

bind the broken section and pull it out

of the lock. The upper portion of the

broken key serves as a guide for the

extractor and also lifts the pins or

wafers out of the way so they won't

interfere with the removal of the tip of

the key.

My tip is for keys with large

millings like the 1990 Geo Prism that I

recently encountered. The large .050"

diameter blade of my extractor was
not quite large enough to grip the

millings tightly enough to allow me to

remove the broken key and pull it out.

After a little thought, I put a small

bend - at a 90° angle - about 1/ 2" from

the tip of the extractor. Now when I

inserted the extractor into the keyway
and down the key's milling, the small

bend on the end of the extractor was
enough to grip the tip of the broken

key and pull it out of the ignition.

John Blankenship

E Mail

Ska Rubber Headed Key Blanks

Winner
Pull Plate Reinforcement

As an institutional locksmith, I find

it necessary to make lock and
hardware repairs as strong as

possible. It seems that breaking door

hardware is a hobby of many of our

clients.

My tip involves the strengthening

of Corbin Russwin Push/ Pull Plates.

But! I think this idea can be applied to

other manufacturers products as well.

The plate in question is the type
where the handle is attached to the

plate with two large nuts which screw

onto a threaded portion of the posts of

the "pull" side of the unit.

The first thing that I do is drill the

center of the posts on the handles and

tap the holes to make 1/4-20 threads

ASP
Inc

ASP - Your Auto Service

Centerfor the world

Click here for more information
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on the in the posts. Next, I measure
the distance between the centers of

the holes that I drilled and tapped in

the posts and transfer those
measurements to the push plate. I drill

those marks with a 3/8" drill (which

allows me a little play to compensate
for screws that might be a little of

center).

Next, I use the push plate as a

guide to mark my drill points on the

door, drill through the door at that

point and mount the pull plate as

required. Then, I mount the push
plate and use my 1/ 4-20 stainless steel

screws with a liberal dose of

thread-locking compound on them to

through-bolt the push plate and pull

plate-handle to the door.

Now, our "clients" can only pull the

door open, and not pull the hardware

off of the door.

Vernon Kelley, CRL
N ew

J
ersey

Editor's note: In the Public Sector -

as in Public Rest rooms -I have
encountered the same type ofproblem as

Vernon did with his clients. To make
this type of installation as bullet-proof

as possible and to keep exposed screws

from tempting some bathroom bandit

from vandalizing the hardware, I have

used large fender washers under the

nuts used to hold the handle on. The
fender washers give the nut a larger

gripping area and are not as likely to be

pulled through the door. Of course, you

have to allow for the washer to be

countersunk Then the push plate is

installed and covers up the nuts and
washers.

Pro-Lok PK-15 Professional Pick Set
Winner
Quick Nissan Opening

I received a request to open a 1993

Nissan 240SX and when I arrived on

site, I found that I did not have the

tool recommended by the opening
manual that I had for this car. I tried

picking the lock without any lick and

began looking for another way into

the car.

This model had the rocker type

lock buttons on the inside of the door

panel and I decided to see if I could

manipulate that button. I quickly

discarded Under-The-Window tools

and several others as options.

Then I pulled out a piece of hobby
wire, about 1/16" thick and 36" long.

(You can get this at any hobby store

Illustration 3

and I find it comes in handy for all

sorts of tricks and things.) I put a

bend in the end of the wire about 1/ 2"

deep and 1/ 2" wide. (See illustration

3.) Then I inserted this tool, after

bending a slight radius along it's

length, between the window (back

edge) and the door frame.

It was then a

simple matter
of hooking the

rocker button

and pulling it

toward the

back of the car

with my
improvised
tool. Because
the wire is

almost to short

to reach the

button, I used a

pair of

Vise-Grip pliers

to grip the wire

tightly and allow

me to control the tip of the tool.

Actually, I found this method to be

faster than the recommended method
in the manual I have. The only thing

you have to be careful of is not to scar

the paint or trim around the window
and door frame. Usually, a piece of

masking tape applied at the entry

point of the tool will prevent accidental

scaring or scratching.

Jay Christie

N. Carolina

Sieveking EZ-Pull GM Wheel Puller

Winner
1941 Ford Lock Repair

A customer brought me a pair of

new door locks for a 1941 Ford which

he is restoring. The locks had original

Briggs & Stratton keys and looked

similar to the older AM C door locks,

except they did not have the exposed

plug release. Upon contacting Briggs

& Stratton (now STRATTEC), I

discovered that these locks are from a

limited production run and are not

listed in any of Strattec's catalogs.

At any rate, to remove the plug of

these locks for rekeying, I used the

key (or a pick if you don't have the

key) to turn the plug left to the stop

position Then, I inserted a curved

shim between the plug and the

cylinder at a point indicated by a

dimple on the edge of the plug. I could

then feel the spring-loaded retaining

pin.

I pushed in on this pin which

allowed the plug to rotate past the

stop, to a removal position. Then, I

just pulled the plug out of the cylinder

and rekeyed it just like any other

wafer lock.

JamesTroeller

California

A-l Security Mfg. Quick Pull Winner
Primus Rekey Fixture

As primarily a commercial
locksmith with a number of clients on

Schlage Primus - several of whom
have multiple locations and regular

employee turnover -
I became

frustrated with the sidebar and finger

pin cluster while trying to do a quick

rekey. As a result, I came up with a

pinning fixture that really saves what

little hair I have left!

I modified a Primus shell by
removing a 3/8" section from the

bottom of the shell. Then, I removed

1/ 2 of the 1st and 6th chambers of the

bible. (See illustration 4.) In a 3"

length of l"xl" channel iron, I

machined a slot near the end to accept

the shortened bible and fastened the

modified shell to the channel with

ex poxy.

As you can see in the illustration,

the shell should be located so the plug

you are rekeying can be inserted

upside down and backwards from
normal. This allows you to load the

pins through the opening in the

modified shell, with the sidebar and

finger pins being trapped in the shell.

The alignment of the sidebar with the

groove in the shell, allows old keys to

be removed and new keys inserted for

pinning.

Also, I cut a Primus blank down to

just below a 9 depth in all chambers. I

cut this special key laser style ((i.e.,

smooth) to allow the plug to be
removed from the fixture and inserted

into the working cylinder while fully

loaded with pins and master pins.

This fixture makes my rekeying of

Primus go much quicker. In fact, it's

almost fool proof!

Ray Whitehead, CM L

N. Carolina

Channel
Iron

J

Illustration 4
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M ajor M anufacturing Winner

Quick Storefront Opening

If you get a call to service the lock

on an aluminum frame store front

door and the problem is that the key

won't retract the bolt because the

thumb-turn, on the inside, is partially

turned -try this:

Use a piece of bent spring steel (I

used a vent window tool), slide it

through the crack in the door and
straighten the thumb-turn! Works
easily and well. You can also try this

method to open a locked store front

when no key is available. You just

have to keep working with your wire

tool until you turn the thumb-turn all

the way around.

MikeCorbett
Virginia

J ake's Grab Bag Winners

It's frustrating to carry expensive

impressioning files in your tool box
and have them wear out prematurely

because their rubbing against each

other and various tools in your tool

box. I have found a simple, neat and

cheap solution to the problem. I use

M r. Twister bits and those bits come
in a plastic tube that can handily

protect 6" impressioning file. The
tubes that contain 8" fluted bits also

work well for 6" files.

So, if you use carbide bits for safe

work, don't throw the sleeves away
that the bits come in. Instead, save

them and use them to save your files.

Don Shiles

M aryland

Here's an easy way to modify a

Slim Jim to grab those rods that

require a large bow in the "Jim". Drill

several 1/8" holes close to the tip of

the "Jim" as shown in illustration five.

Put a string or piece of nylon line

through one of the holes.
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Illustration 5

Now when you come upon a

linkage that requires a bend in the

Slim Jim, just pull on the string until

the "Jim" conforms to the radius that

you need.

It is also easier to insert the

straight Slim
J
im into the door then

trying to get a curved "Jim" between

the weather stripping and the glass.

Werner Schulz

Germany
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d-GHW-E-R-SfBE
R ow, R ow, R ow Your
Boat...

iit ' ve got

7 problem," the

customer said.

"You've come to

the right place. We've

got solutions," Neil

replied.

"Well, ifs sort of a

half-way emergency,"

the man admitted.

by
Sara Probasco

"Then I guess we'll have to come
up with a sort of half-way solution,"

Neil said, smiling.

It's nice, having employees with a

sense of humor. We've learned you

have to be a little crazy to keep your

sanity, in this business.

I can't say we weren't warned.
When Don first considered becoming

a locksmith, someone told him, "M an,

you don't want to be a locksmith . M ost

of those guys don't have both oars in

the water."

Don has since perfected the fine art

of one-oar rowing.

This skill often comes in handy.

For example, one day last week Don
responded to a call from a local

grocery store parking lot. He later

recalled that nothing was easy, that

particular day.

"While you're getting the door
open, I'm going to go inside and see if

I can find M other," the woman said.

Finally outwitting the dog, who
would playfully slap his paw on the

locking button as soon as it would pop

up, Don got the door open. After

waiting around a few minutes, he went

inside the store to find his customer.

There he finally spotted her in hot

pursuit of an elderly woman who was

zooming up one aisle and down
another, pushing an empty grocery

cart.

"M other's a bit senile," the woman
panted. "She loves coming to the

grocery store, but she doesn't really

like to shop. She just enjoys pushing

the cart around. It keeps her busy and

she's happy doing it, so I figure, why
not! The only problem is, sometimes

she's hard to catch when it's time to

go home."

"Row, row, row your boat gently

down the stream...," Don quietly sing

to himself on his way back to the

service van.

During the spring and summer
months, Don spends a lot of his time

up at the river, practicing his rowing.

Love of the water is not what draws

him; it's the tourists who flock to our

area at that time of year. Where there

are tourists frolicking in the river,

there are lost keys.

iyi#e have wondered if there is

If If some ancient ritual of which we
are unaware. Tourists seem to

celebrate the Rites of Spring by

standing on the river banks and

tossing in their key rings as a sacrifice

to the spirits of the rushing waters.

Then they summon the nearest

locksmith to make more keys. We are

happy to oblige, despite the fact that

the stretch of river in question runs

between twenty and forty miles north

of us.

HIGH SECURITY LOCKS

The market leader
in locking systems
for security, safety,

and control.

Click here for more information
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One day, Don answered five such

calls. That was during a two-week

period when he averaged three calls

"up river," per day. We've considered

retiring to the river, during the spring

and summer months.

Late one afternoon, we received

such a call from a telephone company
employee. He was driving a late

model Chevrolet pickup that was still

in warranty. We suggested he contact

Chevrolet Roadside Service for the

key codes. [By the way, we have
found this service to be most helpful!

They are prompt, efficient, and save

us a great deal of time and trouble -

well worth a contact, if you haven't

been using their services.]

Don had received the codes from

Chevrolet Roadside and was
preparing to leave the store when
another call came in from Chevrolet

Roadside.

"We have a '95 Chevy pickup at

River Bend," the dispatcher said.

"Thanks," Don replied, "but we've

already gotten the codes for that one.

I 'm on my way up there now."

"Well, this just came in," was the

reply. "The man said he hadn't

contacted a locksmith, so we offered

to find one for him."

"OK. Give me the codes and I'll

take care of it." Don had assumed
there was a mistake, but the codes

were not the same as the first set,

even though the vehicle descriptions

and the locations seemed identical.

He drove the thirty-odd miles to

the site and was surprised to find the

two identical vehicles parked side by

side at a parking area near the river.

The two telephone company
employees were laughing and talking

with a couple of other men when Don
arrived.

"You guys are just careless," one

of their buddies chided. "I carry my
keys with me tubing all the time, and

I never worry about losing them. I

know right were they are, all the

time."

"Yeah. I've heard that before," Don
muttered under his breath.

"They're right here, in my snap-

down pocket," the man continued. He

proudly patted his swimsuit pocket

for emphasis.

Then his face clouded. He patted

again. He pulled open the

pocket and ran his fingers down into

it. "Well, where are they?" he asked

himself. Suddenly, he spun around,

his glance sweeping the ground in

frantic hope. "I can't believe this," the

man moaned amid the guffaws of his

buddies.

"No problem," Don said. "I'll get to

you in a minute. In the meantime,

here." He reached into his pocket for

a coin.

"What's that?" the guy asked.

"A quarter. M ake yourself useful.

Find a phone and call Chevrolet

Roadside for the codes."

Don was gone longer than either

of us had expected, that evening, but

he didn't really mind. As he was
filling out the paperwork later and

counting the money, I heard him
singing softly to himself, "...merrily,

merrily, merrily, merrily; life is but a

dream." EH

We have it all

Quality, Value,

& Service,

Click here for more information
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/ nformative Tidbits for

the Security Industry

I

by
Tom Seroogy

I I i n o i s

Locksmiths
made history this

August when
Illinois Governor
James Edgar
signed House Bill

HB549 into law.

Known as the

Locksmith
Licensing Act of

1995, this law requires all persons
operating as Locksmiths in Illinois to

carry a current Locksmith License.

Provisions of HB549 include
insurance as well as educational

requirements for locksmiths
practicing in Illinois.

Applicants for a Locksmith License

are also asked to submit fingerprints

to aid in running the required
background check.

The law also addresses the

question of obtaining proper
identification before opening vehicles

or premises.

HB549 culmi-

nates a two-year
effort by The Allied

Locksmiths for Illi-

nois, a coalition of

Locksmiths
brought together
by the four Lock-
smith Associations

in Illinois under the

Chairmanship of

John Greenan.

All locksmiths in

to contact their local Locksmith
Association for more information on

this new law.

For more in forma ti on , con ta ct:

The Allied Locksmiths For Illinois,

John Greenan, Chairman, at (312)
486-2030.

The Greater Chicago Locksmith
Association, Kathy Zaniolo, President,

at (708) 386-3334.
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J ohn Greenan

linois are urged

The Illinois Locksmith Association,

Bill Pulley, President, at (217) 824-

8696.

The Illinois-Indiana Locksmiths
Association, Frank Schlesser, President,

at (312) 927-9606.

The Northern Illinois Locksmith
Association, Bill Robertson, President,

at (815) 544-9664.

SCHLAGE CYLINDER '0' BITTING

All-Lock has discontinued the 1505

Chrysler Glove Box Lock, for 1960

and later Chrylser. No alternate

source for these locks is known at this

time. If any locksmith has a supply of

these locks, give me a call at (708)

837-2044 and we'll pass your name and

number onto any locksmiths inquiring

about this part. (I generally get three

to four inquiries a year.)

A Technitip regarding the cutting

of M edeco keys has apparently raised

some interest. The tip suggests
cutting each cut about 1/8 cut deeper

than the code card indicates to get a

smoother operating key. M any of you

have written in with varying reasons

on this subject.

From HPC, manufacturer of the

HPC 1200CM and the accompanying
HPC Code Cards, M edeco made a

specification change in 1981. This
change is indicated on the M edeco
code card produced after this date,

and includes both the earlier,

shallower depths, and the later,

deeper depths. If your M edeco system

is post 1981, use the deeper index

marks on the card. If you have a card

older than 1981, only one set of marks
is present on the card. The correct

code card from H PC is C36.

Schlage is now offering their

cylinders bitted. Previously the

cylinders were supplied 1 bitted with

matching keys. This, of course, meant
anyone using a in their key bitting

would have to toss away the keys
provided and cut a new set of keys.

(See illustration above.)

TOP SPRING

Shl-AHI INE

•O BOTTOM PINS
UPSIDE DOWN

Locksmiths should note the

following, however:

• Cylinders are furnished with the

bottom pins upside down (to avoid

spring damage).

•Cylinder bodies have #3 top pins in

all chambers.

• Padlock cylinders are only partly

inserted for easier removal.

•Interchangeable core cylinders

ordered separately can be ordered

bitted. I -Core cylinders furnished as

part of lock come 1 bitted.

The National Locksmith Automo-
bile Association has been in progress

for a year now, and have things taken

off! Following is a list of NLAA
material we've covered. For those not

familiar with the NLAA, we are an

association of locksmiths who do
automotive work. Aside from a

technical hotline, E Mail assistance

after hours, and discounts on various

automotive manuals, members also

receive Bulletins and Newsletters on a

regular basis.

Six times a year, members receive

bulletins on six different vehicles. The
bulletins cover key cutting speci-

fications, opening procedures, key
generation procedures and parts

numbers.

Four times a year, members
receive the NLAA's The Automotive
Edge newsletter. Ranging from 45 to

65 pages, the newsletter covers all the

latest information on servicing

automobiles. Following is a list of the

material currently available to NLAA
members. If you have questions, call

Tom at (708) 837-2044.

Continued on page 90
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Continued from page 88

Newsletters:

The Automotive Edge,
Winter 1995

Feature Article

Top To Bottom Camry

Starting Line
Reading GM Door Locks

GM's MATS system at work
Is MATS Enough?

Life In The Fast Lane
Lexus LS400 Service Procedures,

Parti

J oe's Garage
GM Large Body Truck Door Lock

Removal

Dealing with Dealers
There's No Rainbow OverThis PotOf
Gold

Nuts & Bolts

M aking Life Easy

Feature Article

Dale Does: H igh Tech Car Opening

Tools

Feature Article

Opening The 1994 H onda Accord 2

Door

Feature Article

A Car By Any Other Name

The Automotive Edge,
Spring 1995

Feature Article

1995 Saturn Service

Starting Line
Servicing GM Ignition Locks

Under The Sign of Scorpio
UnderThe Sign of Scorpio

Life In The Fast Lane
Lexus LS400 Service Procedures,

Part II

J oe's Garage
The Delco-Loc II System Procedures

Dealing with Dealers
Predator Or Prey

Nuts & Bolts

Exploring VATS Decoders

Feature Article

Changes In Our M idst:

The 1995 Saturn

Feature Article

Bend Your Own Car Opening Tools

Feature Article

Getting Collared

Feature Article

Dale Does: H PC, the Ultimate

The Automotive Edge,
Summer 1995

Feature Article

The 1995 Chrysler LeBaron

90 • The National Locksmith

Bulletins:

Bulletin M ake Model Year

1.1 Chevrolet Lumina (W Body) 1995
1.2 Oldsmobile Aurora (G Body) 1995
1.3 Ford Windstar 1995
1.4 Jeep Grand Cherokee 1995
1.5 Chrysler Neon 1995
1.6 Honda Prelude 1994
2.1 Toyota Paseo 1994
2.2 Honda Passport 1994
2.3 Lexus ES300 1995
2.4 Saturn SL 4-Door 1995
2.5 Chevrolet Corvette (Y Body) 1995
2.6 Pontiac Grand Prix (W Body) 1995
3.1 Ford Thunderbird 1995
3.2 Geo Prizm 1995
3.3 Toyota Avalon 1995
3.4 Chevrolet Camaro (F Body) 1995
3.5 Nissan M axima 1995
3.6 Chevrolet S10(S,TBody) 1995
4.1 Ford Contour 1995
4.2 Honda Del Sol 1995
4.3 Toyota Tercel 1994
4.4 Ford F estiva 1993
4.5 Suzuki Sidekick 1992
4.6 Oldsmobile Cutlas Supreme (W Body) 1990

Starting Line
Beginning The Ford 5-Pin

Fill It Up With Regular
GM 's Non-Tilt Square Column

Life In TheFastLane-Mercede
M ercedes Overview:

Chassis 201 and 202

J oe's Garage
Those Shameless Shearhead Bolts

Dealing with Dealers
Weapons And Ammo-Part 1

Nuts & Bolts

Those Amazing ForceTools

Feature Article

TheZ-Tool Story

Feature Article

The Not-So-Amazing Ford Contour

Feature Article

Auto Parts

Bulletins:

(See chart above.)

We've all learned of the latest

automotive locks systems being
introduced for 1996, GM's M RD
(VTD) and Ford's PATS. The locks for

these vehicles are being supplied by

Strattec. Following are the part

numbers for the locks, plus,

procedures for working on the PATS
system

.

For service procedures on GM 's

M RD system, see "GM's VTD
Passlock," by Tom M azzone, The
National Locksmith, June 1995, page

11. The part numbers for the M RD
ignitions are as follows:

J
Body

(Cavalier, Sunfire) - Strattec #703325.

N Body (Grand Am, Achieva, Skylark)

- Strattec #703227.

PATS is on option on the 1996 Ford

Taurus and Sable, and is expanding to

other models in 1997. The PATS
system incorporates and electronic

key, utilizing transponder technology.

When inserted into the ignition, a

transponder in the head of the key
communicates with the control unit of

the car. If the key is properly
identified, the vehicle starts when the

key is turned.

Even locksmiths can beat the

dealer at PATS. To program the key

into the car, do the following.

Cut a mechanical key on a PATS
blank. Insert the key and turn to the

ON position. A theft indicator light will

flash for 15 minutes. Within 5 minutes

after the indicator light has stopped

flashing, turn the key to OFF and then

back to Run. The indicator light will

flash for 15 minutes. Repeat the

process 3 times. (Note: Once a new
key has been programmed into a car,

the codes for all previous keys have

been erased.)

To add additional keys, use the first

key to cycle the lock from RUN to

OFF. Within 15 seconds, put the new
key in and turn to RUN. Repeat with

up to 16 keys.

Part numbers for the keys are

Strattec #597602 for Taurus, and
Strattec #597603 for Sable. El

Click on border to view new company or issue
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Common Solutions For

by
J akej akubuwski

Padlocks have been around since

at least Roman times and have
been used to secure everything from

temple gates to chastity belts. More
recently, in the last hundred years or

so, people like Harry Soreff (M aster

Lock), Samuel R. Slaymaker, John
Junkunc (now, American Lock) and a

dozen others have made the padlock

an American icon. In fact, the word
"ubiquitous" (meaning: existing, or

seeming to exist everywhere at once)

is a good word to describe padlocks

today. Especially since padlocks are

found in all shapes, sizes price ranges

and applications (See "Who's Cookin'

With Padlocks?" The National
Locksmith, March, 1995). Yet, I'm

amazed at how few locksmiths I talk

to, truly recognize padlocks as a viable

and ready-made profit center.

Regardless of whether you have a

10 person shop or are a one person,

mobile locksmith, padlocks can be a

viable income source that requires a

minimal investment. This is especially

true if you are willing to promote
padlock sales; as opposed to simply

having displays setting on your shop

counter or carrying a few padlocks on

your truck in order to fill the

occasional request of the customer
that wants to know: "Do you have
something I can lock that shed door

with?" What I mean by "promoting"

padlock sales is to actively look for

ways to suggest to your everyday
customers that padlocks are a

practical answer to a variety of

security needs they might have.

I'll give you a couple of examples.

And you're right! Here are more of my
"nontraditional alternatives." Both
contain two key (no pun intended)

elements that make them work for

me. One element is: Customer
Convenience. That is, finding ways to

help the customer simplify their daily

routine in a hassle-free manner and

leaving them with the impression that

you're a nice person to deal with

because you appear to have their

interests at heart. The other is: By
exploring novel ways to fill customers'

needs. (Some folks have characterized

my novel solutions as "Curious,"

"Strange," and even, "Weird.") Simply

put, you do that by saying, "Yes! I can

find a way to do that!" - instead of

saying, "No, I don't think that will

work." Then, in a manner of speaking,

you look for a way to make a square

peg fit a round hole!

I have a customer who owns a

number of fast food outlets. Early, on,

I had put his stores on a Best/ Falcon

IC core system, simplifying his

rekeying problems when personnel

changes made rekeying necessary. It

is true that by giving the customer the

1. Hasps and IC core padlocks are
used to solve this customer's
need.

2. Locking up the roof ladder using
a IC core padlock.

means
to change their own cores

when needed, I lose a certain

amount of service income by

not making as many service calls to

rekey the locks on his stores.

However, I do recombinate his cores

for him (which he sends me by mail);

do any safe work they might have; and

perform a lot of ancillary type services

like installing door closers, viewers

and repairing panic hardware. So,

what I might lose on the one hand, I

feel I'm more than compensated for on

the other. Besides, being a one-truck,

one-service person operation, I find

arrangements like this beneficial,

since I can only handle so many
service calls in any one day.

At any rate, this customer calls me
and wants to know if I can suggest a

means of securing various cabinets,

gates, and storage areas at his

locations that are be secure from
casual entry attempts by employees,

vendors or the just plain curious

without management needing to carry

too many extra keys. I immediately
suggested equipping these areas with

hasps and using IC core compatible

padlocks to lock them. (See
photograph 1.) This way, the

managers key and the owner's master

keys operate the new padlocks as well

as the entry doors to the restaurants.

Ahh! A quick, simple and decisive

solution that was sure to be
recognized by my customer as being

no less than a brilliant and concise

answer to his needs. Except...

The customer was concerned about

the cost of the extra (reserve or

back-up) cores that would be
necessary to support over a 150
percent increase in the number of

cylinders that are necessary to

92 • The National Locksmith
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Uncommon Problems
Finding unique applications for padlocks

is a sure way to make extra money and keep a customer happy.

3. All the padlocks were used to lock up interior areas such as security bars on a drive through window and the
door ofa freezer.

implement my suggestion. However,

he did like the idea of being able to

remain within the same keying system

that he already had and if I could find

a way to keep his rekeying costs

down, the IC core compatible
padlocks sounded like a fine idea to

him. Back to square one.

Okay, the customer is not adverse

to spending the money to have the IC

core compatible padlocks installed,

but he does not particularly care for

the idea of needing to pay for rekeying

an extra 15 or 20 IC core cylinders

four or five times a year - even if there

were no service call charges involved.

He does like the idea of staying within

the current system and the
one-key-fits-everything (in each
separate store) approach. Now, how to

meld the two seemingly different

concepts into one workable program?

Simple, once I let go of the "can't see

the forest for the trees" mind-set.

(And, by the way, this solution will

work on any six or seven pin

master-keyed padlock compatible
system -not just I C cores.)

In order to find an answer to the

customer's needs, I first have to

recognize that no part of the padlock

application involved any critical or

high-security areas. The primary idea

is to prevent foodstuffs and equipment

from "walking" out the back door.

Another facet of the problem was to

keep the gates around the roof access

ladder and the dumpster from being

opened by anyone who felt the urge to

do so and thereby preventing anyone

from being accidentally injured in

these areas. (See photograph 2.)

Again, not exactly a high-security

need.

T'hat gives me the idea to utilize

the current IC core system
whereby I can create a controlled

cross-key process by intentionally

eliminating (i.e. not pinning) the last

three chambers in the padlock cores.

Thus, allowing any change key in the

system to fit any padlock in the

system! The reason this works is that

the first three chambers in the first 64

changes are held at the same pinning.

Now, I know there are probably a

few folks out there that will get their

dander up and take a shot at me about

"compromising the integrity of the

system," and I want to put a stop to

such foolish notions right here! First

off, with the exception of the gate

locks at the dumpster enclosure and

the roof access ladder, all the other

padlocks are inside the store and
behind the counter where only

current management and employees
have access to them. (See photograph

3.) Consequently, a former employee
or potential thief has to obtain (or

retain) a key, enter the store, gain

access to the storage areas and make
off with whatever goodies they

decided they want. Not impossible,

but not likely either.

Secondly, and let me repeat myself,

these padlocks are not used for

high-security purposes or to secure

areas where money or other valuables

are kept. Therefore, this type of

controlled cross-keying seems to me
like an ideal answer to my customer's

problem, while giving him the

convenience of maintaining the single

key system and without the need to

rekey the padlocks each time a

management change occurs. And, in

October 1995 • 93
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the event it becomes necessary

to progression the master
system beyond 64 changes,
then only the third chamber
needs to be changed in the

padlocks to be compatible with

the overall system for another

year-and-a-half or so!

By pinning only the first

three chambers of the padlock

cores, all the change keys in

the system fit all the padlocks.

(See photograph 4.) And
accomplish what the customer

wants to accomplish until such time as

they need to rekey the padlock cores.

Using an unusual approach like this

fills your customers needs, ensures

you of a profitable padlock sale, and

wins you points with your customer by

catering to the customer's desire for

convenience. Plus, you can do it

without sacrificing the customers
perimeter security.

Once again, I'd like to stress that

any money you feel you might lose by

not rekeying the padlocks each time

there's a management change is more
than compensated for by the other

work you do for the customer over the

years. Like the man said: "Trust me!"

All right, now for the second act of

this play:

I have another customer that is

strictly a padlock customer and all I do

for them is rekey the padlock
cylinders that they mail to me. They
operate a bonded courier service for a

pharmaceutical company and
transport various restricted items and

documents from one location to

another around the country. All of the

pouches and containers the couriers

use are required to be padlocked at all

times. The fly in this ointment is that

after every trip, by each courier, the

locks need to be changed! In other

words, for security reasons, the same
padlock cannot make two trips. And,

since each trip might consist of half a

dozen pickups and deliveries between

the starting point and final destination,

the courier needs to have a key to that

day's pouch. To complicate matters

even further, my customer's customer

wants a "master key that opens any

pouch or container" at the beginning

or end of it's itinerary.

Before this customer called me,
they were going through about a

gross of padlocks every other month,

and encountering chronic problems
with the trip origin or destination

94 • The National Locksmith

4. Using the first three spaces on the Best/Falcon IC

core style locks is actually the three cuts closest to
the tip of the key.

office not having the proper master

key to open the locks. Here's how I

"solve" this customers problem.

First, I sell them 60 ABUS
83/45-300 rekeyable padlocks,

with the new "Z" bar feature allowing

you to utilize these padlocks as

key-retaining or non-key-retaining

padlocks. (See photograph 5.) The
83/ 45 series comes with a six pin plug

that is pinned in only five chambers,

which I masterkey to all six. Also, I

sell them 60 extra cylinders for those

same padlocks! Then, I show my
customer how to change the

cylinders!!! Now, I know there's gonna
be folks out there that will be
screamin' for my blood for showin' a

civilian a trade secret. But! Before

anyone gets super hyper over me
tellin' a good - a really good -customer

how to save money - hear me out. I

master keyed these locks and
cylinders using a standard two-step

progression method that will,

in essence, give me over one
thousand theoretical changes.

That master key system
gives me enough changes to

keep the same padlocks in

service for a little over a year.

Each of the main offices of the

pharmaceutical firm has it's

own master key. Each courier

has a new change key for each

trip and I get 20 or 30

cylinders to rekey every other

week or so! If, in the event a

master key is lost or unaccounted for,

then I just need to run off a different

master key system and rekey all of the

padlocks and cylinders at one time!

How's that for gettin' novel?

At any rate, the point of all this is to

show you that there is more to

padlock sales and promotion than

selling the occasional padlock to a

little old lady so she can lock up her

shed or selling a car dealer a padlock

for his tire room that's keyed to the

shop key. By looking around for

opportunities to "find a need and fill it"

- in a novel, creative, curious or

maybe, even a strange or weird
manner - you just might walk away
from your next padlock sale with

some serious shekels in your pocket!

Y'all heah me, now? jfll

5. The Abus 83/45-300 padlock is

perfect for this application, and a
real money maker.

MKXjnCBSMC

SRi and Steve Young

are working together

to bring you the best

in locksmith tools

and supplies,

Click here for more information
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A Peek at
Movers & Shakers
in the Industry

ATTENTION MANUFACTURERS
AND DISTRIBUTORS: Would you like

your company and products to be

profiled in Thru The Keyhole ? Please call

Managing Editor, Tom Seroogy at

(708)837-2044.

HPC Acquires Scotsman
Security Products

What does the name HPC conjure

up in the minds of locksmiths?
Answers to this question will vary

from "key machines," to "key
cabinets," to "code books," to "car

openers," to "pick sets," to "software,"

to "locksmithing tools." In reality, all

of these answers are correct. Jerry

Hoffman, President/CEO of HPC, Inc.

has created a company that is

exceedingly diverse in its product line,

while remaining focused on its

primary market, locksmiths.

HPC, Inc. has been designing and

manufacturing locksmithing equip-

ment for over 35 years and has
established themselves as a leading

force in the locksmithing industry. In

an ongoing effort to widen its product

line, HPC regularly designs many new
products, as well as improving
existing products.

HPC's newest addition is the

acquisition of Scotsman Security

Products. The Scotsman product line

greatly enhance HPC's already vast

line of key machines and door
hardware.

The four Scotsman key machines
round out their tubular line and fill in

the previous gaps in the low end and

the code cutting tubular market. The
Scotsman door hardware is an

excellent addition to HPC's door
hardware line. The Scotsman

HPC/Scotsman Tabular Duplicode™

DorGards are unlike any others on the

market. Due to their unique nature,

they have already been specified into

the prints for banks in Canada and are

becoming very popular in the United

States as well. The DorGards, along

with the Scotsman CylGards, provide

a complete security solution.

All production will take place in

HPC's Schiller Park facility. Stock

numbers and pricing will remain the

same.

For more information on any HPC
or HPC/Scotsman product, please

contact your authorized HPC
Distributor or HPC direct at (708)
671-6280.

Let S&G Electrify Your
Profits

You know the many benefits

Sargent & Greenleaf's 6120 Electronic

Combination Lock offers your
customers. But here's something else

to consider-each 6120 you sell earns

you almost three times more profit

than a standard mechanical lock, dial

and ring.

S&G wants to help you sell the

6120 and electrify your profits with the

6120 Sales Presentation Kit. The free

kit includes four unique tools to assist

you in new or retrofit sales.

A Sales Presentation Guide will

help you walk through a short,

informative pitch on the 6120 with

your customer. The sales guide
highlights the many benefits of the

6120, illustrating how much quicker,

easier and more secure the 6120 is to

operate than a mechanical lock.

With the kit, you'll also receive a

full-color brochure, point-of-sale

sticker and operating instruction

sticker. The brochure is designed as a

leave-behind, enhancing your pre-

sentation and allowing your customer

to refer back to information about the

6120. The point-of-sale sticker

provides exposure for the 6120 in your

showroom, helping make your
customer aware of the availability and

advantages of electronic locks. And,

the operating instruction sticker gives

your customer an easy reference after

the lock has been purchased and
installed.

The 6120 is also easy for you. Its

footprint fits those of most mechanical

locks, allowing quick retrofit without

touch-up painting. Also, a bolt-through

back cover allows installation without

removal of the lock's back cover.

As you probably know, there's no

elaborate procedure needed to open a

6120. All your customer needs to do is

punch in six numbers on a keypad.

The ease of the 6120 also saves you
time, eliminating phone calls from
customers who have forgotten how to

open their safes.

Several key security elements
position the 6120 far ahead of standard

mechanical locks. A 0-to-9 minute
delay option gives your customer the

opportunity to program the 6120 to

meet specific time delay needs (S&G's

6121 gives a 0-to-27 minute delay

option). Time delays serve as a key

deterrent to holdups, forcing the

perpetrator to remain at the scene of

Continued on page 107
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KEY t§ i
Keyblanks

Hudson Hudson H20
Mcol003M

HOOOl .
- H3000 Taylor R22B

JetHLl
Curtis CO106
Star5AUl
E5PCO106

Depths Spaces
.290 1 191 HPC

1 .272 2 316 Code Card: C26
2 .254 3 441 Cutter: CW1011
3 .236 4 566 Stop: Shoulder
4 .218 5 691

5 .200 Framon
6 .182 Cut start: .191

/^^sS Cutter: FC8445

ff \s CutTo Cut: .125

o \

\ 1

Spacing block: #1

V }
3/ i Clamp ng: Lay clip flat

PRO on left side of jaw. Slide^-^ key up to clip.

H0001 10105 H0037 31405 H0073 04536 H0109 03050 H0145 33005
H0002 30143 H0038 22152 H0074 00514 H0110 35463 H0146 21216
H0003 05212 H0039 10541 H0075 25052 H0111 26514 H0147 44512
H0004 23650 H0040 02336 H0076 33261 H0112 63250 H0148 45636
H0005 52501 H0041 10501 H0077 24150 H0113 51261 H0149 53005
H0006 43610 H0042 25250 H0078 03610 H0114 21050 H0150 05610
H0007 12163 H0043 43616 H0079 40530 H0115 02514 H0151 64152
H0008 63050 H0044 10145 H0080 51025 H0116 31463 H0152 31623
H0009 11401 H0045 11625 H0081 32165 H0117 64156 H0153 14636
H0010 15243 H0046 01634 H0082 24350 H0118 25214 H0154 23236
H0011 16161 H0047 65636 H0083 46154 H0119 44316 H0155 12056
H0012 43050 H0048 15205 H0084 22516 H0120 53661 H0156 12610
H0013 31661 H0049 14165 H0085 42150 H0121 36505 H0157 21636
H0014 53625 H0050 35261 H0086 10161 H0122 22156 H0158 10414
H0015 30361 H0051 51645 H0087 03416 H0123 10252 H0159 55405
H0016 41252 H0052 56365 H0088 20156 H0124 61236 H0160 62130
H0017 51441 H0053 23416 H0089 42314 H0125 13461 H0161 30436
H0018 00316 H0054 04152 H0090 23610 H0126 14234 H0162 13513
H0019 14361 H0055 16341 H0091 14501 H0127 34503 H0163 42402
H0020 04136 H0056 55625 H0092 25612 H0128 45452 H0164 10125
H0021 21030 H0057 05450 H0093 03634 H0129 62534 H0165 12161
H0022 41416 H0058 13025 H0094 23030 H0130 46350 H0166 64026
H0023 14105 H0059 16521 H0095 43016 H0131 14030 H0167 32450
H0024 01616 H0060 02130 H0096 10561 H0132 50105 H0168 02620
H0025 52341 H0061 54365 H0097 41236 H0133 62330 H0169 54161
H0026 43216 H0062 35641 H0098 33641 H0134 12636 H0170 03430
H0027 12505 H0063 20336 H0099 32501 H0135 05250 H0171 21626
H0028 33025 H0064 16301 H0100 53405 H0136 55241 H0172 14141
H0029 01416 H0065 13261 H0101 26314 H0137 26130 H0173 30036
H0030 53041 H0066 26154 H0102 41650 H0138 66152 H0174 04026
H0031 16561 H0067 01036 H0103 35041 H0139 25636 H0175 32361
H0032 32505 H0068 15643 H0104 50303 H0140 20514 H0176 25210
H0033 02516 H0069 36161 H0105 21416 H0141 40350 H0177 41056
H0034 24510 H0070 23214 H0106 13661 H0142 05036 H0178 52525
H0035 12561 H0071 11461 H0107 41612 H0143 15025 H0179 16216
H0036 24152 H0072 52165 H0108 20552 H0144 31263 H0180 42024
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STRATTEC"

BnSBBHMajor
LOCK SERVICE. INC I 1TfANt*rtf7Ti j<niAUTO LOCK SERVICE. INC ANLB=rtf7TLJfhNG. MC

Hudson
H0001 - H3000

H0181 65056 H0249 63636 H0317 42116 H0385 54212 H0453 41030
H0182 11041 H0250 13135 H0318 24462 H0386 46204 H0454 65252
H0183 16260 H0251 20262 H0319 36256 H0387 36561 H0455 32430
H0184 40226 H0252 50503 H0320 53151 H0388 50563 H0456 52652
H0185 05630 H0253 00136 H0321 16325 H0389 31205 H0457 35353
H0186 45016 H0254 46132 H0322 63214 H0390 34014 H0458 64642
H0187 32030 H0255 66156 H0323 36436 H0391 50325 H0459 43414
H0188 51131 H0256 30565 H0324 56252 H0392 05410 H0460 51023
H0189 02156 H0257 64626 H0325 12141 H0393 56141 H0461 10214
H0190 64134 H0258 54610 H0326 31315 H0394 33243 H0462 32652
H0191 32636 H0259 24262 H0327 14303 H0395 10452 H0463 46620
H0192 51045 H0260 13425 H0328 65014 H0396 32341 H0464 45212
H0193 40356 H0261 42514 H0329 02316 H0397 12105 H0465 40552
H0194 50230 H0262 31513 H0330 34252 H0398 32561 H0466 32410
H0195 32414 H0263 04350 H0331 26640 H0399 51425 H0467 04226
H0196 31003 H0264 10412 H0332 16143 H0400 01056 H0468 03250
H0197 30236 H0265 36614 H0333 10301 H0401 01450 H0469 45616
H0198 54630 H0266 52030 H0334 42530 H0402 46136 H0470 51623
H0199 51351 H0267 62462 H0335 30214 H0403 34632 H0471 14616
H0200 30456 H0268 31425 H0336 42426 H0404 01414 H0472 16450
H0201 24026 H0269 52052 H0337 62640 H0405 05030 H0473 36214
H0202 64264 H0270 56214 H0338 14526 H0406 45252 H0474 61036
H0203 34030 H0271 02552 H0339 12501 H0407 03215 H0475 55425
H0204 36141 H0272 35151 H0340 04310 H0408 24114 H0476 25034
H0205 25256 H0273 52450 H0341 50414 H0409 53131 H0477 63630
H0206 13315 H0274 04046 H0342 33151 H0410 26404 H0478 52414
H0207 20426 H0275 64240 H0343 53513 H0411 52125 H0479 20204
H0208 34214 H0276 51463 H0344 35425 H0412 16541 H0480 43236
H0209 12165 H0277 34052 H0345 10341 H0413 05652 H0481 61254
H0210 01252 H0278 44024 H0346 36210 H0414 13625 H0482 10436
H0211 43034 H0279 62026 H0347 52614 H0415 32452 H0483 34105
H0212 22136 H0280 53551 H0348 20240 H0416 54034 H0484 64114
H0213 34610 H0281 35153 H0349 24646 H0417 52216 H0485 02262
H0214 14341 H0282 02046 H0350 30165 H0418 46420 H0486 16141
H0215 53023 H0283 55205 H0351 64336 H0419 21056 H0487 05230
H0216 24316 H0284 33265 H0352 36234 H0420 15241 H0488 63236
H0217 50212 H0285 66350 H0353 54521 H0421 64514 H0489 50525
H0218 31553 H0286 12016 H0354 03014 H0422 30232 H0490 30412
H0219 01230 H0287 50163 H0355 34125 H0423 51313 H0491 10305
H0220 61214 H0288 34165 H0356 04530 H0424 42620 H0492 45034
H0221 45632 H0289 15131 H0357 40464 H0425 21452 H0493 66316
H0222 50236 H0290 04462 H0358 56412 H0426 26330 H0494 40204
H0223 46226 H0291 16363 H0359 22536 H0427 36634 H0495 31041
H0224 54563 H0292 03056 H0360 36101 H0428 22404 H0496 65212
H0225 25630 H0293 44310 H0361 11353 H0429 25436 H0497 52430
H0226 13025 H0294 14214 H0362 50361 H0430 43634 H0498 20464
H0227 50452 H0295 51515 H0363 44136 H0431 23260 H0499 62620
H0228 20536 H0296 22426 H0364 62350 H0432 35003 H0500 11261
H0229 12450 H0297 30321 H0365 54652 H0433 54236 H0501 36414
H0230 32614 H0298 21652 H0366 03436 H0434 34303 H0502 02026
H0231 11535 H0299 63014 H0367 12341 H0435 05236 H0503 03034
H0232 34416 H0300 26512 H0368 36305 H0436 25014 H0504 13045
H0233 16230 H0301 56416 H0369 52523 H0437 40136 H0505 65216
H0234 55153 H0302 41450 H0370 11241 H0438 36452 H0506 56436
H0235 04024 H0303 35131 H0371 62512 H0439 04044 H0507 23410
H0236 42046 H0304 40404 H0372 12256 H0440 21230 H0508 15425
H0237 50252 H0305 03616 H0373 56550 H0441 56303 H0509 02536
H0238 62516 H0306 15461 H0374 02646 H0442 23450 H0510 64046
H0239 15135 H0307 04620 H0375 24224 H0443 25416 H0511 05034
H0240 02424 H0308 66262 H0376 54305 H0444 46314 H0512 53225
H0241 54056 H0309 31643 H0377 65416 H0445 03630 H0513 15663
H0242 61652 H0310 32054 H0378 20130 H0446 41656 H0514 23016
H0243 13243 H0311 13551 H0379 16256 H0447 63034 H0515 30325
H0244 05216 H0312 10565 H0380 50412 H0448 21252 H0516 42336
H0245 35403 H0313 36363 H0381 02462 H0449 40314 H0517 12614
H0246 56236 H0314 62154 H0382 56341 H0450 05430 H0518 31241
H0247 26462 H0315 31551 H0383 13401 H0451 41052 H0519 24536
H0248 16103 H0316 56165 H0384 34236 H0452 23636 H0520 20152
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AUTO LOCK SERVICE. INC
BnSBBHuajor
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The
rsfmnaJ

Lodtsmltbl

O
Hudson

H0001 - H3000

O

o

H0521 33023
H0522 41214
H0523 12216
H0524 15515
H0525 62426
H0526 51225
H0527 35025
H0528 65414
H0529 53531
H0530 04114
H0531 65436
H0532 12630
H0533 61212
H0534 33241
H0535 12652
H0536 54014
H0537 13153
H0538 42640
H0539 35205
H0540 12036
H0541 50214
H0542 36143
H0543 51241
H0544 16430
H0545 62552
H0546 13043
H0547 53245
H0548 26116
H0549 64640
H0550 16525
H0551 64330
H0552 55041
H0553 26136
H0554 16652
H0555 25236
H0556 33405
H0557 12416
H0558 55623
H0559 30254
H0560 66530
H0561 12412
H0562 00134
H0563 34230
H0564 43614
H0565 34652
H0566 04040
H0567 31401
H0568 02136
H0569 14254
H0570 32632
H0571 01214
H0572 53461
H0573 04314
H0574 31353
H0575 42462
H0576 16365
H0577 66512
H0578 32436
H0579 56230
H0580 44116
H0581 55025
H0582 04516
H0583 12525
H0584 25414
H0585 04510
H0586 20356
H0587 36525
H0588 62042

H0589
H0590
H0591
H0592
H0593
H0594
H0595
H0596
H0597
H0598
H0599
H0600
H0601
H0602
H0603
H0604
H0605
H0606
H0607
H0608
H0609
H0610
H0611
H0612
H0613
H0614
H0615
H0616
H0617
H0618
H0619
H0620
H0621
H0622
H0623
H0624
H0625
H0626
H0627
H0628
H0629
H0630
H0631
H0632
H0633
H0634
H0635
H0636
H0637
H0638
H0639
H0640
H0641
H0642
H0643
H0644
H0645
H0646
H0647
H0648
H0649
H0650
H0651
H0652
H0653
H0654
H0655
H0656

15623
32014
22530
62134
34056
04626
26532
24314
54030
43056
36252
21414
26362
45610
55263
14252
24530
35513
63610
46336
40330
32252
46264
63652
52630
42352
14614
03452
04130
35515
42552
04264
16263
62150
34636
44154
14230
04204
51535
52256
46310
24640
35021
54636
33115
62312
62646
24130
46202
55351
20404
50430
16305
35663
04116
10430
32456
14121
53205
20316
66130
34616
54252
12361
31245
66354
36630
52236

H0657 13155
H0658 02240
H0659 62404
H0660 26246
H0661 10363
H0662 33205
H0663 02352
H0664 46536
H0665 36230
H0666 02442
H0667 12305
H0668 14563
H0669 53441
H0670 02510
H0671 11531
H0672 20462
H0673 16361
H0674 30525
H0675 44350
H0676 02664
H0677 32305
H0678 54361
H0679 01652
H0680 21436
H0681 40114
H0682 22130
H0683 34365
H0684 14414
H0685 30216

H0686 26204
H0687 14305
H0688 56121
H0689 64226
H0690 34341
H0691 02152
H0692 42156
H0693 55315
H0694 14163
H0695 26336
H0696 50145
H0697 11243
H0698 16414
H0699 20446
H0700 34361
H0701 14632
H0702 52103
H0703 11425
H0704 20530
H0705 24024
H0706 05416
H0707 43252
H0708 25430
H0709 54341
H0710 13643
H0711 35225
H0712 02464
H0713 30105
H0714 52563

Continued on page 102

NAT IONAL
AUTO LOCK SERVICE, INC.

National Auto Lock Service, Inc. offers a

wide range of equipment and services

for the Automotive Locksmith. From

tools and hard to find key blanks to

transponder programming, we can take

the mystery out of car service. We

accept credit card orders, and can ship

COD. Contact us for the latest in

automotive technology.

www.laserkey.com

October 1995 • 99
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BnSBBHuajor
LOCK SERVICE. INC I 1TfANt*rtf7Ti j<niAUTO LOCK SERVICE. INC ANLB=rtf7TLJfhNG. MC

Continued from page 99

Hudson
H0001 - H3000

H0715 56525 H0783 15403 H0851 52036 H0919 32250 H0987 36341
H0716 64552 H0784 40514 H0852 02154 H0920 46152 H0988 04154
H0717 54503 H0785 50216 H0853 46356 H0921 22352 H0989 64516
H0718 01436 H0786 51135 H0854 61410 H0922 30414 H0990 10454
H0719 25632 H0787 10236 H0855 31515 H0923 63256 H0991 44226
H0720 41256 H0788 54325 H0856 65430 H0924 26114 H0992 62336
H0721 54450 H0789 25030 H0857 30212 H0925 14436 H0993 02420
H0722 01236 H0790 35265 H0858 55461 H0926 32630 H0994 42664
H0723 15226 H0791 04552 H0859 43014 H0927 13151 H0995 31443
H0724 50434 H0792 63056 H0860 11335 H0928 04224 H0996 64624
H0725 42262 H0793 56232 H0861 51401 H0929 45032 H0997 16321
H0726 10543 H0794 10365 H0862 34036 H0930 36650 H0998 14054
H0727 52145 H0795 61430 H0863 52325 H0931 42246 H0999 51553
H0728 03030 H0796 51203 H0864 04352 H0932 56434 H1000 04624
H0729 11663 H0797 26536 H0865 63030 H0933 31511 H1001 42404
H0730 30232 H0798 62332 H0866 24426 H0934 31021 H1002 15463
H0731 56256 H0799 10234 H0867 12143 H0935 10230 H1003 30125
H0732 31351 H0800 51353 H0868 62354 H0936 42534 H1004 24132
H0733 26626 H0801 56503 H0869 14612 H0937 23056 H1005 44150
H0734 05014 H0802 15261 H0870 55225 H0938 65630 H1006 61252
H0735 11645 H0803 26446 H0871 64020 H0939 14256 H1007 56616
H0736 32656 H0804 54121 H0872 26535 H0940 46462 H1008 11265
H0737 40262 H0805 24310 H0873 16436 H0941 26310 H1009 56143
H0738 12543 H0806 05252 H0874 00312 H0942 56452 H1010 14212
H0739 21612 H0807 13421 H0875 64530 H0943 15625 H1011 51153
H0740 46516 H0808 54143 H0876 36236 H0944 31335 H1012 33625
H0741 54125 H0809 20246 H0877 32103 H0945 42662 H1013 10256
H0742 65436 H0810 51041 H0878 51641 H0946 62204 H1014 31261
H0743 32230 H0811 64130 H0879 24552 H0947 13351 H1015 23630
H0744 40156 H0812 33401 H0880 32036 H0948 53003 H1016 32541
H0745 25454 H0813 43052 H0881 05436 H0949 34410 H1017 42446
H0746 04662 H0814 33043 H0882 51005 H0950 34161 H1018 51661
H0747 15421 H0815 42316 H0883 16234 H0951 05412 H1019 46354
H0748 04426 H0816 65034 H0884 04336 H0952 53265 H1020 32034
H0749 53535 H0817 36365 H0885 35245 H0953 43214 H1021 15045
H0750 23616 H0818 21036 H0886 52436 H0954 26530 H1022 64354
H0751 55641 H0819 52543 H0887 15153 H0955 14125 H1023 50210
H0752 44536 H0820 11441 H0888 25452 H0956 04330 H1024 04356
H0753 12252 H0821 30145 H0889 12014 H0957 22316 H1025 14521
H0754 34436 H0822 23652 H0890 35335 H0958 53043 H1026 25652
H0755 52305 H0823 52454 H0891 50256 H0959 05636 H1027 14325
H0756 41012 H0824 25230 H0892 20352 H0960 66264 H1028 22420
H0757 14036 H0825 12365 H0893 02550 H0961 55021 H1029 10216
H0758 13515 H0826 03012 H0894 62024 H0962 22514 H1030 05052
H0759 22620 H0827 45410 H0895 23456 H0963 35313 H1031 26554
H0760 32525 H0828 35623 H0896 45652 H0964 41632 H1032 04262
H0761 45236 H0829 61054 H0897 15441 H0965 52014 H1033 34301
H0762 12034 H0830 02530 H0898 54054 H0966 13021 H1034 52034
H0763 35315 H0831 10434 H0899 66356 H0967 64204 H1035 02532
H0764 43652 H0832 51513 H0900 20330 H0968 10325 H1036 34614
H0765 63436 H0833 21032 H0901 13621 H0969 51205 H1037 16303
H0766 13403 H0834 14654 H0902 04242 H0970 14250 H1038 63414
H0767 01434 H0835 64310 H0903 56363 H0971 20314 H1039 42356
H0768 16456 H0836 02314 H0904 11025 H0972 51315 H1040 55313
H0769 45414 H0837 50341 H0905 40336 H0973 53241 H1041 16212
H0770 24136 H0838 32563 H0906 31531 H0974 30301 H1042 50103
H0771 30452 H0839 22512 H0907 62156 H0975 63632 H1043 22026
H0772 22646 H0840 45214 H0908 31441 H0976 15265 H1044 15021
H0773 50125 H0841 33645 H0909 16323 H0977 42136 H1045 66202
H0774 05614 H0842 53155 H0910 36412 H0978 05254 H1046 36123
H0775 61012 H0843 02402 H0911 03456 H0979 35661 H1047 13005
H0776 13205 H0844 31225 H0912 65612 H0980 11555 H1048 43036
H0777 51151 H0845 52361 H0913 04532 H0981 02424 H1049 65632
H0778 44246 H0846 12436 H0914 55203 H0982 40130 H1050 35043
H0779 36121 H0847 32145 H0915 32610 H0983 31461 H1051 14161
H0780 03652 H0848 43452 H0916 51531 H0984 24626 H1052 01650
H0781 26646 H0849 01034 H0917 14014 H0985 64532 H1053 42424
H0782 61454 H0850 26150 H0918 15661 H0986 12656 H1054 62446
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AUTO LOCK SERVICE. INC
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The

LodtsmMbl

O
Hudson

H0001 - H3000

O

o

H1055
H1056
H1057
H1058
H1059
H1060
H1061
H1062
H1063
H1064
H1065
H1066
H1067
H1068
H1069
H1070
H1071
H1072
H1073
H1074
H1075
H1076
H1077
H1078
H1079
H1080
H1081
H1082
H1083
H1084
H1085
H1086
H1087
H1088
H1089
H1090
H1091
H1092
H1093
H1094
H1095
H1096
H1097
H1098
H1099
H1100
H1101
H1102
H1103
H1104
H1105
H1106
H1107
H1108
H1109
H1110
Him
H1112
H1113
H1114
H1115
H1116
H1117
H1118
H1119
H1120
H1121
H1122

23032
33155
04020
33461
45030
14452
54216
20134
13353
21430
55023
24336
50254
46330
51335
30503
31625
62240
45014
32616
04640
36165
46532
54301
32105
46640
53515
44264
34010
56321
01054
45430
55421
36301
56414
20226
05232
25456
33045
26332
64136
41652
35241
16125
32650
52632
01654
62020
00350
54541
41032
66136
20424
63230
26316
55115
23052
34363
12054
50301
61436
15405
10361
50456
36541
35203
50143
21014

H1123
H1124
H1125
H1126
H1127
H1128
H1129
H1130
H1131
H1132
H1133
H1134
H1135

15041
42240
32163
11315
52321
45436
35023
61032
12414
15201
04312
02264
53553

H1136
H1137
H1138
H1139
H1140
H1141
H1142
H1143
H1144
H1145
H1146
H1147
H1148

46316
64314
44152
52056
65214
12325
02640
33403
62314
16232
35643
62466
52301

H1149
H1150
H1151
H1152
H1153
H1154
H1155
H1156
H1157
H1158
H1159
H1160
H1161

36523
20114
13441
22042
04334
44516
45052
66314
53155
12236
55043
04622
02134

The I nnovation You
Expect, with the

Flexibility You Need!

Click here for more information
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STRATTEC"

BnSBBHMajor
LOCK SERVICE. INC I 1TlANtiFrtnn j<niAUTO LOCK SERVICE. INC ANLB=rtf7TLJfhNG. MC

Hudson
H0001 - H3000

H1162 56305 H1230 66404 H1298 33461 H1366 00154 H1434 14630
H1163 61630 H1231 32432 H1299 04110 H1367 21236 H1435 52163
H1164 54614 H1232 16563 H1300 32325 H1368 32323 H1436 34412
H1165 04132 H1233 32016 H1301 61230 H1369 40332 H1437 22626
H1166 40134 H1234 53103 H1302 11225 H1370 65452 H1438 05612
H1167 23612 H1235 15245 H1303 56632 H1371 46426 H1439 16565
H1168 11263 H1236 45210 H1304 03614 H1372 23654 H1440 55113
H1169 66310 H1237 26442 H1305 12452 H1373 16503 H1441 02556
H1170 15151 H1238 65030 H1306 05434 H1374 63452 H1442 46220
H1171 24154 H1239 42642 H1307 42230 H1375 32214 H1443 52636
H1172 61030 H1240 03636 H1308 11403 H1376 56361 H1444 50141
H1173 03454 H1241 31421 H1309 31331 H1377 26350 H1445 04664
H1174 53201 H1242 56430 H1310 43254 H1378 34561 H1446 30256
H1175 31645 H1243 26134 H1311 03236 H1379 61412 H1447 26550
H1176 02040 H1244 53113 H1312 13241 H1380 15645 H1448 04512
H1177 63654 H1245 24226 H1313 34141 H1381 65614 H1449 63036
H1178 33225 H1246 51543 H1314 04156 H1382 36503 H1450 14652
H1179 52363 H1247 64116 H1315 23036 H1383 24356 H1451 32634
H1180 05632 H1248 04112 H1316 13623 H1384 41454 H1452 40352
H1181 15465 H1249 36420 H1317 51461 H1385 15621 H1453 22040
H1182 66330 H1250 43040 H1318 02622 H1386 56325 H1454 33663
H1183 25016 H1251 62514 H1319 22314 H1387 14610 H1455 40202
H1184 44352 H1252 33041 H1320 55403 H1388 53263 H1456 16345
H1185 36416 H1253 56636 H1321 62624 H1389 42626 H1457 26642
H1186 62114 H1254 54105 H1322 55265 H1390 05054 H1458 50365
H1187 56612 H1255 31663 H1323 43210 H1391 64350 H1459 62530
H1188 51155 H1256 54510 H1324 12125 H1392 51511 H1460 45634
H1189 01250 H1257 04202 H1325 32143 H1393 15043 H1461 52410
H1190 52252 H1258 23436 H1326 24662 H1394 34430 H1462 32365
H1191 02356 H1259 51223 H1327 43636 H1395 56212 H1463 14416
H1192 54525 H1260 24330 H1328 31203 H1396 23230 H1464 62464
H1193 64352 H1261 54616 H1329 66462 H1397 51311 H1465 10521
H1194 43656 H1262 24514 H1330 32032 H1398 02626 H1466 03654
H1195 50432 H1263 11421 H1331 63430 H1399 04514 H1467 10432
H1196 64620 H1264 52105 H1332 45010 H1400 61634 H1468 20354
H1197 22642 H1265 05452 H1333 01412 H1401 20264 H1469 05650
H1198 05634 H1266 15023 H1334 34103 H1402 43230 H1470 41234
H1199 44530 H1267 44130 H1335 04242 H1403 15221 H1471 61632
H1200 50234 H1268 25054 H1336 55003 H1404 33463 H1472 13535
H1201 35405 H1269 51421 H1337 16614 H1405 46114 H1473 31265
H1202 11623 H1270 20402 H1338 04420 H1406 54145 H1474 25032
H1203 46130 H1271 42025 H1339 16434 H1407 10163 H1475 53021
H1204 32416 H1272 30523 H1340 33003 H1408 62440 H1476 24352
H1205 56161 H1273 04646 H1341 54656 H1409 36105 H1477 04240
H1206 01044 H1274 65634 H1342 14561 H1410 05016 H1478 30345
H1207 62152 H1275 44510 H1343 11043 H1411 26132 H1479 62536
H1208 45404 H1276 10456 H1344 51355 H1412 45614 H1480 30363
H1209 26426 H1277 56410 H1345 14503 H1413 50123 H1481 02330
H1210 16163 H1278 46134 H1346 01256 H1414 22402 H1482 34256
H1211 55441 H1279 66352 H1347 31641 H1415 16105 H1483 61612
H1212 35005 H1280 32236 H1348 46510 H1416 05432 H1484 04246
H1213 40556 H1281 40246 H1349 14363 H1417 55135 H1485 24042
H1214 26110 H1282 61452 H1350 46512 H1418 24046 H1486 55401
H1215 13225 H1283 30163 H1351 52230 H1419 12554 H1487 54363
H1216 35441 H1284 66336 H1352 16412 H1420 50436 H1488 36636
H1217 14430 H1285 02004 H1353 13313 H1421 33621 H1489 20554
H1218 52410 H1286 41414 H1354 04534 H1422 63614 H1490 51245
H1219 36125 H1287 51243 H1355 62356 H1423 16543 H1491 01410
H1220 11641 H1288 16145 H1356 01254 H1424 33425 H1492 32503
H1221 00336 H1289 20334 H1357 31535 H1425 55463 H1493 11355
H1222 53315 H1290 52503 H1358 46550 H1426 22552 H1494 25010
H1223 40154 H1291 62040 H1359 04424 H1427 30365 H1495 30252
H1224 31025 H1292 32363 H1360 31045 H1428 10250 H1496 11246
H1225 43436 H1293 03410 H1361 50101 H1429 62556 H1497 42464
H1226 53641 H1294 46246 H1362 24116 H1430 36254 H1498 16636
H1227 20532 H1295 32412 H1363 36163 H1431 01030 H1499 36410
H1228 56634 H1296 10165 H1364 42114 H1432 56254 H1500 42646
H1229 04316 H1297 50416 H1365 30230 H1433 44314 H1501 13241
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Hudson
H0001 - H3000

H1502 24620 H1533 45012 H1564 16254 H1595 53351 H1626 55311
H1503 05032 H1534 13465 H1565 20442 H1596 26202 H1627 16505
H1504 31355 H1535 54452 H1566 35351 H1597 56521 H1628 22664
H1505 54036 H1536 02642 H1567 15203 H1598 32612 H1629 45036
H1506 25212 H1537 66536 H1568 42536 H1599 46242 H1630 23430
H1507 63234 H1538 42612 H1569 53621 H1600 34525 H1631 04642
H1508 22336 H1539 16343 H1570 02426 H1601 32543 H1632 62242
H1509 55663 H1540 62510 H1571 46402 H1602 24242 H1633 30303
H1510 51553 H1541 32052 H1572 12214 H1603 20332 H1634 13263
H1511 44532 H1542 12430 H1573 31403 H1604 51201 H1635 52121
H1512 14541 H1543 54634 H1574 40534 H1605 45416 H1636 34541
H1513 36232 H1544 63016 H1575 56145 H1606 13463 H1637 23252
H1514 54256 H1545 33441 H1576 26624 H1607 63634 H1638 45630
H1515 24624 H1546 04354 H1577 63612 H1608 16214 H1639 40512
H1516 13245 H1547 52612 H1578 30416 H1609 53511 H1640 32143
H1517 55131 H1548 20350 H1579 15641 H1610 31243 H1641 42130
H1518 31621 H1549 35045 H1580 35625 H1611 11513 H1642 15223
H1519 02554 H1550 66246 H1581 10345 H1612 02042 H1643 05214
H1520 32125 H1551 41430 H1582 40536 H1613 61256 H1644 50345
H1521 32654 H1552 36434 H1583 14365 H1614 50323 H1645 43630
H1522 16123 H1553 11463 H1584 34612 H1615 34054 H1646 52214
H1523 05234 H1554 22462 H1585 02246 H1616 52210 H1647 12456
H1524 33263 H1555 31533 H1586 01432 H1617 02512 H1648 30343
H1525 22134 H1556 04464 H1587 35115 H1618 13203 H1649 03016
H1526 16252 H1557 51425 H1588 62642 H1619 31423 H1650 30052
H1527 54163 H1558 36145 H1589 53353 H1620 51263 iffll

H1528 30341 H1559 46352 H1590 64024 H1621 62310 Look for more
H1529 02534 H1560 14634 H1591 36321 H1622 16236 nfMiir
H1530 25616 H1561 46312 H1592 44552 H1623 50034
H1531 42532 H1562 13511 H1593 36543 H1624 23656 code series

H1532 12250 H1563 50232 H1594 44046 H1625 30410 next month!

Make Sargent & Greenleaf's

C omptronic locks your choice for

electronic safe locking solutions

Click here for more information
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THRU THE KEYHOLE
Continued from page 95

the crime. A motorized deadbolt
prevents the dangerous habit of day-

locking, automatically relocking the

safe after six seconds. And, an

automatic lockout activates after four

consecutive incorrect code entries,

preventing trial-and-error attempts to

open the lock.

The 6120 features a master code,

eight additional user codes, and 1

million possible combinations. The
lock is resistant to physical, static

electricity, vibration and voltage

attacks, and is U.L. Listed Group 2

with Group 1 approval pending.

Standing behind the 6120 is

Sargent & Greenleaf and its 138 years

of experience. S&G has established

itself as the leader in the security

industry, and the company continues

to develop systems that protect

everything from personal possessions

to top-secret government docu ments.

To order free 6120 Sales
Presentation Kits or components of the

kits, like the full-color brochure, write:

Sargent & Greenleaf, Dept. SPK, One
Security Drive, Nicholasville, KY,
40356. Or fax (800) 634-4843. EH

*T COULD EITHER PICK THE LOCK,
REMOVE THE DOOR HIN&EQ, OR WE
COULD EAT OUR WAY IN... "

SCHWAB CORR
Fire protection for your vital records.

Free freight!!

No middle man!!

Click here for more information
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Taking Industry
Products for a Spin
Around the Block

DEWALT'S
CORDLE

DW994KQ
SS DRILL

PRODUCT: The DeWalt DW994KQ
Cordless Versa Clutch Driver/ Drill.

Manufactured by DeWalt Industrial

Tool Company, P.O. Box 158, 626
Hanover Pike, Hampstead, M D 21074.

(800) 433-9258. Available through
most large tool suppliers. Price varies,

but suggested retail is $430.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: The
DW994 heavy duty 14.4 volt cordless

drill and the DW9115 15 minute
battery charger. Two screw driver bits

are also included. The drill and
charger are packaged in a heavy
gauge steel case.

FRIENDLINESS: This unit is

extremely user friendly. The various

switches are well placed for quick

adjustment on the fly. Including the

keyless chuck eliminates the need for

a chuck key, another friendly feature.

And, despite having the highest
voltage battery pack on the market,

the drill is sleek, very well balanced

and fits well in both large and small

hands.

FEATURES: This particular dril

scores high points in the feature

department. Most predominant is the

full 1/2" keyless chuck.

While variable speed and reverse

are almost a give-me these days, this

unit also allows the user to choose
between a drill or driver mode. In the

drill mode, the chuck is engaged at all

times. In the driver mode, the chuck is

only engaged when pressure is being

applied to the chuck. A nice feature

for driving in screws.

Two speed settings allow for high

torque, low speed drilling at variable

to 450 rpm; Or, low torque, high speed

drilling from to 1400 rpm.

Although numbered to 11, half

settings allow for 23 torque settings on

this unit.

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:
You may remember our review of the

DW994KQ little brother, the 3/8"

chuck DW991, back in the November
1994 issue of The National Locksmith.

Shortly after that review we received

the DW994 and have been testing it

since. And, what a dream.

1. DeWalts DW994KQ cordless drill.

114 • The National Locksmith

2. Despite being cordless, 2-1/8'

holes were handled effortlessly.

While nothing over a 1" bit is

recommended by DeWalt, this unit

has done non-stop drilling of 2-1/8"

holes in residential and commercial
wood and steel doors. Battery life

continues to remain exceptionally

strong and long. Battery charging has

never exceeded 15 minutes.

If anything can be added to this

unit, a removable handle near the

chuck would certainly add some
balance and control when hogging out

some of the bigger holes.

CONCLUSION: Except where a

large number of holes have to be
drilled, there's no
need to use a

standard drill any-

more. This little

monster handled
everything a 1/ 2"

chuck 110 volt drill

does, and with

less aggravation.

While this drill is

a tad bit larger

than the smaller

12 and 9.6 volt,

3/8" chuck vari-

ety, we had
little trouble

using it in

even some of

the tightest

spaces
encountered
by locksmiths.
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